January 5, 2022
Dear Town Council Members,
We hope that the enclosed packet will inform you as you consider the wisdom of a
temporary moratorium on large scale IGMS, while we create a solar bylaw with the
holistic broad lens needed to protect our natural resources, so critical to climate
resilience and a healthy ecosystem and community.
We hope you’ll begin to understand that:
Destroying nature’s perpetual actual green energy to replace it with man-made
temporary ‘green energy’ is a strategy in need of greater reflection.
Forests have helped stabilize the climate, ensured biodiversity, regulated the water
cycle, and sequestered carbon above and below ground, since before humans
inhabited the earth.
Solar companies are not equipped to anticipate the full consequences of large scale
industrial solar installations on green lands, as evidenced by devastating damage to
ecosystems in Williamsburg and Wareham.
Renewable energy alternatives alone won’t save the planet. They are tools to the end
goal of healing from climate and biodiversity collapse.
Inconsistent, ill-advised state and federal policies have placed our towns in a vulnerable
position, but there are efforts to update legislation and engage in more regional
approaches, which gives more reason to pause and gather expertise before we act.
Thank you for your attention and consideration to these important matters,
Lenore Bryck, on behalf of SmartSolarAmherst
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Smart Solar Amherst
Why a moratorium? Why now? Solar bylaw issues to resolve
We are ardent supporters of solar energy that is sited in responsible locations. It is our desire
that the Town of Amherst make smart decisions on all proposals for large-scale solar energy
installations. We prefer to think and plan ahead so as not to regret errors made in haste.
To have such foresight, we need first to analyze all aspects of how solar energy can be
generated in Amherst and then write a solar bylaw. We must put the horse before the cart.
Why a Moratorium?
The proposed moratorium on large-scale solar energy installations will provide time to discuss
and write a solar bylaw. During the moratorium, active study and discussion should take place
about issues related to large-scale solar. The knowledge gleaned from that process will inform a
carefully crafted solar bylaw. Once a quality solar bylaw is passed, the moratorium would be
lifted.
In Amherst solar projects have been allowed through the Special Permit process, so why do
we need a moratorium to create a bylaw now?
This process treats each project separately and does not reflect a comprehensive plan that
addresses the sustainability goals of the Town and the impact of achieving these goals. The
impetus for the moratorium was a solar project that recently came before the Town. This
project is considerably larger than any other that has been permitted to date, and clear cuts an
extremely large swath of forested land. We believe the Town should have a formal process in
place that looks at Amherst as a whole, clearly, and reasonably regulates large-scale solar
development, and considers its impact.
Issues to be Addressed During the Moratorium While Creating a Solar Bylaw
The moratorium on large-scale solar installation projects is essential for good process.
Breathing time will enable the town to seek out and evaluate accurate data, reliable science,
new State legislation (now in process), and pertinent financial and social concerns that need to
be included in fair policy. A bylaw written with such care will ensure boards have exemplary
guidance when reviewing solar energy proposals. Excellent guidance will help town boards to
make fair decisions that will lead to highly successful solar energy production in our town.
Furthermore, a well-written bylaw will create better communication with potential developers.
This will lead to projects that are appreciated by all parties.
The solar bylaw should be the end result of thorough consideration of the possible impacts of
any large-scale solar power projects. A solar bylaw should promote responsible actions based
on current science. The solar bylaw should contribute to climate change mitigation, protection
of the environment, and protection of the townspeople. These protections should be wellunderstood and relate to all relevant laws and policies, including the Town of Amherst Master
Plan.
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The Massachusetts Interim Clean Energy and Climate Report for 2030, part of the 2050
Roadmap urges “balancing” competing concerns of land use, protection of critical lands and
habitats, clean energy generation, conservation, sequestration, and other human needs and
uses. During a moratorium, everyone taking part in formulating a bylaw will have the
opportunity to consider extensive data that ensures win-win siting decisions. It also allots time
to have discussions throughout the region that clarify how best to make “fair share”
determinations.
Here is a beginning list of pertinent issues to be researched, discussed, and resolved in
determining what a solar bylaw should include:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.

Decarbonization and Engagement of Stake Holders
Amherst’s Master Plan
Regulation, oversight, and disaster avoidance
The need to be current in both the state of science and of Massachusetts legislation
What are the possible impacts on the farmland, forest, and water resources in our
environment?
Environmental overview
Forest and wildlife
Farmland
Water resources
Easy projects
Zoning
Financial
Fair Share
No regrets

1. Decarbonization and Engagement of Stake Holders
a. What part does any particular solar proposal add to net decarbonization for the
town of Amherst?
b. How does the town itself, separate from a developer, calculate how the energy
generated by the solar proposal act in the overall energy use/generation profile
for the town?
c. How does the town ensure that it has broadly examined the impact any project
may have on the environment, including but not limited to mitigation of
greenhouse gases, harmonizing, or interfering with other sources of GHG
mitigators such as forests and farms?
d. How does the town prioritize different solar projects for their best impact on
GHG reduction while not interfering with other essential environmental
resources?
e. How does the town ensure that all stake holders are informed in a timely
manner of all solar proposals, hearings, and meetings in the town?
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f. How can the town ensure transparent process and communication with
stakeholders when significant solar power projects are being considered?
g. How can the town engage stakeholders throughout the town to share their skills
in analyzing the desirability and safety of a project?
h. How does a solar proposal become an opportunity for engaging the entire
community in the many ways we can reduce GHG emissions and become more
resilient?
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2. Amherst’s Master Plan
a. How does the solar bylaw address all the requirements of the Town of Amherst
Master Plan as relates to land, air, water, the overall natural and physical
environment, the town’s community commitments, and to zoning?
3. Regulation, oversight, and disaster avoidance
a. From construction, through operation, and into the dismantlement of a solar
installation, how does the town bylaw ensure that all regulations made are
followed?
i. What are the means by which compliance is enumerated and checked?
ii. Who is assigned to oversee that a project is following its plan at each
stage? Who pays for this oversight?
iii. What personnel represent the town’s interests for safety and compliance
on the site? Who pays for this oversight?
iv. Does the town pile more responsibilities on town employees, or do we
have to hire and budget for new employees as an add-on cost for the
project?
b. In real time, what should be the required oversight of the construction project
and the operating solar power plant conditions?
i. Infractions of regulations, once detected, may lead to fines, but will not
be able to repair damage. For example, wetlands, once intruded upon or
dried up from being isolated, cannot be revived. Wells, once
contaminated, become unusable. Cold water streams requiring shade
and protection from runoff can no longer support fish or be used for
drinking water.
c. In the case of fire, flooding, or other situations that need immediate
intervention, what alert systems are in place, and how are town emergency
officials given access to private, secured properties? It is typical that solar
energy corporation subcontract the surveillance process to centralized third
party companies in distant states.
d. Who is responsible during an unfolding disaster?
e. What site access must be required for oversight and disaster intervention by the
town?
f. Who pays costs for the personnel, equipment, and damage rectification in the
cases of disaster?
g. Who is responsible for rectifying problems when a power plant changes
ownership?
h. How will a bylaw protect the town and abutters from harm of fires, stormwater
runoff, or other disasters caused by failures of equipment or procedures at an
installation?
i. How will a bylaw require that townspeople harmed will be made whole after a
disaster caused by a solar installation?
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j.

Fire Dangers
i. Fires from lithium-ion phosphate battery storage system failures have
already happened at various locations around the world. Recent
dangerous fires have occurred in Arizona, Wisconsin, and Illinois.
ii. Some fires involving lithium-ion batteries have resulted in serious injury
and even death to firefighters.
iii. For current lithium-ion phosphate technology extremely large amounts of
water would be needed to extinguish the fire. What locations in Amherst
would have an adequate water supply for fighting fires that take
extraordinary amounts of water over long periods of time?
iv. If a solar installation were to require extraordinary amounts of water to
extinguish a fire, what characteristics of the location would create
dangerous levels of runoff into protected water resources and private
wells?
v. Would heavy runoff from fire fighting have products of the battery and
the fire that would contaminate water resources and private wells?
vi. Many Amherst forested areas are not on town water supplies. How
would water for firefighting be supplied to such areas?
vii. Who would pay for linking any industrial solar installation to the town
water supply for use in firefighting?
viii. What conditions of any site would preclude the use of specific batteries
or other technical equipment susceptible to dangerous failure?
ix. How would the town determine it must prohibit equipment, including
but not limited to lithium-ion batteries, that presents dangers to their
emergency employees doing their work, residents living nearby, or
property?
x. Another potential cause for fire could be dried grasses during drought
conditions. Once ignited, such fires could spread rapidly to nearby forest
and residential areas. How prepared are area fire departments to safely
combat fires that start in a solar electric plant and spread into
surrounding areas without regard to town borders?
xi. What is a sufficient amount of road access to a solar electric plant when
numerous fire fighting vehicles need to access and maneuver within the
site?
k. What are reasonable restrictions on the developers of a solar power plant to
protect neighbors from noise, glare from solar panels, traffic, road damage,
water erosion, and negative visual appearance?
4. The need to be current in both the state of science and in Massachusetts legislation:
a. How will the town gather cutting edge science and reported observations of
solar technology in use for every aspect of a solar proposal?
b. What legislation is in process that would be advantageous to the town and/or to
the parties proposing solar projects?
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5. What are the possible impacts on the farmland, forest, and water resources in our
environment?
a. What are current federal and state laws that protect and subsidize land with
qualities that are considered critical to the wellbeing of the state?
b. What are the ways in which current solar energy laws meant to promote the
positive benefit to the environment or the state? Conversely, how are specific
laws abused for the benefit of a corporation or individual?
6. Environmental overview
a. In addition to the narrowly specified wetlands responsibilities of the
Conservation Commission, how can the town make more comprehensive
reviews of the entire, interacting environment in question?
b. Can the more thorough state DEP process be used as a model for analyzing a
proposed solar site?
c. Will we adhere to protecting areas of the town that have been mapped under
BioMap2 Core Habitats and Critical Natural Landscapes?

i. The BioMap2 Core Habitats and Critical Natural Landscapes are viewable
through an interactive mapping program. BioMap2 Core Habitat and
Critical Natural Landscape overlap in many locations. Together, Core
Habitat and Critical Natural Landscape identify 2.1 million acres that are
key to the protection of our state's biodiversity.
https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en&q=biomap2&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8

d. How will town committees utilize all pertinent environmental references, current
scientific reports, and committee-stipulated data gathering to assess the impact
a solar installation would likely have on the complete ecosystem?
e. How do forest lands, including trees, lower vegetation, and soil fungi impact local
air temperature and humidity?
f. What do scientists understand about the environmental impact of forest
processes of transpiration and evaporation, as well as the filtration of water
through roots and fungi into the ground water? What would be the
environmental impact of removing these natural functions?
g. How would the current local climate change if trees were replaced by solar
panels?
h. How does the forest canopy protect the wetlands and streams from changes in
their water level, animal life, and surrounding vegetation?
i. How does the town effectively assess claims by a solar energy corporation that
they will be able to protect or even enhance an environment?
j. Clever use of land beneath the panels: Will the town committees challenge the
viability of corporate promises as relates to the natural environment? What
proof is there that “pollinator meadows” can be cultivated on damaged
previously forested soil? What are the positive and negative realities of “dual
use” farmland proposals?
k. How credible are promises of “returning the land to its previous state” when the
previous state was a complex forest ecosystem?
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l.

The long-term projections of a solar power plant on the environment must be
carefully calculated. How does one estimate the replacement of a forest after
decommissioning a solar installation?
m. How does a scientist calculate total the carbon sequestration of 40-year-old
trees left to grow for 50 years? Compare this number to the process of
clearcutting 40-year-old trees, replacing them with a solar installation for 25
years, and then, at best replanting trees and growing them for 25 years? What is
net carbon sequestration for each?
7. Forest and wildlife
a. What are the current recommendations from environmental scientists regarding
the protection of carbon-sequestering forests?
b. What impact do local forests have on the climate and water of our town as well
as the contiguous towns?
c. How do forests interact with local hydrology, including but not limited to the
water sheds, streams, town water supply, and private wells?
d. How would the disturbance of the forest vegetation and soil on any given slope
predispose the location to erosion that could damage surrounding properties
and water resources?
e. How would clearcutting tens or hundreds of acres of forest land impact the local
climate, the wildlife habitats, the water, and the properties nearby?
f. What animal life would be killed, displaced, stressed, and rerouted by
clearcutting large forest tracts for solar installations?
g. How would the disruption of wildlife habitats and migration impact properties
and wildlife habitats beyond the borders of an industrial solar installation?
8. Farmland
a. How does the town ensure that farmland currently under state protection will
not be lost temporarily or permanently for agriculture?
b. What land needs to be conserved for essential farming in preparation for
predicted climate change conditions? How is this determined?
c. What are the current policies of the state concerning farmland and alternative
power installations? What are they meant to achieve?
d. What incentives do corporations use to gain access to farmland? How legitimate
are such activities? Do they benefit the overall climate mitigation and wellbeing
of the region?
9. Water resources
a. See “Forest and Wildlife, c” above.
b. How are all wetlands identified and protected individually and as networks?
c. How is the soil and land topography evaluated for its influence on nearby bodies
of water before the installation of a solar power plant and at all stages of its
functioning?
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d. How would the construction and maintenance of large-scale solar arrays impact
the biological and chemical properties of the water available to private wells?
What variations in quantity might occur?
e. Given predicted changes to a more wet regional climate, how might
requirements reflect preparation for more extreme conditions on any solar site?
10. Easy projects:
a. Are there some easily agreed upon locations for solar installations of a given
size?
b. What can the town do, in conjunction with the state and federal government, to
encourage those who propose and construct such projects?
11. Zoning:
a. Should the town be allowed to rezone a residential district to permit an
industrial power plant?
b. What obligations do landowners have to abide by restrictions on protected and
subsidized forestry and farming land?
c. What obligations does the Town of Amherst have to property owners concerning
specific zones, especially residential zones?
d. Do those who buy property in specific zones have the Town’s legal assurance
that those zones remain constant?
e. Will town committees reject the typical corporate descriptions of industrial solar
power plants as “solar farms”? Zoning of farms and power plants are not the
same.
12. Financial:
a. What will be the ongoing financial impact on the Town and private abutters of
any solar project throughout its construction and function? This includes damage
to roadways, damage caused by dislocated wildlife, storm run-off, private well
disruption, property devaluation, and potential pollution and fires.
b. How will the town calculate the cost of time and equipment for Town personnel
who must supervise the adherence of the permit holder to required procedures.
c. Will the town protect itself from subsidizing solar corporations and their private
partners?
d. How do Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) schemes benefit or seriously harm the
Town’s finances?
e. How do PILOT schemes disadvantage the taxpayers in the town? Are such
schemes tantamount to surtaxes on the town taxpayers?
f. How have PILOT schemes evolved to help corporations avoid the fair industrial
taxation that used to be the norm?
g. How are PILOT schemes subject to downward adjustments when a company
changes hands or claims financial hardship?
h. How should taxable solar industrial equipment be assessed?
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i.

How can wholly transparent assessments of capital property of an industrial
solar project result in a corporation and its partners paying their fair share of
taxes to the town?
j. What are examples of successful industrial taxation processes, both rate systems
and assessments, in other cities and towns? Consider the varied successes of
nuclear, wind, and hydroelectric power plant taxation in Massachusetts.
k. How can the town accurately assess the real costs of a power plant to the town
and abutters?
l. When unexpected changes occur in the corporations that own or lease the land,
how do provisions in the town solar bylaw ensure that the town and neighbors
are not negatively impacted?
m. When does it behoove the town to purchase land that is being withdrawn from
forestry or farmland tax protection in order to make alternate use of the land?
n. Will the town be wary not only PILOT programs but also other seemingly benign
proposals by developers? Some corporations hope to get towns to agree to
“public-private partnerships”. What appears on its face to be a cooperative
gesture, is pure profit grabbing. By twisting the original purpose of this category
in Massachusetts law – win-win agreements between towns and residents energy corporations create a loophole. Public-Private partnerships give them
lucrative energy credits over the functioning period of the power plant. They
may sweeten the deal with a friendly gift to the local, cash-strapped elementary
school. Meanwhile, they slough off responsibility for maintenance onto the town
which gets left paying for maintenance employees including their wages,
benefits, and retirement costs far exceeding the value of the gift.
13. Fair Share:
a. What is the “fair share” of climate mitigation for achieving net zero that Amherst
or any town or city should be contributing?
b. How is “fair share” rationally determined? By some ratios of population, land
area, and per capita use of energy?
c. Who gets to determine “fair share”? Towns themselves? The state? The region?
d. Should Massachusetts or the Northeast Region be responsible for a fair and
appropriate regional allotment of solar and other non-carbon energy
installations?
e. Quabbin 21st Century? How do we avoid a repeat of a Quabbin Reservoir-type
appropriation of western Massachusetts? Forest and farm land are arguably of
particular value in the climate crisis. Should they be sacrificed to provide
electricity for the more populous, prosperous, politically powerful, and electricity
consuming eastern part of the state?
f. What is the “fair share” for taxpayers in Amherst who already subsidize
enormous expenses incurred by the university, colleges, and other nonprofits?
These subsidies benefit large populations across Massachusetts and the region.
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g. In considering a solar energy “fair share” does this mean the town now
subsidizes multinational corporations and private landowners who profit
enormously from the presence of industrial solar energy plants in the town? The
profits of such corporations and the deals they make with landowners are
shrouded in secrecy to shield them from being assessed by the towns they want
to use as bases for their power plants.
h. What burdens might solar power plants create for the town that must be part of
any “fair share” assessment?
i. Does the concept “fair share” itself create confusion in properly planning for
overall climate mitigation?
14. No regrets:
a. Can the town feel assured that approved projects will in fact mitigate the climate
crisis and have a neutral impact on all Amherst residents?
b. When approving a project, can voting leaders be assured that they will not later
regret having made irreversible damage to the environment and the residents?

1
A freshwater ecologist’s1 review explaining why Amherst needs a moratorium on siting of
large-scale, ground-mounted, photo-voltaic solar arrays, to protect watershed areas and
the town’s water supplies
The Town of Amherst’s Commitment
Town of Amherst has a long-standing commitment to protecting the watershed areas of its
drinking water supplies. We need thoughtful, well-planned bylaws in the face of proposed
large-scale in-ground solar fields in areas that are currently forested in Amherst so we
don’t put the watershed at risk. Amherst’s commitment to this protection is described on
the Town of Amherst Website:
https://www.amherstma.gov/1258/Watershed-Protection
When you download and review the Town's 2005 Water Supply Protection Plan (the full
version: 447 pages) and the MADEP SWAP (Source Water Assessment and Protection)
report for Amherst, you will see that these contain very detailed arguments for protecting
the watershed area of Atkins Reservoir and includes recommendations/action items for the
Town of Amherst to work with the Town of Shutesbury to protect the critical lands along
Nurse Brook and Dean Brook. If these recommendations had been acted on at the time
(up to 17 years ago), Cowls/AMP would have never proposed solar fields in these
areas...these areas would have been flagged as "no-go" zones for anything other than
sustainable forestry. But now we have these proposals and a much greater sense of
urgency for Amherst to follow through on their stated goals of source water protection for
Atkins Reservoir.
Here is an excerpt from the Watershed Protection page:
“Management Philosophy Approaches
Even with the large amount of preserved land surrounding Amherst‘s surface water
supplies, minimal changes in the land use, impervious surface coverage, and forested
land within a watershed can greatly alter water quality. Scattered development and
frontage lot construction threaten Amherst‘s drinking water. The Conservation
Commission, aware of the need to protect the Town‘s water supplies, actively
supports appropriate measures that will preserve both underground aquifers and their
recharge areas, and above-ground reservoirs and their watersheds. The Commission
endorses cooperation and assistance with neighboring towns, acquisition of private
property, conservation restrictions, and implementation of forestry management
plans to maintain the ecological integrity of land surrounding Amherst‘s surface water
supplies.
1
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The importance of these surface water supplies cannot be underscored enough, as
they are uphill from Amherst and supply not only the Town’s drinking water but feed
the many streams that flow through the community. Atkins Reservoir is two miles
upstream from Puffer‘s Pond, a popular conservation and recreation area; such that
the preserved land surrounding the reservoir helps preserve the water quality of the
Cushman Brook and Puffer ‘s Pond.
Areas in Amherst within the Atkins Reservoir watershed are within the Town‘s
Watershed Protection overlay district to protect the quality of ground and surface
water entering the drinking water supply. A grant awarded by the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) helped fund the development of a
Surface Water Protection Plan, which identifies the potential sources and pathways of
contamination and provide a plan to reduce nonpoint discharges to surface waters.”
Background:
Atkins Reservoir is a 51-acre drinking water supply reservoir with a maximum capacity of
200 million gallons. It is the largest source of drinking water for the Town of Amherst. It
has two principal tributaries, Nurse Brook and Dean Brook, whose watersheds are mostly
within the Town of Shutesbury. The Town of Amherst owns some of the land along Nurse
Brook and Dean Brook, but large portions of these watersheds are privately owned and
not formally protected.
In the past, the Town of Shutesbury has expressed interest in working with the Town of
Amherst to implement more comprehensive protections for the Atkins Reservoir
watershed. The Town of Shutesbury, in conjunction with Franklin Regional Council of
Governments, published a Master Plan in 2004. The Plan included a recommendation that
the Town adopt a "Water Supply Protection Overlay District" for the Atkins Reservoir,
Dean Brook, and Nurse Brook sub-watersheds (see map on page 253 of the Shutesbury
Master Plan).
From the Plan: “Shutesbury residents value the protection of all drinking water supplies,
but in particular Amherst’s, because of the regional school district and the many
Shutesbury residents who work at UMass and in Amherst. A Water Supply Protection
Overlay District could have within its design the regulation of land uses that pose a threat
to surface and groundwater quality within the sub-watersheds.” These land uses are
detailed in 310 CMR 22.20B, and apply to Zones A, B, and C of a surface water
source. Shutesbury also developed a draft water supply protection district bylaw based on
the MADEP regulations regarding activities that are restricted or prohibited within a public
water supply watershed (310 CMR 22.20B). This draft bylaw can be viewed in Appendix
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D of Amherst’s Water Supply Protection Report. It’s not clear if this bylaw was ever
adopted.
The Town of Amherst was thinking along the same lines. The 2005 report stated “The
Town of Amherst intends to work with the Town of Shutesbury implement a more
comprehensive bylaw” to restrict activities on parcels in Zones A, B, and C of the Atkins
water supply protection areas.
Cowls/AMP proposed solar arrays “Pratt Corner East”, “Pratt Corner West”, “Pratt Corner
South”, and “Baker Road” all fall within the Dean Brook or Nurse Brook sub-watersheds.
These areas would have been entirely within the Shutesbury’s water supply
protection overlay if it had been established and protected by Shutesbury’s water supply
protection district bylaw if it had been adopted. A sensible course of action is to halt
proposals for “Pratt Corner East”, “Pratt Corner West”, “Pratt Corner South”, and “Baker
Road” and allow the Towns of Amherst and Shutesbury to formalize water supply
protection overlays and bylaws for the Atkins Reservoir, Dean Brook, and Nurse Brook
sub-watersheds.
In Summary
In alignment with the town’s commitment to protect our watershed, a moratorium should
be established immediately to give Amherst and Shutesbury time, at long last, formalize
zoning overlay protection districts and bylaws. This fulfills their mandate to protect the
watersheds, especially in drinking water supply areas, particularly in the Nurse Brook and
Dean Brook sub-watersheds of the Atkins Reservoir Water Supply Area but also in all
proposed areas.
It’s imperative we ensure the following: proper stormwater management, maintenance of
natural biogeochemical cycling, prevention of nutrient loading, maintenance of natural
hydrology, implementation of the highest standards for design, maintenance of access
roads, management of invasive species and prevention of herbicide use, etc.
We need a watershed and ground water overlay map and bylaws for Amherst. We need a
moratorium to give us time to make sure we do not create irreparable damage to our
water sources, whether well water or Town water.
Information offered by Ethan Nedeau, local freshwater ecologist, who has provided
ecological consulting services for a wide range of government, non-government, and
corporate clients since 1998 -- including wind, solar, hydroelectric, transportation
infrastructure, worked with Dave and the Kestrel Trust on endangered mussel surveys in
the Fort River watershed.

FACT SHEET: SOLAR ENERGY
SOLAR ELECTRICITY: ROOFTOP VS. UTILITY SCALE GROUND MOUNTED SYSTEMS
Solar panels that capture the sun and convert it to electricity can range in size from rooftop panels on
individual homes to large industrial ground-mounted systems. Rooftop panels can produce enough energy
to cover much of, or sometimes all of, a single household’s energy needs. The electricity is used on site.
On the other hand, utility scale ground-mounted solar consumes acres of land and connects to
transmission lines to feed the electricity into the regional power grid where it is used by consumers who
can be hundreds of miles away.
Roof-top solar can provide 80% of US energy needs. However, big corporations seeking to maximize
profits can make more money building large ground-mounted systems than rooftop solar. Massachusetts’
energy subsidies are misdirected to large privately owned corporations building ground mounted systems.
This consumes our forests and farmland unnecessarily. Over 4,000 acres of forests in Massachusetts have
been consumed by solar and another 100,000 acres are targeted
https://www.massaudubon.org/our-conservation-work/advocacy/alternative-energy/solar ;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FjXY9_TYzDY
SOLAR BATTERY STORAGE: DANGERS
Solar electricity generated during the day can be stored in the batteries for use at night or on cloudy days.
Massachusetts’ SMART solar program requires batteries for solar projects over 500 KW, or enough
energy to power between 70 and 80 homes, and smaller projects are incentivized to install batteries.
While batteries help store the solar energy, they present safety hazards that are often overlooked when the
facilities are approved by local governments. The batteries can leak toxic materials onto the ground. The
most common storage battery contains lithium ion, which is highly reactive with water and can
spontaneously combust if exposed. These potential explosions and fires require specialized firefighting
equipment and training for first responders.
https://www.azcentral.com/story/money/business/energy/2020/07/27/aps-battery
-explosion-surprise-new-report-findings/5523361002/;
https://nj.gov/health/eoh/rtkweb/documents/fs/1119.pdf
In towns like Wareham and Carver, solar storage batteries are being installed in residential neighborhoods
without adequate disclosure of the safety risks or conditions for dealing with a fire or explosion. These
batteries are never inspected for quality and require no quality standards.

These batteries, alongside hundreds of thousands of industrial solar panels in Carver and Wareham
alone, pose hazardous waste issues for the future. Local municipalities are not prepared to deal with all of
this waste. Where will all of these panels and storage batteries go?

Freemaq PCS industrial Storage battery at 160 Tihonet Rd. in Wareham

NOISE IMPACTS
Many municipalities allow large solar projects to be built in residential neighborhoods-often only feet
from homes. These projects generate noise from the production of electricity, batteries, air conditioners to
keep the batteries cool, and other industrial equipment. When multiple projects are in the same
neighborhood as in Wareham, the noise can be compounded. The proposed 27-acre Con Edison solar
project for Fearing Hill, Wareham will be across the street from the 12-acre Clean Energy Collective solar
site on Squirrel Island Road.
The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) regulates noise levels for solar. The
levels cannot exceed ambient background noise by more than 10 decibels (dB(A)) over pre-development.
https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2018/01/31/noise-interpretation.pdf
Municipalities can impose stricter noise limits. The Town of Buckland, MA limits industrial noise
emissions from solar projects to no more than 5db(A) and 5db(C) over the ambient noise pre-solar.
https://www.town.buckland.ma.us/sites/g/files
/vyhlif356/f/uploads/zoning_bylaws_updated_2-7-2021.pdf
SACRED NATIVE AMERICAN SITES DESECRATED
Massachusetts is the ancestral land of Native Americans who lived here for thousands of years before the
Pilgrims landed. Their settlements, workshops, ceremonial and burial sites are located throughout the
state often under layers of earth. The Massachusetts Historic Commission (MHC) and environmental
agencies are allowing the reckless destruction of sacred sites by solar developers. This includes the
desecration of King Philip’s Cave in Freetown (Borrego Solar, 2016), destruction of a ceremonial
cremation site in Hopkinton (Grasshopper Energy, 2021) and countless other sites that MHC determined
to have “no research value” to the state archeologist -- even though these might be significant cultural and
spiritual sites to Native Americans themselves. The Blue Wave Solar project in Northfield is planned for a
site where there are five known Native American sites. MHC operates behind closed doors, with no
transparency, no public hearings and no opportunity for public comment. This is unlawful and violates the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) by failing to protect these
sites.

.https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP
_E_web.pdf
DAMAGE TO WATER QUALITY, WETLANDS AND RIVERS
Cumulatively and individually, large solar projects are having a negative impact on water quality and
wetlands. Stormwater runoff rates increase after the sites are cleared of trees and vegetation. The
protective forest, root systems and vegetation that filter groundwater are gone. Projects routinely get
permits from local conservation commissions allowing them to fill and alter wetlands and riverfronts and
they are being built in floodplains. In Carver, solar developers AD Makepeace and Borrego Solar filled
more than half an acre of a river front for a 40-acre solar project; a portion of the project is in a
floodplain.
In 2021, the Massachusetts Attorney General’s office penalized a Pennsylvania solar company $1,140,000
for polluting water and damaging wetlands in Williamsburg, MA.
https://www.gazettenet.co/Developer-to-pay-$1-14-million-for
-wetlands-stormwater-violations-38651958
New Jersey solar company, CS Energy LLC, and Eversource were penalized $310,000 for the same
thing. https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/east/2021/04/20/610746.htm
Smaller unaddressed violations are actively happening across the state.
BIODIVERSITY
Massachusetts regulators are giving solar developers permits to kill plants and animals protected under
the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act and allowing them to destroy their habitats. These permits are
given behind closed doors without a public process. For example, in Carver and Wareham, AD
Makepeace and Borrego Solar have received about 10 permits from MassWildlife. In 2016 MassWildlife
granted AD Makepeace a Conservation and Management Permit (CMP) to “take” -- that is, kill -- 12
endangered, threatened or special concern species to build a 50-acre solar project on priority
habitat in Wareham; now they have applied to amend the permit to build another 70-acre solar project
on abutting priority habitat.
Globally, about one million species face extinction within decades if current trends continue. Should
Massachusetts “green” energy subsidies be used to cause the extinction of our plants and animals?
Not only do ground-mounted solar projects themselves harm biodiversity when put in the wrong location,
but mining for rare earth materials like cobalt and lithium that are used to make the panels contributes to
extinction. The United Nations warns that “renewable energy” has impacts on biodiversity and
ecosystems and should be developed with caution -- not recklessly like in Massachusetts.
https://ipbes.net/sites/default/files/inline/files/ipbes_global_assessment_report_
summary_for_policymakers.pdf
EVADING ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA), Chapter 30, Section 61 says that large projects
have to undergo an environmental review in order to avoid or mitigate “Damage to the Environment.”

The purpose of MEPA is to provide the public with a “meaningful opportunity” to be heard and weigh in
on the impacts of a project. The MEPA Office, charged with implementing the law, erroneously claims
that big solar projects don’t require an environmental review. This is allowing these projects to be built
without public participation and behind closed doors. This is illegal.
MUNICIPAL SOLAR BYLAWS
Almost all Massachusetts municipalities have solar bylaws -- local laws that govern the size, location and
operation of solar energy systems. These laws allow public officials to use their decision-making power to
regulate solar systems by protecting the public health, safety and welfare of citizens. In addition, they
have zoning authority under the state’s Zoning Enabling Act. General Laws, Chapter 40A. Section 3 of
Chapter 40A says a municipality cannot unreasonably regulate solar energy systems…..The
Massachusetts Attorney General has approved many strict zoning Bylaws that regulate solar, finding them
consistent with Chapter 40A Section 3. One of the strictest bylaws is the Town of Buckland solar bylaw.
Municipalities have broad authority to regulate solar and if they have concerns about the impact of solar
on real estate values, water, forests, and the public health, safety and welfare, they can and should
exercise the full extent of their authority to adopt strong solar siting bylaws.
https://www.mass.gov/guides/massachusetts-city-and-town-ordinances-and-bylaws
It is no coincidence that underserved communities like Wareham and Carver have weak solar bylaws,
allowing big corporations to develop hundreds of acres in residential neighborhoods into industrial solar.
Upscale municipalities on the other hand, have effectively banned large industrial solar. Why should
poorer communities be bearing the burden of the state’s “green energy policy” in this way?
WAYS TO CONTROL SOLAR
Urge your municipality to enact a strict solar bylaw if it hasn’t already. Encourage solar on
rooftops and abandoned industrial lands. Get involved in planning board, zoning board and
conservation commission meetings when solar developers file permits. Let your local officials know
what you think!
Urge the state MEPA office to require the Department of Energy Resources to conduct
environmental reviews for land-based solar projects.
Sign our moratorium petition.
Encourage low impact development and green infrastructure throughout the state.
https://www.massaudubon.org/our-conservation-work/advocacy/shaping-climate-resilient-communities/p
ublications-community-resources/workshop-presentations-archive/lid-and-green-infrastructure
Save The Pine Barrens, Inc.
www.savethepinebarrens.org; www.savemassforests.org

Forests, Solar and Climate
Bill Moomaw
Emeritus Professor, Tufts University

IPCC response to limiting temperature rise to
less than 1.5o C IPCC Special Report Global Warming of
1.5oC (2.7oF) October 8, 2018
To keep temperatures from rising
excessively
“… global net anthropogenic carbon
dioxide emissions (must) decline by about
45% from 2005 levels by 2030 … reaching
net zero around 2050 …”
Must simultaneously reduce all GHG
emissions and increase removal of
atmospheric carbon dioxide

Forest carbon accumulation is key option

We need solar and we need forests
Solar panels are a zero carbon source of electricity
Forests currently accumulate 25% of the carbon dioxide we emit globally
each year out of the atmosphere

How can we have them both?
Smart Solar

Forest protection and sustainable management for
working forests

Older forests of larger trees accumulate most carbon

Largest PV array in Connecticut is cut
from forest

PV an unexpected source of forestland conversion

17 of 33 installations in Berkshire County M A
Required clearing forests (7/1/2019)
Cleared area in North Adams exceeds solar panel
area 3-fold with greater carbon loss and potential
A nearby cleared strip mall is one of many suitable
sites for solar arrays. No need to cut forests for solar

Clark U. study finds half of forest loss is for solar

Potential gain with no harvest

Massachusetts Forest: Carbon change in thousands of tons of carbon 2003-2017
2003 Total
86,748.2

2017 Total

Total Loss

89528.6

-1952.4

Total Gain

Net Change No harvest Gain

4,732.8

2780.4

6,685,2

Carbon accumulated after 14 years if no harvest plus growth of avoided harvest trees:
6,685.2+ 546.7 = 7,231.9 > 4,732.8

Massachusetts could convert 150,000 acres of forest to solar panels

Forest Cover and Carbon Density
Forest cover in North East

Carbon density in NE
Tons/
acre

47

14

Gains

Net Change

Losses

Natural Climate Solutions

Planting trees is good
Letting them grow is better

50% Carbon

Proforestation Management
allows forests to reach their
ecological potential for
carbon accumulation in
trees and soils
Larger trees in older and
growing forests accumulate
the most atmospheric
carbon over time, and store
it in the wood of their trunk
and limbs and in soils

Proforestation: An effective option
• Proforestation is a forest management
practice for which the goal is to continue
accumulating carbon and eventually
develop the biodiversity of an ecologically
similar primary forest
• These growing forest accumulate more
carbon than newly planted trees because
there are no emissions associated with
harvesting, mortality rates are lower, and they
already hold a major carbon stock

Why “carbon neutral” is not enough and bioenergy
is not helping to meet climate emergency

Tons
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acre

22

Why “carbon neutral” is not enough and bioenergy is
not helping to meet climate emergency

Tons
per
acre
22
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Forests are too valuable to eliminate
them for other purposes
Forests Accumulate carbon

Forests cool surrounding regions through evaporative cooling
Evaporation reduces flooding from the intensified precipitation associated
with global warming

Forests clean water
Forests clean air
Forests reduce soil erosion
Forests are biodiverse ecosystems that conserve biodiversity
Clear cutting and putting in solar panels does none of these things!

A strategy for having forests and solar
Set priorities for solar and incentivize appropriately
Highest priority are roof tops of homes, buildings, box stores and abandoned
malls and parking garages
Second priority landfills, toxic waste brown fields, disturbed and degraded lands
such as gravel pits, abandoned fields
Next are road, powerline and railroad rights of way and other available lands
Last should be young or degraded forests, but not any forest over 30 years old

Reduce cost disparity between rooftop solar and large arrays by reducing
“soft costs” of rooftop solar which are nearly 2/3 the cost of a solar
installation
Encourage community solar

84% less energy for heat and hot water than code
Grid connected net electricity exported
Annual energy needs met by solar panels
No carbon dioxide emissions

We can have both forests and solar!

Secretary Kathleen A. Theoharides
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Attn: MEPA Office
100 Cambridge Street, Suite 900
Boston, MA 02114
Via email to MEPA@mass.gov
Re: Expanded Environmental Notification Form, March 15, 2021 and May 11, 2021 Supplement
ADM TMUD Wareham Solar Projects
EEA No. 13940-ADM Tihonet Mixed Use Development
Wareham, Plymouth, Carver, Massachusetts
Dear Secretary Theoharides,
The Partnership for Policy Integrity (PFPI) submits the following comments on the Expanded
Environmental Notification Form (“EENF”) EEA # 13940 to the Massachusetts Environmental Policy
(“MEPA”) Unit. PFPI’s work focuses on forests and climate, and our involvement in state policy matters
has up to this point largely been confined to biomass energy. However, we are very concerned at how the
state’s policy on large-scale solar energy appears to be promoting projects that result in net damage to
Massachusetts’ forests, and accordingly are submitting these comments on particular aspects of the
Wareham solar projects.

General comments on the state’s solar policy
First, this project, and the others going in, represent not a success of the state’s solar energy policy, but a
failure. It is shocking to see that the state’s renewable energy policy is actually incentivizing forest
clearing for solar. Climate change mitigation is not just about reducing fossil fuel emissions. Climate
modeling is crystal-clear that we need to not only reduce emissions, but actually sequester CO2 that has
already been emitted. Restoring and expanding forests is the only means under our control to achieve
this at scale. Accordingly, anything that undermines forest carbon uptake is actively undermining climate
mitigation. The state should not have a policy that pits solar against forests. Policies should offer
incentives for preserving and expanding forests, not destroying them.
Satellite imagery from Global Forest Watch shows that forest loss in the vicinity of the project is
particularly high. Figure 1 shows forest loss just since 2000 1; it doesn’t even include the large amount of
conversion to cranberry bogs and other uses from before 2000. In fact, pulling back, this area appears to
have one of the highest rates of forest loss since 2000 in the entire state of Massachusetts.

1

Data from Global Forest Watch at https://bit.ly/3ukdyc0
1

Figure 1. Global Forest Watch overview of forest loss in the area of the project. The three proposed solar
fields are marked with black dots.
Regarding this specific project, it is tone-deaf for the EENF to claim (page 11) that “Furthermore, the
Master Plan’s Natural and Cultural Resources Goal 1 is to, ‘Coordinate and strategically implement several
ongoing efforts to increase climate resilience in Wareham.’ While the Project will not contribute directly to
climate resilience specifically in Wareham, it will advance the Commonwealth’s renewable energy
initiatives, which broadly address the issues surrounding climate change.”
We would argue that any project that causes more forest loss in Wareham is actually undermining the
town’s climate resilience.

General comments on the project
These projects are extraordinarily damaging
Using Google Earth to view other solar projects installed in the same area as the proposal makes it
evident how damaging these projects are. Removal of forest and land preparation scrapes the soil down
to essentially white sand, and even beyond this, further sand mining is occurring. This essentially resets
the ecosystem to where it was right after the glaciers retreated. Transpiration from vegetation cools and
moistens the air, but the sand pit is a glaring, radiating zone without any ability to affect or modify its
microclimate. The subsoil is sterile sand with few available nutrients, meaning nothing much will grow
here again in any human timeframe, even after the solar panels are removed. This may be within the
owner’s rights – but why is it being subsidized with Massachusetts clean energy subsidies? Approval of
the project and receipt of the subsidies should at a minimum be made contingent on the ability to fully
restore the site to forest. In few years, these projects are going to be seen as dinosaurs and be viewed
with shame for the forest destruction they caused. Assuming a sane climate policy prevails, forest
protection and restoration will be prioritized, and solar will be built in places that are already sacrifice
zones, such a parking lots, road medians, and perhaps the cranberry bogs of Wareham.
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Figure 2. A recent solar and sand mining project in the vicinity of the proposed project (at 41.800214°,
-70.703461°)

Comments on the analysis for the proposal
The proposal contains questionable assumptions and analyses in at least two respects – consideration of
mitigation for the loss of forests, and consideration of net GHG impacts of the project.

Mitigation of habitat loss
The 2014 certificate on the ENF states, “NHESP indicates that a long term net benefit can be developed
through a) permanent protection of appropriate habitat in the vicinity of previously designated
conservation areas, and b) providing funding for long-term habitat management to benefit the affected
species.”
We wonder if the program would use similar language today. There is no “net” benefit given the
accelerating forest loss in the region, as shown in Figure 1.
At page 5 of the March 2021 EENF, it states, “Although portions of the 150 Tihonet Road PV+ES Project lie
within identified but unmapped pine barrens habitat, the Proponent is coordinating with NHESP and will
undertake appropriate mitigation in the form of conservation lands and habitat funding.”
Even if these minimal set-asides are actually happening, this does not constitute “mitigation” given that
the entire pine barrens ecosystem is being obliterated where the solar panels are installed. Setting aside
other land for conservation is nice, but there is a net loss of ecosystem that is occurring. There is no
“mitigation.”
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Other impacts
The loss of vegetation also changes the hydrology of the site. The proponent is developing stormwater
retention basins, the planning for which needs to take into account changes in rainfall amount and
intensity now underway with climate change. Has this occurred? Does the modeling actually recognize
non-stationarity of rainfall?
The ponds already have issues with dissolved oxygen and phosphorous pollution, which is evident with
satellite photos that show extensive algae growth. Also, it appears that there is potentially some planting
activity planned for the area under the solar panels. We wonder if the project will use herbicides to
reduce growth of the meadow? If so, has the potential for water contamination been evaluated, given the
sandy soils and the proximity to ponds?
We also note that wetland resources in this rare pine barrens ecosystem are being disturbed. This area of
eastern MA has extremely fragile ecosystems. It seems a real failure of state policy, both in terms of
MEPA review and in terms of solar incentives, that this project is moving forward and seemingly headed
for state approval and even financial support.

GHG analysis
Failure of the state to provide guidance
The 2014 certificate discusses developing a protocol for evaluating GHG impacts, but apparently this has
not been done. Why not? There has been plenty of time. There should have been a protocol for the
proponents to follow, instead of being left to make it up as they go along. Why is the state so lax on these
matters?

Failure to include ecosystem carbon loss
In calculating the GHG “benefit” of the project, the proponent simply ignores the carbon emissions from
removing the forest from the site. Why do they assume this is legitimate? It is not, because this is stored
carbon. They appear to claim it would only be emitted to the atmosphere if it were burned (page 2 of
memo), but in fact even if the trees were converted into long-lived wood products, a significant portion of
the wood would be lost right away during processing.
The basic IPCC protocol for assessing emissions impacts of forest clearing treats felling trees as an
instantaneous emission of stored carbon, though more refined approaches are possible when data are
available. The appropriate protocol to require here appears to be the one for “Other Land”2:
Tier 1
A Tier 1 method follows the approach in Equation 2.16 in Chapter 2 where the amount of above-ground
biomass that is removed is estimated by multiplying the area (e.g., forest area) converted annually to
Other Land by the average carbon content of biomass in the land prior to conversion (BBEFORE). In this case,
BAFTER in Equation 2.16 is set to zero by default. The default assumption for the Tier 1 calculation is that all
carbon in biomass (less harvested wood products removed from the area) is released to the atmosphere
immediately (i.e., in the first year after conversion) through decay processes either on- or off-site.
Tier 2
2

https://www.ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/public/2006gl/pdf/4_Volume4/V4_09_Ch9_Other_Land.pdf
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A Tier 2 method can be developed and used if country-specific data on carbon stocks before conversion to
Other Land (i.e., BBEFORE in Equation 2.16) are obtainable. BAFTER remains at zero. In addition, under Tier 2,
carbon losses can be apportioned to specific conversion processes, such as burning or harvesting. This
allows for more accurate estimation of non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions. A portion of biomass removed
is sometimes used as wood products or as fuel wood. Chapter 2, Section 2.4 provides the basic method for
estimating non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions from biomass burning. Chapter 12 provides guidance for
estimation techniques for carbon stored in harvested wood products.
Tier 3
A Tier 3 method requires more detailed data/information than the Tier 2 approach, e.g.,:
• Geo-referenced disaggregated areas converted annually are used for each land use converted to Other
Land;
• Carbon densities are based on locally specific information and; and
• Biomass stock values are based on inventories and/or the model estimations.
• Where data are available, Tier 3 methods may be used to track the dynamic behaviour of carbon stocks
and greenhouse gas emissions following conversion. Where the land remains in a vegetation-free state
(due to severe degradation), there will generally be a continuing decline in carbon stocks. If this is not the
case, countries should consider whether the land should be classified under another land use, as indicated
in Chapter 3.
In the case of this project, where stumps and roots will be removed, the lost of biomass carbon is
especially notable. The loss of soil carbon is also extreme. According to the data the proponents
themselves cite (from EPA), soil carbon can constitute more than 50 - 60% of ecosystem carbon. The
total removal of topsoil and the layers of subsoil that are most likely to store soil organic carbon in
dissolved forms also needs to be taken into consideration. The state should require the proponents to
find data that accurately reflect the aboveground and belowground carbon loss, including from soils, and
do the calculation properly.

Failure to include timing of GHG emissions
The proponent draws attention to the future gain of carbon on the site, stating that the calculations are
“likely conservative” because they do not include the carbon that will be sequestered in the “meadow”
growing beneath the solar panels (to be planted?) and the future carbon sequestration in the forest that
will replace the solar panels when the project is decommissioned. These hypothetical impacts are in the
future, while the liquidation of site carbon is happening now, just when it is most urgent to reduce
emissions. Carbon loss happening in the near term with certainty needs to be valued more highly than
future potential carbon gain. Further, it appears that the proponent is actually misrepresenting the
developer’s intentions when they say the area will be reforested, because the developer is on video 3 as
saying that after the “fad” of solar passes, the “junk” will be hauled away and the site will be turned into a
housing development.

Sequestration analysis is incorrect
The proponents’ assessment of carbon emissions from the project is confined to estimates of future
forest carbon sequestration that will be foregone. They analyze this using two approaches. The first
approach uses data they say they obtained from Northeast Survey Consultants, but they do not say what
the data are, or how they were obtained, though they do refer to diameter at breast height (DBH)
3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nh7fnq2y3Sg
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measurements “where applicable.” It is not clear what this means. It is also not clear how the tree
volume estimates were made or how they relate to the DBH. The report further makes an error in
converting the dry weight to green weight of 72.5%, citing an unpublished online document4 with no
citations which states, “Taking all species in the table into account, the average tree is 72.5% dry matter
and 27.5% moisture.” This is not correct for trees in New England, where moisture content of freshly
harvested wood is around 50% and sometimes more.
Given this failure and the proponents’ evident unfamiliarity with protocols for ecosystem carbon
assessment, we have no confidence in the approach to calculating increased DBH and volume through
time, which uses a “simplified, linear growth rate formula.” They do cite a reference for this approach,
but it is not clear if their analysis of forest biomass takes into account the fact that trees with bigger
circumference tend to also be taller, meaning their overall volume is greater. In fact, the regression curve
that proponents provide for volume/weight (cubic meters) looks very similar to a standard curve of the
relationship between diameter and area of a cross-section of a tree (square meters), which if the trunk is
circular in cross-section would follow the relationship of “pi-r-squared.” We graphed up that simple
relationship (in blue) and overlaid it on the on the proponents’ graph (Figure 3):

Figure 3. The graph of the relationship between diameter and area (square meters) overlaid on the
proponents’ graph of diameter and volume (cubic meters) translated in some unknown way to weight of
biomass.
It appears that the proponents’ analysis of biomass per stem does not correctly reflect the overall
increase in volume, because it traces a relationship of DBH to stem cross-sectional area, rather than full
tree volume. Further, a stem analysis does not really tell much about forest biomass as a whole, unless
there is a detailed count of stems per acre, and the analysis includes the volume of stumps and roots.
Even with that information, the analysis of carbon stocks is incomplete, because it does not include soil
carbon. For an analysis of future sequestration (carbon sinks), however, soil carbon may be difficult to
quantify.
For a more credible approach, at a minimum the proponents could use the USFS Forest Inventory and
Analysis data and tools that the Forest Service makes available for estimating forest carbon stocks and
sinks. Additionally, research suggests carbon sequestration by larger, older trees has in some cases been

4

https://www.unm.edu/~jbrink/365/Documents/Calculating_tree_carbon.pdf
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underestimated, for instance see Stephenson et al 20145 and most recently Leverett et al 2021,6 with
Figure 1 from that paper reproduced below. While growth patterns from individual trees can not be
directly extrapolated to whole stands, the data suggest that the apparent “slowing” of growth by older
trees is often not reflected in their volume, which continues to increase.

Figure 4, which is Figure 1 from Leverett et al, 2021. Changes in circumference, height and volume of a
stand-grown individual eastern white pine (Pine #58) in three 50-y intervals. Upper panels (A) Change in
circumference during 0–50, 50–100, and 100–150 years. (B) Change in height between 0–50, 50–100, and
100–150 years. (C) Change in above-ground tree volume (trunk plus limbs) between 0–50, 50–100, and
100–150 years. Lower panels (D) Cumulative circumference at 50, 100, and 150 years compared to
cumulative above-ground volume. (E) Cumulative height at 50, 100, and 150 years compared to
cumulative above-ground volume. On each lower panel initial slopes were matched to reflect the rapid
change in circumference and height during the first 50-years interval. Note that volume is a proxy for
above-ground carbon. Values for circumference, height and volume of Pine #58 were determined by a
combination of direct measurement and chronosequence and described in the text and in Supplement.

5

Stephenson, N. L., et al. (2014). "Rate of tree carbon accumulation increases continuously with tree size." Nature
507(7490): 90-93. https://www.nature.com/articles/nature12914#Sec14. Supplementary information at
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature12914#Sec14
6
Leverett, R. T., et al. (2021). "Older Eastern White Pine Trees and Stands Accumulate Carbon for Many Decades
and Maximize Cumulative Carbon." Frontiers in Forests and Global Change 4(40).
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/ffgc.2021.620450/full
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The second approach employed by the proponents to estimate foregone sequestration relies on an EPA
estimate of forest carbon stocks that includes soil carbon, deadwood, etc. However, the proponents
incorrectly apportion sequestration based on stocks, assuming that because living biomass constitutes
31% of the ecosystem carbon, then it must be responsible for the same proportion of active carbon
sequestration. If only this were true! If mineral soils added new carbon to stocks at the same rate as
living biomass, maybe we wouldn’t have a climate crisis (though we’d be up to our eyeballs in soil). In fact
among the several problems with this analysis, the proponents have underestimated the amount of
ecosystem carbon uptake for which living biomass is responsible, so have underestimated the total
ecosystem C sink.

Assumption of fossil fuel displacement is not valid
The entire GHG benefit of the project is based on the assumption that it will displace fossil fuels. The
proponents make several statements to this effect. However, for there to be a net reduction in GHG
emissions, there does need to be actual, verifiable substitution. Climate warming is a function of the total
amount of CO2 loading, not the GHG intensity of generation. Therefore if solar and other relatively
emission-free technology comes online, but the total amount of fossil fuel burning stays the same or
increases, there will be no decrease in the amount of CO2 emitted per year. Yes, it seems likely that fossil
fueled electricity generation decreases as solar and wind generation come online and become cheaper,
but the other thing that happens is that electricity use increases as consumers become aware that more
“green” energy is available, and as electricity becomes cheaper. As electrification increases, for instance
of vehicles, overall use will rise, keeping pressure on fossil generators to continue operating. Substitution
can only occur if the total amount of electricity generation from fossil sources is capped 7 - otherwise
there is simply additional generation, and no net reduction in emissions. As there is no requirement for
fossil generation to be taken offline as new solar generation comes online, there can be no assumption
that substitution is occurring – as attractive as this concept appears.

Valuing forests solely as “carbon sinks”
Overall, the very concept embodied in the EENF, that forests are valued in this context solely for their
ability to sequester carbon is, frankly, insane. Yes, it is probably possible to calculate a GHG “benefit” to
building the solar field and replacing forests, making dubious assumptions as the proponent does. In that
case, why not clear all the forests in Wareham? Isn’t that the logical outcome of such calculations?
Perhaps the state should provide incentives to remove all the forest in eastern MA and replace it with
solar – then we could claim even more GHG “reductions.”
The obvious absurdity of that suggestion indicates that there is some scale at which this policy of allowing
forest removal for solar no longer makes sense. To us, it seems obvious that this point has already been
reached. Forest loss occurring for any reason is hugely counterproductive for ecosystem values and
climate alike; clearing forests for solar, specifically, when there are so many alternative places it could be
built, is repugnant.
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Leturcq, P. (2020). "GHG displacement factors of harvested wood products: the myth of substitution." Scientific
Reports 10(1): 20752. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-020-77527-8
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Decommissioning should include reforestation
The proponent states that funds are set aside for decommissioning. In fact, given the current rapid rate of
forest loss in the region now, we suspect that in the future, the highest use of the site will be as forest.
Accordingly, the decommissioning cost should include reforestation as a value to society. There is
precedent for this – for instance, the landowner has currently been benefitting from Chapter 61, which is
a program that reduces taxes because of the public benefit of keeping land in forests. Making approval of
these projects and receipt of publicly funded renewable energy subsidies contingent on future mitigation
back to the natural state is completely reasonable. At a minimum, state officials should require real
mitigation, which returns the land to its natural forested state, as a condition for approval. If this can not
be assured, the project should not be approved. Ideally, the state should change its policies and stop
approving any so-called “green” energy projects that rely on clearcutting, and in this case obliterating, the
natural ecosystem. In the case of this particular project, it seems likely this area will functionally be a
waste land, and that forest regeneration will be paltry, if it occurs at all, due to sandy soils that will be
rendered even more nutrient-poor with removal of topsoil and sand mining.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Mary S. Booth, PhD
Director, PFPI
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I.

Introduction

This report provides case studies that show how open space, community character, and
tribal cultural resources are being destroyed or threatened by improperly sited by
industrial-scale, ground-mounted (ISGM) solar installations.1 State and local regulations
need to be strengthened to ensure that this trend is reversed.
At a time when climate change is causing irreversible harm to the planet and the rate of
species extinction is thought to be rising, 2 ISGM solar installations are causing further
irreparable harm to our environment, including to unique ecosystems throughout the
state. Clearing forestland and other important ecosystems in the name of “green solar
energy” makes no sense. In addition, existing open space in Massachusetts often contains
or supports tribal resources that are irreplaceable.
This report challenges the current methods of siting ISGM solar energy systems in
Massachusetts. It provides case studies of eight ISGM solar projects that threaten or have
already destroyed environmental or cultural resources, and highlights the voices of
residents who have seen state and local laws side-stepped and ignored for improperly
sited industrial energy systems. Some of the projects are built or are under construction,
and some are currently embroiled in controversy or litigation.
Much of the focus of this report is on the Town of Plymouth, Massachusetts. Plymouth
has untouched globally significant Pine Barrens, important cultural resources, as well as
large undeveloped tracts of land that make it desirable to developers of ISGM systems.
This has made Plymouth “ground zero” for ISGM solar development, much of which has
threatened the environment and neighborhood character. In 2014, Mass Audubon
ranked the Town of Plymouth #1 in the state with the greatest area of forestland lost to
development between 2005 and 2013, with 400 acres lost. 3 Plymouth has one of the
highest rates of development. However, it also has the third highest occurrence of rare,
threatened, and endangered species per square mile and the third largest area of globally
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rare Pine Barrens in the eastern U.S.4 Yet ISGM solar projects have been built or are in
the pipelingounde, which jeopardize these unique ecological and cultural resources.
The state’s solar energy incentives should be changed so that ratepayer and taxpayer
subsidies do not go into ISGM energy systems that destroy ecologically, socially, and
culturally valuable lands. State and local laws should be enforced, and if need be, changed,
to ensure that ISGM solar energy projects do not result in the loss of habitat, open space,
and historic and cultural resources.

I.

Background

Massachusetts ranks fourth in the U.S. for installed solar capacity. More than $800 million
was invested in solar statewide in 2015, resulting in the installation of 340 megawatts
(MW) of electric capacity. This a 10% increase over the prior year, 2014, and installations
are expected to increase. Most of the solar capacity in Massachusetts from commercial
sources. Residential roof
mounted solar installation
are typically >15 kilowatts
(kW), whereas ISGM solar
installations

can

range

from 500-6,000 kW.5
The obvious goal of solar
energy is to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions that contribute

Solar Installations in Massachusetts since 2007 (source: www.seia.org).

to global warming and climate change. Properly sited solar energy systems such as those
on rooftops and already disturbed lands (i.e., roadsides, landfills, parking lots) support
this goal. On the other hand, clear-cutting forests, stripping vegetation, disturbing the
natural topography, and destroying habitats that support a variety of rare and
endangered species in order to install ISGM solar systems does not. Yet this is
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happening often in Massachusetts due to poorly crafted solar incentives and weak
regulations at the state and local levels.
In 1985, the state’s Zoning Enabling Act was amended to address how municipalities may
use zoning to control the use of land for solar installations. The state law says:
“No zoning ordinance or by-law shall prohibit or unreasonably regulate the installation of
solar energy systems or the building of structures that facilitate the collection of solar
energy, except where necessary to protect the public health, safety or welfare.” 6
This state statute has created confusion for municipalities. Prior to passing a solar bylaw
in October 2016, Plymouth used the statute to exempt industrial scale solar projects from
almost all zoning. About eighteen projects have been approved by local officials without
proper application of local zoning laws. Three have been challenged in court.
Many Massachusetts towns have solar bylaws. 7 The bylaws can be accessed on the
Attorney General’s website8 and are summarized in Appendix A. Some treat ISGM solar
projects like other commercial/industrial uses and allow them to be sited only in
commercial/industrial zones.
The state’s Department of Energy Resources (DOER) is responsible for setting solar
subsidies. It has a “Model Zoning for the Regulation of Solar Energy Systems” to help
municipalities develop standards for ISGM projects. This covers a number of issues but
does not provide specific enough guidance, as discussed below.

II.

Siting Issues: Mass Audubon Recommendations

Mass Audubon recommends that the state’s solar renewable energy credits eliminate
incentives for solar energy systems that are sited on six categories of lands: certain
wetlands, agricultural soils of prime or statewide importance, BioMap2 Core Habitat,
including forest blocks greater than or equal to 500 acres, designated priority habitat of
state-listed rare species, lands formally conserved through Article 97 status or
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conservation restriction, and certain archeological sites. Until these recommendations
are made into law by DOER and subsidies are denied, these lands are unprotected legally.
In all case studies reviewed for this report, there were no environmental impact studies
carried out under the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). Projects managed
to avoid MEPA by evading certain thresholds and/or state permits, both of which would
have required MEPA review. The state takes the position that its solar subsidies are not
state financial assistance and therefore MEPA is not triggered. This loophole in MEPA
allows ISGM solar projects to avoid environmental impact studies. In all the projects we
reviewed, there was no comprehensive study of the impacts to environmental or cultural
resources. These issues are addressed in more detail below.
III.

Siting Issues: Negative Impacts of Misguided Solar Incentives

Federal and state programs that funnel ratepayer and taxpayer money to industrial solar
energy systems without properly considering siting issues undermine decades old policies
intended to protect the environment, historic and cultural resources, and local
community character. Local, state, and federal agencies invest public funds in open space
and biodiversity protection, yet when it comes to subsidies for ISGM solar projects these
laws are essentially undermined or ignored. Examples of how this occurs are provided
below.

A. Historic and Cultural Resources
ISGM solar installations have been proposed and/or constructed in areas that contain
historic and cultural resources without proper regulatory review.9 The manner in which
existing laws and policies are being enforced does not protect these resources from
being destroyed by an ISGM solar project. Generally, any capital project receiving state
or federal funding, licenses or permits are to be reviewed by the Massachusetts
Historical Commission (MHC), which will assist in finding alternatives to avoid or
mitigate potential damage to historic resources. MEPA could also protect these
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resources if there is state funding or permits involved in the project. However, even
though ISGM solar projects are not financially viable without state subsidies in the form
of renewable energy tax credits and other state support, the Commonwealth takes the
position that these financial incentives are not “state subsidies.” We are aware of no
ISGM solar projects that have gone through MEPA or filed an environmental notification
form (ENF) or environmental impact statement.
If an ISGM solar installation needs a federal permit, this may trigger the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA), § 104 consultation process. This process requires the agency
issuing the permit to consult with the Tribe that may have resources affected. General
subsidies alone, however, do not trigger NHPA and most projects are designed to avoid
federal permitting thus avoiding NHPA consultation. NHPA consultation usually requires
some archeological survey with the goal of protecting cultural resources. In some cases,
a Federal Clean Water Act general construction permit may be considered a federal
permit that would trigger NHPA consultation between the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the affected tribal nation.
Some Massachusetts communities have local preservation ordinances or local historic
districts that require local approval for new construction visible from a public way but we
have seen no case where these laws have been effective at preventing an ISGM solar
system from destroying historic and/or cultural resources.
Currently, three ISGM solar installations in Massachusetts are known to threaten Tribal
resources: Sun Edison/Plymouth, Lake Street Development Partners/Shutesbury, and
Borrego/Freetown. In Shutesbury, a lawsuit was filed in August 2016 against developers
and town planners for proposing an ISGM solar project on possible Tribal burial sites
(learn more about the Lake Street Development Partners/Shutesbury project in Section
V.E.). In Freetown, the Borrego project is planned for an area known to have thousands
of Tribal ceremonial and burial sites. The Aquinnah Wampanoag is the primary tribe is
trying to trigger a consultation process through EPA to have the land formally reviewed
and mapped before construction. Other tribes, such as the Narragansett, Mashpee
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Wampanoag, and the state recognized Pokanokett and Massachuseuk have also
expressed concern. Similarly, in Plymouth, when informed of a potential disturbance of
“historic or cultural resources important to the tribe” due to the Sun Edison’s ISGM solar
project, the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe filed a Consultation Response Form in October
2016. Yet, this letter is unlikely to result in an archeological survey to protect the
resources.10

B. Ecology and Biodiversity
Massachusetts has many areas with high levels of biodiversity and rare species, including
in Plymouth County. The actual legal protections for these species and their habitats is
minimal. The Massachusetts’ Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP),
which implements the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act, G.L. c. 131, provides some
level of review for sites designated as “Priority Habitats” or “Estimated Habitats,”11 but
generally this does not stop the habitat from being irreversibly altered. Once an
endangered species is identified, the state merely issues a “take permit” or requests
“mitigation” as in the case of the Solar City project in Shirley. This is not the equivalent
of protecting the habitat.
Unless a habitat is listed with NHESP, there is no review or protection. Relatively few
areas in Massachusetts have habitat protection under MESA since is politically unpopular
for the agency to designate private land due to the perception of taking away private
property rights. For most sites, a developer is able to get a letter from NHESP saying that
the site is not listed and there are no listed species present – and this is usually because
there has been no biological survey to determine whether species are present or not. In
other words, no one ever looks. There is no requirement that a developer conduct a
biological survey to see if species protected under NHESP are present on the site.
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The NHESP’s BioMap212 is a tool intended to aid in the conservation of Massachusetts’
biodiversity at multiple scales: (species, ecosystem, and landscape levels), especially in
the face of climate change impacts. BioMap2 identifies 2.1 million acres across the state
that are critical to biodiversity.13 These areas are placed in two categories: Core Habitat
and Critical Natural Landscape. Core Habitat includes areas important to the survival of
species of conservation concern and intact ecosystems. 14 Critical Natural Landscape
includes larger areas that are important to ecological processes, disturbances, and wideranging species.15 Unless and until DOER changes the rules for subsidies, the BioMap2
designation

provides

protection.

An

no

legal

ISGM

solar

developer is free to clearcut,
remove soil, and destroy habitats.
For example, the Renewable Energy
Development

Partners/Plymouth

ISGM

installation

solar

constructed
Habitat

on

and

Landscape,

see

was

BioMap
Critical

Core

Natural

Section

V.A.1.

below.
Massachusetts
Environmental

Department

of

Protection

(MassDEP) has statewide maps and
related guidance documents to identify “Habitat of Potential Regional or Statewide
Importance” and to support wetland protection review. The maps and guidance are
intended to help evaluate the potential impact of projects to wildlife habitat for species
that are not state-listed and to help municipal Conservation Commissions and developers
know what evaluations and reviews should be done.

These maps and guidance

documents do not protect such lands and do not require the developer to do anything.
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Until DOER eliminates subsidies, developers can ignore Biomap2 areas and MassDEP
guidance.
Solar can pose direct mortality risks to wildlife mainly during construction activities, but
cases of avian mortality due to impact trauma and associated predation related to the
solar installation have also been documented.16 Solar can also cause indirect impacts due
to habitat alteration during construction and maintenance activities. Sites that are cleared
of vegetation and graded could have a major impact in particular.17 Solar developers are
supposed to comply with the Massachusetts Endangered Species Act (MESA) or the
Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA), if they are to adversely affect state or federally
listed endangered or threatened species.18
DOER’S model solar bylaw suggests that municipalities without current site plan review
regulations with language pertaining to NHESP identified habitats or Important Wildlife
Habitat identified by MassDEP could include language to protect these areas.19 However,
even when there is NHESP designated habitat, local site plan review does nothing to stop
destruction, as in the case where Solar City/Shirley has cleared about 24 acres of NHESP
habitat for a more than 7,000 solar panel project.

C. Property Values and Community Character
Improperly sited ISGM solar installations may harm property values and irreversibly alter
the character of an area. Common sense dictates that the construction and installation of
ISGM solar projects in certain locations such as residential neighborhoods, as is occurring
in Plymouth, may reduce the value of nearby homes. According to Mass Audubon, while
town planning sometimes aims to reduce density to maintain rural appeal, large-scale
development and loopholes in zoning laws leads to land change that threatens
community character.20 This includes ISGM solar.
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One study found that 70% of people believe that large-scale solar installations will
decrease property values. 21 Some studies show that other types of power production
facilities reduce property values, with one study finding 3-7% decreases in housing values
within two miles of power plants and even larger decreases within 1 mile and for largecapacity plants.22

Trees are an amenity that make a
positive contribution to property
values.23 When trees are cleared
for an abutting ISGM solar
installation, the loss of that
amenity is likely to reduce
values. This aerial photo of the
REDP site in a Plymouth rural
residential district shows before
and after clear-cuts, which are
supposed to be within 300 feet
of residences.

D. Deforestation and Impacts to Soils
Trees are important to public and environmental health, property values, air and water
quality, reducing floodwaters, and reducing GHG in the atmosphere by acting as a carbon
sink. 24 Mature trees sequester more carbon than younger trees. 25 In addition, soils
sequester carbon.26
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ISGM solar projects that cut down
trees, and remove topsoil and
vegetation result in habitat loss
and fragmentation.

27

This can

result in declines in species
population density and species
richness, and major changes to
community composition, species
interactions,

and

ecosystem

functioning. 28 Clear-cutting also
disturbs soils, releasing CO2 to
the atmosphere and contributing
to climate change.29
DOER’s solar policy addresses
deforestation by stating,

Trees have numerous benefits for people and wildlife.
(Source: Woodland Trust)

This “siting preference” however, has not prevented clearcuts and does not have any
binding legal effect.
The construction and operation of ISGM solar systems may also impact wetlands and
other water resources. In at least one case, the MassDEP has approved the installation
and operation of a ISGM solar project on Zone 1 and 2 watershed protection lands (See
Section V.B.).30
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E. Ambient Temperature
Clearing a forest reduces the amount of shade that trees would otherwise provide. This
can lead to warming on a microclimate level, especially the temperature of air, soils, and
nearby streams.31 It can also increase energy use for nearby homes in the summer (for
cooling due to loss of shade) and winter (for heating due to loss of trees serving as wind
barriers).32

IV.

Operating & Decommissioning Issues

The operation and decommissioning of ISGM solar installations raises issues for the
community and environment. This is especially true where the ISGM solar project has
been built on public lands, or lands near rivers, wetlands and that are known priority
habitat for protected species. Issues include releases of hazardous materials, stormwater
runoff, and water pollution.
DOER’s model zoning bylaw helps municipalities develop standards for ISGM projects,
including requirements related to abandonment and decommissioning.33

A. Risks from Hazardous Materials
ISGM solar panels are typically made of silicon and covered by protective glass. Some
panels may contain hazardous materials such as cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium
diselenide (CIS), copper-indium-gallium-diselenide, cadmium-telluride, and gallium
arsenide (GaAs).34,35 These materials are in solid form and don’t mix with water or air, so
releases to ground or air is not a major concern. If the panels are not handled or disposed
of properly, especially if large solar farms are abandoned and not decommissioned
properly, public health and environmental impacts could become a problem. 36
The components of an ISGM solar project include transformers and current inverters,
commercial scale batteries, distribution or collector lines, circuit breakers and other
power production components.
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State and federal regulations regulate the use and disposal of certain industrial chemicals,
but typically, the types and quantities of industrial chemicals used by ISGM solar projects
are typically not disclosed to the public during the permitting process.
Some solar panels contain components that are considered hazardous waste. When this
is the case, Massachusetts’ regulations require disposal be “properly managed” under
state hazardous waste regulations.37 Under these regulations, the burden to determine
whether panels are hazardous lies with the owner, by checking either with the
manufacturer or through toxicity tests. Non-hazardous panels are regulated as solid
waste and panels with hazardous components are regulated as hazardous waste. In some
cases, panels with minimal hazardous components can be exempt from state hazardous
waste regulations.
Developers of ISGM solar projects should be required to disclose to the public the types
and quantities of chemicals and hazardous wastes used in the operation and maintenance
of the electric generating equipment. Permits should ensure proper onsite management
of industrial chemicals and other hazardous materials.

B. Stormwater Runoff and Groundwater Pollution
ISGM solar projects that clear forested lands, remove vegetation and/or regrade existing
topography are typically required to comply with state and federal laws for stormwater
runoff during construction and during the life of the project.

In Massachusetts,

developers do not need to obtain a “general construction” permit from EPA under the
Clean Water Act National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program until
two weeks before construction begins. This means that stormwater plans are often not
available for local officials and citizens to review until construction is about to begin. Once
the ISGM solar installation is built, stormwater must be managed on site. Developers
should be required to use Low Impact Development (LID) methods for stormwater
controls, but are usually not required to do so.
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When ISGM solar projects are built on watershed protection lands, as in the case of Solar
City/Shirley (Section V.B.), the removal of forests and topsoil means that the natural
vegetation can no longer filter rainwater that sinks into the soil and recharges the drinking
water aquifer. This is a concern particular since ISGM solar installations also use industrial
chemicals and hazardous materials in operations.

C. Herbicides and Fertilizers
ISGM solar installations require the control and management of unwanted vegetation
under and around the panels and on access roads. Use of chemicals can threaten water
supplies, as well as native flora and fauna. Yet few, if any, permits require non-toxic or
organic forms of controlling and managing vegetation.

D. Decommissioning ISGM Solar Projects
Solar panels typically last about 20 to 30 years. Developers should be legally responsible
for decommissioning ISGM solar projects, and to the extent possible, site restoration. The
public should be considered a third party beneficiary of any lease agreement between a
solar developer and the landowner, whether it is a municipality or private owner. Without
strict provisions in permits, regulations, or leases, there is no guarantee that the public
will not be burdened with the costs of decommissioning solar facilities where owners are
bankrupt or not held legally responsible.
Developers should be required to recycle solar panels at the end of their life cycle, via
either a lease, permit, or regulation. The solar industry is not required to recycle its
products by state or federal regulations although some companies recycle voluntarily and
some solar panel manufacturers offer recycling options. 38 Decommissioning should
include removal of the facility itself (including panels), breaking up concrete foundations,
removal of access roads, and re-contouring and revegetating the land according to strict
standards.39 Where total site restoration is not possible, particularly when public lands
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or watershed protection lands are used, solar developers should provide for off-site
mitigation. This could take the form of ensuring land conservation in another nearby area.
V.

Examples of Improperly Sited ISGM Solar Projects
A. Town of Plymouth

There have been 15 ISGM solar projects either completed or underway in Plymouth as of
the date of this report. These projects range from approximately 1 to 41 acres in size. At
least half of these have been sited on undeveloped land, meaning that nearly 100 acres
or more of forests and areas of vegetated ground cover have been destroyed. At least
nine ISGM solar projects have been put on land zoned rural residential, even though ISGM
solar installations are commercial/industrial uses that are prohibited in the residential
zoning district.40
Plymouth is the state’s largest municipality area-wise and is home to Myles Standish State
Forest, a town forest, and several parks, beaches and recreation areas. Two of the world’s
largest remaining Pine Barrens, 41 a globally unique ecosystem, are found in southeast
Massachusetts, including in Plymouth. The pine barrens forest communities are made of
pitch pine and scrub oak woodlands, are home to rare species, and help protect
freshwater resources.
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In terms of loss of open space to development, Plymouth ranks at the top -- #1 in the state
with 300 acres lost from 2005 to 2013. Furthermore, in terms of forest conversion
Plymouth ranks #1 in the state with 400 acres lost during the same time frame. With
many of Plymouth’s ISGM solar projects occurring after 2013, the number of acres lost
are likely now much higher.
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Solar Projects in Plymouth, Massachusetts, as of November 2016.
Project

Location

AD Makepeace Solar

Redbrook Project off River Run

AD Makepeace Solar, WWTF

Redbrook Project off River Run
WWTF

ParcelID
115-000-008-000

Zoning (note)
?

Applicant

Developer

Size (DC)

Size (AC)

5.55MW

Acreage

Status

Land Condition

Active-Under
Construction

Wooded Vegetation

4

Active

Previously Cleared

Active-Complete

Cleared

ADM

Borrego Solar

116-000-000A-011 RR (Mixed Use)

ADM

Renewable Energy
Development Partners
Environmental & Energy
Solutions, Inc.

650kW

1
4.6

Active-Filing

Cleared

40.6

Active-Complete

Array Installed

3MW

24.6

Active-Under
Construction

Portions Cleared

2-4MW

25

Active-Preliminary

Vegetated/Meadow

500kW

1.5

Active-Complete

Array Installed

6MW

37.6

Active-Complete

Array Installed

650kW

2.2

Active-Complete

Array Installed

3.14

Active-Complete

Array Installed

500kW

Armstrong Road Solar

Off Armstrong Rd

101-000-053-002

LI (Land-IND)

Environmental & Energy
Solutions, Inc.

Black Cat Solar

Off Billington St./Black Cat Rd.

090-000-017-005

RR (Mixed Use)

Borrego Solar, Eric Pontiff

Borrego Solar

1.3MW

Blue Wave Capital

Camelot Industrial Park

083-000-019E-000 RR (Ind/Res)

Blue Wave Capital

Sun Edison

5.35MW

Renewable Energy
Development Partners
SOLECT

Cedarville Solar
Development

Off Herring Pond Rd

056-000-057A-000 RR (Unbuildable)

Renewable Energy
Development Partners

County Woodlot Solar

Off Long Pond Rd/Caleb Dr

088-000-054-000

RR (County)

Plymouth County

Ellis Haven Solar

Off South Meadow Rd

097-000-006-007

AP

Ellis Haven Inc. / Carreay Family Ellis Haven Inc. / Carreay
Trust
Family Trust

Sage Stone/Lepomis Solar

Off Old Sandwich Rd

062-000-001-020

RR (Elect Plant)

Lepomis Solar

EDF Renewable Energy

35.2

4.5MW

Second Generation Solar

Off Rocky Pond Rd

092-000-013A-000 RR (Elect Plant)

Red Oak Farm, LLC, Joseph
Hamilburg

MassDOT Solar

Off Rte 3, Exit 5

Mass Hwy Rte 3

Mass DOT

Amereso

562kW

BoyScout Solar, West
Plymouth

Off Kristin Rd. and Parting Ways

107-000-024A-000 RR (Char-Rec)

Annawan Council

Sun Edison

5.8MW

4MW

21.5

Active- Filing

Wooded Vegetation

Piney Wood Cranberry,
Burgess Parcel

969 Federal Furnace Rd, West
Plymouth

099-000-001C-000 RR (Mixed Use)

Renewable Energy
Development Partners

Renewable Energy
Development Partners

662kW

500kW

4

Active-Filing

Portions Cleared

Piney Wood Cranberry, Big
George Parcel

Off Federal Furnace Rd, West
Plymouth

097-000-010C-000 ?

Renewable Energy
Development Partners

Renewable Energy
Development Partners

1.25MW

1.0MW

5.5

Active-Filing

Cleared

1229 State Rd. Solar

Off State Rd., Kathy Mann
Property

072-000-004-006

Borrego Solar

Borrego Solar

2MW

15

Preliminary

Wooded Vegetation

Glynn Electric Solar

Behind BBC, Off State Rd.

054-005-002B-011

Glynn Electric

Glynn Electric

Preliminary

Cleared

Manomet Land Fill Solar

On capped land fill

074-000-001-000

Green Harbor Energy

Green Harbor Energy

Preliminary

Cleared/Landfill

Cedarville Land Fill Solar

On capped land fill

055-000-022A-000

Green Harbor Energy

Green Harbor Energy

Preliminary

Cleared/Landfill

Jordan Rd. Solar

Off Jordan Rd.

??

??

Preliminary

??

?

Total

16

225.44

Open land conversion in Mass. 2005-2013; Plymouth ranks #1 at 300 acres lost. 42

Plymouth’s Master Plan seeks to control sprawl, protect the environment, and preserve
the character of the Town. It states, "Plymouth’s diverse natural and built landscapes
include historic sites, village settlements, rural landscapes, forests, coastline, ponds,
streams, wetlands, and cranberry bogs. These landscapes define Plymouth's character
and must be preserved." The natural resources that should to be protected by Plymouth’s
Master Plan include undeveloped open land, outstanding biodiversity, the Pine Barrens,
hiking trails and the natural scenic features in every part of Town.
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ISGM Solar Projects in Plymouth, Massachusetts, 2016.
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This destruction of important environmental resources is supported by Plymouth’s track
record of fast-tracking ISGM solar projects is underscored by a misplaced focus on PILOT
(payment in lieu of taxes) payments and the fact that zoning laws are being ignored and
side-stepped.

As in many towns, emphasis is placed on the revenue that can be generated through a
PILOT agreement or real estate taxes over the relatively short term. This often takes
priority over ensuring the preserving the character of rural residential districts and the
natural and cultural resources of the town and enforcing the Bylaw. Yet, PILOT payments
and real estate tax income for the town are not permanent, lasting only for about 20 years
(about the lifespan of the solar installation). However, once natural and cultural resources
are destroyed, they are gone forever.
1. Renewable Energy Development Partners/Plymouth (under construction)
Renewable Energy Development Partners’ (REDP) ISGM solar installation has resulted in
the clearcut of about 25 acres for more than 11,000 solar panels, associated inverters,
cabling, lights, and an access road. The project is currently under construction.
According to Gene Lafond, a Plymouth resident and abutter to the REDP project, “The
project destroys trees and the environment while making a false profit. This solar field will
not generate enough energy to be profitable. The only reason this destruction is permitted
is that the state, through our taxes, subsides solar fields. The town authorized the
destruction of 24 acres of pristine woodland and habitat for a promise of a total of
$160,000 spread out over 20 years. However, this could go away if the state subsides go
away. Then the town is left with an environmental nightmare.”
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Site of REDP’s ISGM Solar Installation,
before the clearing of forestland and
after. Photo: Google Earth

This occurred with no MEPA review and despite the fact that the land is designated as:





An Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) under state law43
BioMap2 Core Habitat and Critical Natural Landscape44
Upland Forest/ Prime Forested land45
Zoned Rural Residential under the Town Bylaw, which
commercial/industrial uses
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prohibits

The site was never inventoried or studied by NHESP, therefore it was unable to say that
the site was subject to protection under MESA. The state provided a routine “sign off”
letter and the landscape was irreversibly destroyed.
Efforts by local citizens to get municipal zoning officials to enforce local zoning to prohibit
the project from the Rural Residential district were unsuccessful. 46 Legal action
challenging the project initiated in July 2016 and the matter is still pending.

2. BlueWave LLC/Plymouth (completed)
In 2014, BlueWave Capital installed a 5-MW solar project (17,820 solar panels) in a rural
residential zoning district on about 25 acres of land that had been mined by Plymouth
Sand and Gravel company. The project was completed in 2014. Under the terms of a
zoning permit issued in 1996, the land was supposed to be used for a cranberry bog and
residence, and restored to its former condition following the mining operation.47 The
conversion to a commercial/industrial use was allowed by local zoning officials without a
special permit or other public review process.

Blue Wave Solar Project on Raffaele Road in Plymouth. Photo and additional project information:
www.bluewaverenewables.com
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3. Blue Wave LLC/Kingstown Sand and Gravel/Plymouth (permits granted,
proposed)
The Town of Plymouth has approved a forest clearcut and mining operation for a
proposed ISGM solar project that Blue Wave is allegedly building.48 The site is located on
public land and is known as the County Wood Lot. It is held by the County of Plymouth in
trust for the benefit of the inhabitants and has been used for public recreation since the
early 1900s. The Town’s zoning approval has been challenged in court and the case is
pending. The site is part of the Atlantic Coastal Pine Barrens ecosystem that supports 37
types of plants and animals protected under MESA. 49 Testimony in the case states,
“Clearing the County Woodlot and developing an industrial solar facility there will
irreparably alter the landscape by turning what is now a globally rare Pine Barrens into a
treeless solar facility.”50
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4. Sun Edison LLC/Plymouth (permits granted, proposed)
In February 2016, Plymouth issued an ‘as of right’ zoning permit to Sun Edison for an ISGM
solar installation of about 4-MW and 17,400 solar panels. The proposed site is within a
tract of about 75 acres including wetlands that have been used for open space, recreation
and a Boy Scout camp since the 1960s. It is zoned rural residential. About 24 acres of
mature forest will be clearcut, vegetation will be removed, and the site will be re-graded.
It is likely this site has never been tilled for agriculture. There has been no estimation of
the amount of CO2 and other greenhouse gases that will be released into the atmosphere
by clearcutting the forest and disturbing the soil. The project will be 100 to 200 feet from
nearby residential homes. SunEdison, a global company headquartered in the U.S., was a
business unit of Monsanto Company until 1989.
There was no environmental impact report or MEPA review, and due to the
misapplication of zoning laws, no legal notice to interested persons of the zoning
application. The project was able to get the routine sign off from NHESP despite its
proximity to BioMap2 habitat.
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Following a citizen appeal of a zoning permit for the project, the Town’s Zoning Board of
Appeals (ZBA) ruled 3-2 that the project violates local zoning because it is a
commercial/industrial use in a residential district. Since four votes from the ZBA were
need to overturn the zoning permit, the permit was upheld. The decision has been
appealed in Massachusetts Land Court.51 The case alleges that the project violates zoning
laws and the Town of Plymouth Master Plan, which aims to control sprawl, protect the
environment, and preserve the character of the town.

In October 2016, the Masphee Wampaoag Tribe informed Sun Edison and the Town that
the project “has the potential to have ‘adverse effects’ to historic or cultural resources
important to our tribe” and “[t]he inventories of known sites show that this area has been
utilized over multiple time periods as far back as the Paleo time period. Where there are
burials, there is a high likely hood [sic] for habitation and or village sites to be found
nearby.” To date, Sun Edison has not taken action on the matter.

As alleged in the legal challenges to this project, the SunEdison ISGM solar installation
violates Plymouth’s Master Plan and zoning laws, and harms nearby residents’ interests
in natural resource, cultural, historic, aesthetic, open space and scenic qualities of the
town and their neighborhood. A solar energy system with these negative impacts is
contrary to the goals of a solar energy incentive program.

5. Future Outlook in Plymouth
The Planning Department’s town-wide development map (shown below) does not
include ISGM solar projects. These solar installations should be included; without them,
it is misleading to town boards and residents regarding the extent of development under
way.
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A new solar bylaw passed at Plymouth’s Town Meeting in fall 2016.52 While it provides
maximum size limits, and screening and abutter notification requirements, it should be
strengthened. It allows, “by right,” ISGM solar installations in all zoned districts, including
residential areas. It does not prohibit, or require a special permit, for ISGM solar projects
in residential neighborhoods. It also does not address the segmentation of projects by
developers. Given the size limitation set by the new bylaw, developers should not be
allowed to install multiple projects or parts of projects on contiguous lots. This type of
segmentation reduces the official project size and helps developers avoid MEPA and other
important regulations. The acreage of the entire project should be summed and apply.

The buffer requirements in the bylaw are inadequate. Buffers should be proportional to
the size of the project. In other words, the bigger the project, the bigger the buffer in
order to better protect residents and nearby property values. The bylaw also provides
that the clearing of trees and other vegetation be limited to those necessary for the
construction, operation, and maintenance of the project. Instead, ISGM solar projects
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should only be allowed on already cleared land and no clearing of trees and vegetation
should be allowed at all. Further, full project plans should be required from the developer
prior to approval and permit issuance, such as plans including transmissions lines, cement
pads, and transformers. As written, the bylaw does not require this.
Five revisions have been proposed to the town’s solar bylaw for spring 2017 Town
Meeting.53 The revisions are:
1. Reduce the maximum size of arrays in residential areas from 15 to 5 acres.
2. Prohibit ground mounted photovoltaic arrays in areas already designated by the state as
prime habitat or areas of critical environmental concern.
3. Increase buffers for 1 to 2 megawatt systems from 75 to 150 feet.
4. Increase buffers in larger systems from 150 to 200 feet.
5. Require the arrays owner to notify abutters 14 days before a required site plan review.
The Planning Board voted to support four of the five amendments (#2-5 above). The
amendments will now be reviewed by the Finance Committee and the Board of
Selectmen, which will vote on whether to recommend its passage by Town Meeting. At
the spring Town Meeting, the amendments will require a 2/3 majority for passage.

B. Solar City/Town of Shirley
Despite local opposition, in early 2016, Solar City began construction of a 995.28 kW DC
ISGM solar system (approximately 7,600 solar panels) on about 24 acres of forested land
owned by the Town of Shirley and the Shirley Water district. The land was clearcut, trees
and vegetation removed, and the site graded. The project was allowed despite the site:
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Being zoned almost all residential under the Town zoning law which prohibits
commercial uses;



Including almost 12 acres deeded to the Town for “protection of water resources
and other compatible uses including conservation and recreation,”54 but is now
surrounded by a chain link fence;



being protected by Article 97 of the State Constitution;



designated as Zones 1 and 2 for aquifer/drinking water protection under state law
and the local bylaw;



designated as rare species habitat under MESA by NHESP;



abuts an ecologically significant steam for native brook trout, designated as cold
water fish resource by the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game; and



designated by the town as conservation land in the Town’s Master and Open
Space and Recreation Plans.

According to Betsy Colburn, a Shirley resident and Aquatic Ecologist at Harvard Forest, in
a January 2016 Boston Globe article, “I support solar energy and have it at home. I support
balancing the town’s books, and I support good government. I think there are good places
and bad places for solar farms. As an aquatic scientist and concerned citizen, I consider
that before replacing public forests on water supply lands in residentially zoned areas with
commercial, industrial-scale, renewable energy production, the town must provide the
most careful, deliberate, and comprehensive consideration and impose adequate
protections. Shirley has strong bylaws, but they are worthless if not implemented. The risks
are too high to short-circuit the process.”55
The Town’s approval of the project has been challenged in a citizen-led lawsuit, filed
January 2015, that is pending in state Land Court.
C. Borrego Solar Systems LLC/Town of Freetown
Borrego Solar Systems has proposed a 2.79-MW ISGM solar installation on an
approximately 17-acre site on private property. The project has been approved by the
town’s Conservation Commission and the Planning Board with restrictions.
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Freetown is one of the oldest communities in the country and is situated along old Native
American trails to Boston. The solar site is part a larger, 500-acre site known as Rocky
Woods located in Freetown and Lakeville and has no development or roads. The 500-acre
site contains many cultural resources, primarily Tribal ceremonial and burial sites. There
are thought to be around 1,000 ceremonial sites on the 500 acres as well as many known
burials. More than ten Traditional Cultural Properties (TCPs) are located on the solar
project site, although official mapping of them has yet to occur. There are likely other
cultural resources located on the 17-acre project site; however, no official mapping or
review of the land has been carried out so far.
Mapping could occur as part of the federal consultation process under Section 106 of the
National Historical Preservation Act, once a permit is requested from EPA from the project
proponent. The Aquinnah Wampanoag tribe is trying to trigger a consultation process
through EPA to have the land formally reviewed and mapped before construction. Other
tribes, such as the Narragansett, Mashpee Wampanoag, and the state recognized
Pokanokett and Massachuseuk have all expressed concern.
If EPA determines any Federal Tribe has concerns about the project, then the agency is
obligated to conduct consultations to resolve concerns prior to issuing a permit. Usually
this involves the EPA, or other agency, requiring the project proponent to protect the
TCPs, or, if protection is not feasible, mitigation is ordered.
Not only would the mapping likely occur at the developer’s expense, but also the solar
project would have to be put on hold until the consultation process is completed. It would
also mean that representatives from the aggrieved Tribe(s) could be on-site to oversee
some construction activities once the project was to begin again.
D. BlueWave LLC/ Town of Oak Bluffs
On Martha’s Vineyard, the Oak Bluffs Water District, along with developer BlueWave and
project owner SunEdison, proposed to clear approximately 10 acres of forestland to build
an ISGM solar installation. The installation would be on land owned by the Water District
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and directly abuts the Manuel F. Correllus State Forest, an aquifer protection area. There
are three public wells in the vicinity of the project. While it is not the first solar array on
the island, it is the first project that would result in the clearcutting of mature forestland.
The Oak Bluffs Conservation Commission, along with forest experts, have not been in
support of the project and the Martha’s Vineyard Commission recently denied it after the
Commission’s Land Use Planning Subcommittee voted to not recommend the project.
The Director of Harvard Forest stated that, “the proposition to destroy forests, which are
one of nature’s most efficient solar collectors, with a manufactured solar collector is
counterintuitive and counterproductive.” The groups say that clearing trees to install solar
only undermines benefits of renewable solar energy production.
MassDEP and NHESP have already conditionally approved the project, despite the area
being close to public wells and providing habitat for rare species.
Article 97 of the State Constitution may legally protect the land since it is designated as
permanently protected in order to protect the water supply. If Article 97 does apply,
additional review would be required as well as a two-thirds majority vote by the state
legislature and Governor Baker’s approval.

E. Lake Street Development Partners/Town of Shutesbury
Lake Street Development Partners is developing a 6-MW solar installation on a 30-acre
tract of land owned by W.D. Cowls, the state's largest forest landowner. The ISGM solar
project is proposed on what could be Tribal burials. Shutesbury is a small rural town in
Franklin County, approximately 80 miles west of Boston.
Shutesbury’s Planning Board approved a special permit for the project in June 2016.
Conditions accompanying the permit included that the developer hire an archaeologist
to review the property to determine if Trial burial sites or sacred stone structures are
present.
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Lake Street Developer’s archeological report found no Tribal burials or structures on
the site. A separate archaeological report commissioned by the Town of Shutesbury’s
Planning Board concurred with these findings; however, it disagreed with and criticized
some of the methodology in the developer’s report.
Local residents including Tribal members have challenged the town’s archeological
report. Part of the challenge is because Tribal Historic Preservation Officers were not
allowed to walk the property. As a result, five individuals filed a federal civil rights lawsuit
in August 2016 against the developer and town planners for proposing and approving the
project. The lawsuit aims to stop construction until Tribal Historic Preservation Officers
can determine if the site is sacred land. The matter is pending in federal court.

VI.

Conclusion

The Massachusetts DOER should ensure that ratepayer and taxpayer subsidies for
industrial solar energy systems do not undermine federal, state, and local policies
intended to protect natural and cultural resources. The recommendations of Mass
Audubon and other groups should be adopted to avoid the loss of even more open space
that contributes to the environmental, cultural, and economic vitality of our state.
Towns like Plymouth should pass and strengthen local zoning bylaws to ensure the
maximum protection for our cultural, historic, and environmental resources.
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How the Mass 2050 Decarbonization Roadmap & the Interim Clean Energy and Climate Report for
2030 Inform the Need for a Moratorium and Solar Bylaw
The purpose of this memo is to draw attention to ways in which the Massachusetts 2050 Decarbonization
Roadmap and the Interim Clean Energy and Climate Report for 2030 can inform the town’s decision
regarding an 18-month moratorium for the purpose of considering solar siting criteria and the details of a solar
bylaw.
https://www.mass.gov/doc/ma-2050-decarbonization-roadmap/download
https://www.mass.gov/doc/interim-clean-energy-and-climate-plan-for-2030-december-30-2020/download
The Massachusetts 2050 Decarbonization ROADMAP summarizes the state’s articulated strategy to achieve
decarbonization in 2050. The ROADMAP underscores “distinct tradeoffs in terms of costs, co-benefits, and
risks among and between decarbonization pathways more broadly.”(p. 50) It also makes clear that viewing
decarbonization as a regional challenge, rather than a state (or individual town) challenge, supports a longerrange perspective, “balancing land use priorities for conservation and sequestration with land use needs for
new clean energy production and other human uses will be critically important going forward.” (p. 30)
The Interim Clean Energy and Climate REPORT for 2030, as required by the 2050 ROADMAP, proposes
decarbonization interim goals to be achieved by 2030.
This brief memo suggests five topics, guided by the priorities articulated in the ROADMAP 2050 and the
REPORT 2030, for the town government and residents to discuss during the moratorium. The ongoing process
of engagement with these topics is intended to underscore the need for a solar bylaw and highlight the
complex issues that will inform the crafting of bylaw suited to Amherst.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Identifying “No Regrets” Near-Term Opportunities
Evaluating Competing Land Use Needs for Built Land, Forest, and Farmland
Balancing Solar Siting Options with the Protection of Critical Lands and Habitats
Balancing Land Use for Clean Energy with Conservation, Sequestration, and Other Human Uses
Calculating Amherst’s Fair Share Toward Decarbonization

Within this memo, each topic is followed by a suggestion, highlighted in red, of how the town could frame a
discussion of the topic. After the discussion suggestion, the documents are left to speak for themselves with
excerpts drawn from the ROADMAP 2050 and/or the REPORT 2030. Bold highlighting has been added
within the excerpts to draw attention to particularly relevant text.
Finally, regarding the length of the moratorium, the current proposal for 18 months allows ample time for
study and community engagement as well as the opportunity to respond to changes that may be occurring with
1) pending state legislation that proposes an amendment to paragraph 9, Section 3 of chapter 40A of the
General Laws, pertaining to the language to “prohibit or unreasonably regulate” solar energy; and 2)
developing opportunities and obstacles to clean energy resources such as offshore wind, inter-state
transmission, or thermal capacity (see Boston Globe article, “Two crucial pillars of the state’s plan to cut
carbon emissions have crumbled,” December 7, 2021 by David Abel.)
Submitted on behalf of Smart Solar Amherst, Dec. 10, 2021
Eric Bachrach
Robert Bezucha
Kathleen Bridgewater
Jenny Kallick
Michael Lipinski
Renee Moss
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I. NO REGRETS NEAR-TERM OPPORTUNITIES
The moratorium affords time to analyze options for “no regrets near-term opportunities that can deliver
required emissions reductions while maintaining future optionality and reducing future risk.”
ROADMAP 2050 Excerpt
Chapter 5: “Getting to Net Zero: Implications for Policy and Action” (p. 81)
“Achieving Net Zero by 2050 will require significant transformations across the Commonwealth. The
strategies and findings described in this Roadmap illustrate that Massachusetts has a robust, though not
unlimited, range of viable options for deep decarbonization which will allow us to achieve our climate
change mitigation goals at reasonable costs and using technologies and solutions that are known and, for
the most part, available today.”
Importantly, these findings also demonstrate that working to achieve Net Zero will also provide broad and
substantial economic opportunity and public health benefits to everyone in Massachusetts. In particular,
transitioning away from the use of fossil fuels across the economy promises to deliver significant
improvements in air quality and health benefits to overburdened Environmental Justice populations and
communities of color.”
“As discussed herein, there are distinct tradeoffs in terms of costs, co-benefits, and risks among and
between decarbonization pathways more broadly, and specific implementation actions more narrowly.
But across pathways, certain strategies emerge as, essentially, “no regrets” near-term opportunities
that can deliver required emissions reductions while maintaining future optionality and reducing
future risk. Key among those opportunities is beginning to leverage stock roll-over, and its inherent costsavings, immediately by accelerating the deployment of 2050-compliant solutions today across the
buildings, transportation, and electricity sectors. The most cost-effective (and perhaps the only feasible)
ways for Massachusetts to achieve our required near-term emissions reductions include increased regional
coordination – particularly regarding transportation fuels and energy system planning – and the
electrification of residential and small business building heating and of passenger cars and trucks. These
near-term actions also set the Commonwealth up to achieve the much deeper reductions and carbon
removal that Net Zero requires in the longer-term.”
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II. COMPETING LAND USE NEEDS FOR BUILT LAND, FOREST, AND FARMLAND
The moratorium affords time to quantify available “built land,” and available (not protected) forest and
farmland in order to weigh competing land usage.
ROADMAP 2050 Excerpt
Chapter 4: “Strategies to Achieve Net Zero” (pp. 76-77)
“Over the next 30 years, population-driven new development, mostly for housing, is expected to require
approximately 125,000 acres of land. The necessary deployment of clean energy resources could
potentially double that amount. Largely because trees are the dominant natural land cover in
Massachusetts, as across the New England ecosystem, most, but not all, of this demand will result in
“forest conversion,” the clearing in whole or in part of currently wooded land to enable other social uses.
Policies to encourage denser development in or near existing cities and towns, or redevelopment of
already cleared land, can limit the impact of such land use conversions. Similarly, energy facility siting
policies (e.g., for transmission and distribution facilities, solar, and storage) can encourage maximal
utilization of the one million acres of land in Massachusetts already occupied by buildings, lawns,
parking lots, and other “built” land cover classes as well as existing rights-of-way, when and where
available. By 2050, however, all such development is likely to reduce the Commonwealth’s forested
acreage by no more than a maximum of about 5%-8% compared to today. But because forests in
Massachusetts will continue to grow and mature throughout the next three decades, they are likely to
continue sequestering about 5 MMTCO2 e each year regardless of such land use change impacts,
however reasonably mitigated through policy.”
“Importantly, this level of forest sequestration available within Massachusetts is well below the 9-14
MMTCO2 e that will likely be needed to fully balance residual GHG emissions, assuming 85-90% gross
energy sector reductions (from 1990 levels). Thus, it is critical for the Commonwealth to start developing
other carbon dioxide removal methods in order to achieve Net Zero with a particular focus on ensuring
regional coordination of biomass and carbon sequestration resources across New England, if not the
Northeast more broadly.”
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III. BALANCING SOLAR SITING OPTIONS WITH THE PROTECTION OF CRITICAL
LANDS AND HABITAT
The moratorium affords time to consider whether possible solar siting options are consistent with the
protection of critical lands and habitats.
REPORT 2030 Excerpt
Chapter 4: “Transforming Our Energy Supply” (pp. 41-42)
“To support widespread electrification, New England must likely deploy more than 40 GW of solar
resources by 2050, which will exceed the total area of available rooftops in the region. In Massachusetts,
even with maximal rooftop deployment far in excess of historic levels, that will require the installation of
ground-mounted solar on approximately 60,000 acres of land in Massachusetts over the next thirty years.
Breakthroughs in solar panel efficiency could potentially reduce that area significantly, but if other
necessary clean energy resources such as offshore wind, inter-state transmission, or thermal capacity are
constrained, the amount of required ground-mounted solar could potentially double. Considering the
regional nature of electricity markets, overly constraining the development of ground-mounted solar in
Massachusetts would likely cause this demand to simply leak across the Commonwealth’s borders.”
“Certain development practices, especially when paired with policy favoring on-site storage capacity, can
optimize solar production while minimizing total land requirements. In addition, all the land used for
solar need not be forest or other natural landscape – Massachusetts is home to more than a million acres
of “built” landscape, only half of which comprises its two million rooftops, while the other half comprises
lawns, fields, roads, and parking lots, much of which may be suitable for deployment of solar resources.
Further study and policy guidance will be needed to manage where and how much solar is to be
sited in the Commonwealth consistent with the protection of critical Massachusetts lands and
habitat.”

4

IV. BALANCING LAND USE FOR CLEAN ENERGY WITH CONSERVATION,
SEQUESTRATION AND OTHER HUMAN USES
The moratorium affords time to consider how to balance the production of clean energy and issues of
solar siting with the need for “conservation, sequestration and other human resources.”
ROADMAP 2050 Excerpt
Chapter 4: “Strategies to Achieve Net Zero” (p. 31)
“Several decarbonization strategies require either using or conserving land, and thus have the potential to
place various societal goals in conflict with each other. Siting energy projects has been a challenge in both
rural and urban areas, and over the next 30 years will be a major priority given the importance of new
infrastructure to decarbonization. Among natural systems, land has the potential to be one of the most
impacted by human activity given its position at the nexus of food, water, housing, energy production,
and other important human needs. That same dynamic is visible among decarbonization strategies and
solutions, particularly when net-zero emissions is the goal. In addition to the other essential ecological,
economic, and social services they provide, natural lands and ecosystems – particularly forests – serve as
a stock of stored carbon and facilitate a flow of carbon from the atmosphere to further build up that stock.
As a result, effective, data-driven siting and other land use strategies that balance land use priorities
for conservation and sequestration with land use needs for new clean energy production and other
human uses will be critically important going forward.”

5

V. CALCULATING AMHERST’S FAIR SHARE TOWARD DECARBONIZATION
The moratorium affords time to calculate which formula, based on factors such as electricity
consumption, decisions regarding land use policy and regional cooperation options, best reflects its
ability and obligation to contribute clean energy as part of the state and regional initiative.
REPORT 2030 Except
Strategy E2: “Develop and Coordinate Regional Planning and Markets” (p. 38)
“As Massachusetts and its neighbors work towards a common clean energy future, cooperation, and
coordination with other New England states and across the Northeast will help to ensure that renewable
resources, such as offshore wind leasing areas, are utilized in the most effective manner and accomplish
mutual goals for deep decarbonization. In addition, because sharing resources across larger areas can
reduce cost and is necessary to ensure the reliability of a deeply decarbonized electricity grid,
regional cooperation on electricity system planning will be necessary to plan and site new interstate
and interregional transmission capacity.”

ROADMAP 2050 Excerpt:
Chapter 5: “Getting to Net Zero: Implications for Policy and Action” (pp. 82-83)
“New, transformed, and expanded markets will play a critical role in achieving Net Zero. Many, if not
most, of the Commonwealth’s and the region’s existing energy-related markets will need to be reshaped
either directly through intentional redesign or indirectly in response to increasingly stringent, mandatory
emissions limits. Investments made today in new, innovative technologies and approaches to
decarbonization – particularly in the transportation and buildings sectors, where success depends upon
millions of individual transactions – can help the Commonwealth achieve our Net Zero emissions goal at
a faster pace and at a lower cost. Continued active leadership from the Commonwealth in this respect will
be instrumental in achieving Net Zero by 2050 and doing so affordably; but it appears practically, if not
technically, impossible for Massachusetts to reach that overall goal in isolation or through statelevel policies alone. Federal policies that actively support state decarbonization efforts, as well as
strong regional coordination, are necessary for the Commonwealth’s ultimate success.”

6
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Climate change and loss of biodiversity are widely recognized as the foremost
environmental challenges of our time. Forests annually sequester large quantities of
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2 ), and store carbon above and below ground for long
periods of time. Intact forests—largely free from human intervention except primarily
for trails and hazard removals—are the most carbon-dense and biodiverse terrestrial
ecosystems, with additional benefits to society and the economy. Internationally, focus
has been on preventing loss of tropical forests, yet U.S. temperate and boreal forests
remove sufficient atmospheric CO2 to reduce national annual net emissions by 11%.
U.S. forests have the potential for much more rapid atmospheric CO2 removal rates
and biological carbon sequestration by intact and/or older forests. The recent 1.5
Degree Warming Report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change identifies
reforestation and afforestation as important strategies to increase negative emissions,
but they face significant challenges: afforestation requires an enormous amount of
additional land, and neither strategy can remove sufficient carbon by growing young
trees during the critical next decade(s). In contrast, growing existing forests intact
to their ecological potential—termed proforestation—is a more effective, immediate,
and low-cost approach that could be mobilized across suitable forests of all types.
Proforestation serves the greatest public good by maximizing co-benefits such as
nature-based biological carbon sequestration and unparalleled ecosystem services such
as biodiversity enhancement, water and air quality, flood and erosion control, public
health benefits, low impact recreation, and scenic beauty.
Keywords: biodiversity crisis, Pinchot, afforestation, reforestation, forest ecosystem, biological carbon
sequestration, old-growth forest, second-growth forest

INTRODUCTION
Life on Earth as we know it faces unprecedented, intensifying, and urgent imperatives. The two
most urgent challenges are (1) mitigating and adapting to climate change (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, 2013, 2014, 2018), and (2) preventing the loss of biodiversity
(Wilson, 2016; IPBES, 2019). These are three of the Sustainable Development Goals, Climate,
Life on Land and Life under Water (Division for Sustainable Development Goals, 2015),
and significant international resources are being expended to address these crises and limit
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or reforestation on increasing carbon stored in forests in the
Northwest United States. In other regions such as New England
(discussed below), longer harvest cycles and proforestation are
likely to be even more effective. Our assessment on the climate
and biodiversity value of natural forests and proforestation aligns
directly with a recent report that pinpointed “stable forests” –
those not already significantly disturbed or at significant risk – as
playing an outsized role as a climate solution due to their carbon
sequestration and storage capabilities (Funk et al., 2019).
Globally, terrestrial ecosystems currently remove an amount
of atmospheric carbon equal to one-third of what humans emit
from burning fossil fuels, which is about 9.4 GtC/y (109 metric
tons carbon per year). Forests are responsible for the largest
share of the removal. Land use changes, i.e., conversion of forest
to agriculture, urban centers and transportation corridors, emit
∼1.3 GtC/y (Le Quéré et al., 2018). However, forests’ potential
carbon sequestration and additional ecosystem services, such
as high biodiversity unique to intact older forests, are also
being degraded significantly by current management practices
(Foley et al., 2005; Watson et al., 2018). Houghton and Nassikas
(2018) estimated that the “current gross carbon sink in forests
recovering from harvests and abandoned agriculture to be
−4.4 GtC/y, globally.” This is approximately the current gap
between anthropogenic emissions and biological carbon and
ocean sequestration rates by natural systems. If deforestation
were halted, and secondary forests were allowed to continue
growing, they would sequester −120 GtC between 2016 and
2100 or ∼12 years of current global fossil carbon emissions
(Houghton and Nassikas, 2018). Northeast secondary forests
have the potential to increase biological carbon sequestration
between 2.3 and 4.2-fold (Keeton et al., 2011).
Existing proposals for “Natural Climate Solutions” do not
consider explicitly the potential of proforestation (Griscom et al.,
2017; Fargione et al., 2018). However, based on a growing
body of scientific research, we conclude that protecting and
stewarding intact diverse forests and practicing proforestation as
a purposeful public policy on a large scale is a highly effective
strategy for mitigating the dual crises in climate and biodiversity
and ultimately serving the “greatest good” in the United States
and the rest of the world. Table 1 summarizes some of the key
literature supporting this point.

negative impacts on economies, societies and biodiverse natural
communities. The recent 1.5 Degree Warming Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2018) was dire
and direct, stating the need for “rapid, far-reaching and
unprecedented changes in all aspects of society.” We find
that growing additional existing forests as intact ecosystems,
termed proforestation, is a low-cost approach for immediately
increasing atmospheric carbon sequestration to achieve a
stable atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration that reduces
climate risk. Proforestation also provides long-term benefits for
biodiversity, scientific inquiry, climate resilience, and human
benefits. This approach could be mobilized across all forest types.
Forests are essential for carbon dioxide removal (CDR), and
the CDR rate needs to increase rapidly to remain within the 1.5
or 2.0◦ C range (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
2018) specified by the Paris Climate Agreement (2015). Growing
existing forests to their biological carbon sequestration potential
optimizes CDR while limiting climate change and protecting
biodiversity, air, land, and water. Natural forests are by far the
most effective (Lewis et al., 2019). Technologies for direct CDR
from the atmosphere, and bioenergy with carbon capture and
storage (BECCS), are far from being technologically ready or
economically viable (Anderson and Peters, 2016). Furthermore,
the land area required to supply BECCS power plants with tree
plantations is 7.7 million km2 , or approximately the size of
Australia (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2018).
Managed plantations that are harvested periodically store far
less carbon because trees are maintained at a young age and
size (Harmon et al., 1990; Sterman et al., 2018). Furthermore,
plantations are often monocultures, and sequester less carbon
more slowly than intact forests with greater tree species diversity
and higher rates of biological carbon sequestration (Liu et al.,
2018). Recent research in the tropics shows that natural forests
hold 40 times more carbon than plantations (Lewis et al., 2019).
Alternative forest-based CDR methods include afforestation
(planting new forests) and reforestation (replacing forests on
deforested or recently harvested lands). Afforestation and
reforestation can contribute to CDR, but newly planted forests
require many decades to a century before they sequester
carbon dioxide in substantial quantities. A recent National
Academy study titled Negative Emissions Technologies and
Reliable Sequestration: A Research Agenda discusses afforestation
and reforestation and finds their contribution to be modest
(National Academies of Sciences, 2019). The study also
examines changes in conventional forest management, but
neglects proforestation as a strategy for increasing carbon
sequestration. Furthermore, afforestation to meet climate goals
requires an estimated 10 million km2 –an area slightly larger
than Canada (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
2018). The massive land areas required for afforestation and
BECCS (noted above) compete with food production, urban
space and other uses (Searchinger et al., 2009; Sterman et al.,
2018). More importantly, neither of these two practices is as
effective quantitatively as proforestation in the next several
decades when it is needed most. For example, Law et al. (2018)
reported that extending harvest cycles and reducing cutting
on public lands had a larger effect than either afforestation
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A SMALL FRACTION OF U.S. FORESTS IS
MANAGED TO REMAIN INTACT
Today, <20% of the world’s forests remain intact (i.e., largely free
from logging and other forms of extraction and development).
Intact forests are largely tropical forests or boreal forests in
Canada and Russia (Watson et al., 2018). In the U.S.—a global
pioneer in national parks and wildlife preserves—the percentage
of intact forest in the contiguous 48 states is only an estimated
6–7% of total forest area (Oswalt et al., 2014), with a higher
proportion in the West and a lower proportion in the East.
Setting aside a large portion of U.S. forest in Inventoried
Roadless Areas (IRAs) was groundbreaking yet only represents
7% of total forest area in the lower 48 states—and, ironically,
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of climate and biodiversity benefits of intact (either old-growth forest or younger forest managed as Gap 1 or Gap 2, and thus protected from
logging and other resource extraction) and traditionally managed forests for multiple forest types in the United States.
Location

Forest type

Forest condition with
greater value

References

Density of large trees (>60 cm DBH)

Eastern US

mid-Atlantic oak-hickory forests, northern
hemlock-hardwood forests, and
boreal spruce-fir forests

Intact (81% greater)

Miller et al., 2016

Proportion of old forest

Eastern US

Same as above

Intact

Miller et al., 2016

Basal area of dead standing trees

Eastern US

Same as above

Intact

Miller et al., 2016

Coarse woody debris volume

Eastern US

Same as above

Intact (135% greater)

Miller et al., 2016

Carbon storage

Pacific Northwest US

Douglas fir and western hemlock;

Intact (75–138% greater)

Harmon et al., 1990

Carbon storage

Northeastern US

Northern hardwood conifer

Intact (39–118% greater)

Nunery and Keeton, 2010

Forest fire burn severity

Western US

Pine and mixed conifer forests

Managed (two SEs greater)

Bradley et al., 2016

Tree species richness

Eastern US

mid-Atlantic oak-hickory forests, northern
hemlock-hardwood forests, and
boreal spruce-fir forests

Intact

Miller et al., 2018

Proportion rare tree species

Eastern US

Same as above

Intact

Miller et al., 2018

Hemi-boreal

Intact (12–20% greater)

Zlonis and Niemi, 2014
Lesica et al., 1991

ECOSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

BIODIVERSITY

Bird species richness and abundance Northeastern
Minnesota
Trunk bryophyte and lichen species
richness

Northwestern Montana Grand-fir

Intact (33% greater)

Salamander density

Ozark Mountains,
Missouri

Oak-hickory

Intact (395–9,500% greater) Herbeck and Larsen, 1999

Probability of occurrence of invasive
plant species

Eastern US

Deciduous and mixed forest

managed

Riitters et al., 2018

Intact forests range in size and previous disturbance history but they are not under active management and have been allowed to continue growing according to the procedures
described for proforestation.

management of some IRAs allows timber harvest and road
building (Williams, 2000), a scenario happening currently in the
Tongass National Forest in Alaska (Koberstein and Applegate,
2018). These scant percentages worldwide and particularly in
the U.S. are insufficient to address pressing national and global
issues such as rising CO2 levels, flooding, and biodiversity loss, as
well as provide suitable locations for recreation and associated
public health benefits (Cordell, 2012; Watson et al., 2018). In
heavily populated and heavily forested sub-regions in the Eastern
U.S., such as New England, the total area dedicated as intact
(i.e., primary management is for trails and hazard removals) is
even more scarce, comprising only ∼3% of land area. Just 2% of
the region is legally protected from logging and other resource
extraction (Figure 1). A large portion of forest managed currently
as intact or “reserved forest” – and thus functioning as “stable
forest” (Funk et al., 2019) – is designated solely by administrative
regulations that can be altered at any time.
Intact forests in the U.S. include federal wilderness areas
and national parks, some state parks, and some privately-owned
holdings and conservation trust lands. Recent studies reveal
that intact forests in national parks tend to be older and have
larger trees than nearby forests that are not protected from
logging (Miller et al., 2016; Table 1). Scaling up protection
of intact forests and designating and significantly expanding
reserved forest areas are public policy imperatives that are
compatible with public access and with the country’s use
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of forest products. Identifying suitable forest as intact (for
carbon sequestration, native biodiversity, ecosystem function,
etc.) can spawn new jobs and industries in forest monitoring,
tourism and recreation, as well as create more viable local
economies based on wood reuse and recycling. Public lands
with significant biodiversity and proforestation potential also
provide wildlife corridors for climate migration and resilience for
many species.

PROFORESTATION INCREASES
BIOLOGICAL CARBON SEQUESTRATION
AND LONG-TERM STORAGE IN U.S.
FORESTS
Net forest carbon reflects the dynamic between gains and losses.
Carbon is lost from forests in several ways: damage from natural
disturbances including insects and pathogens (“pests”), fire,
drought and wind; forest conversion to development or other
non-forest land; and forest harvest/management. Together, fires,
drought, wind, and pests account for ∼12% of the carbon lost in
the U.S.; forest conversion accounts for ∼3% of carbon loss; and
forest harvesting accounts for 85% of the carbon lost from forests
each year (Harris et al., 2016). Forests in the Southern US have
the highest percentage of carbon lost to timber harvest (92%)
whereas the Western US is notably lower (66%) because of the
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FIGURE 1 | Distribution of forest cover and intact “wildland” forest across six New England states. At left, map of overall forest cover (green) vs. forest
protected legally (red) or managed currently (yellow) as intact in New England. At right, regional and state specific % forest cover (green), % managed as intact Gap 1
(limited intervention other than trails and hazard removals) but not protected legally (yellow), and % legally protected as intact forest (red, designated U.S Geological
Survey (USGS) Gap 1 or Gap 2 and primarily federal and state wilderness areas, and certain national parks). Adapted and compiled from National Conservation
Easement Database (2014); United States Geological Survey (2019a,b), and the University of Montana (2019). USGS Gap level 1 or 2 lands receive the highest level of
protection from logging and other resource extraction and generally correspond with IUCN protected categories 1a, 1b, and II (https://gapanalysis.usgs.gov/blog/
iucn-definitions/).

et al., 2018). Each year a single tree that is 100 cm in diameter
adds the equivalent biomass of an entire 10–20 cm diameter tree,
further underscoring the role of large trees (Stephenson et al.,
2014). Intact forests also may sequester half or more of their
carbon as organic soil carbon or in standing and fallen trees that
eventually decay and add to soil carbon (Keith et al., 2009). Some
older forests continue to sequester additional soil organic carbon
(Zhou et al., 2006) and older forests bind soil organic matter more
tightly than younger ones (Lacroix et al., 2016).
If current management practices continue, the world’s forests
will only achieve half of their biological carbon sequestration
potential (Erb et al., 2018); intensifying current management
practices will only decrease living biomass carbon and increase
soil carbon loss. Forests in temperate zones such as in the
Eastern U.S. have a particularly high untapped capacity for
carbon storage and sequestration because of high growth and
low decay rates (Keith et al., 2009) and because of recent
recovery from an extensive history of timber harvesting and
land conversion for agriculture in the 18th, 19th, and early 20th
centuries (Pan et al., 2011; Duveneck and Thompson, 2019).
In New England, median forest age is about 75 years of age
(United States Forest Service, 2019), which is only about 25–
35% of the lifespan of many of the common tree species in these

greater contribution of fires to carbon removal. The Northern
U.S. is roughly equivalent to the national average at 86%
(Harris et al., 2016).
Proforestation produces natural forests as maximal carbon
sinks of diverse species (while supporting and accruing
additional benefits of intact forests) and can reduce significantly
and immediately the amount of forest carbon lost to nonessential management. Because existing trees are already
growing, storing carbon, and sequestering more carbon more
rapidly than newly planted and young trees (Harmon et al.,
1990; Stephenson et al., 2014; Law et al., 2018; Leverett
and Moomaw, in preparation), proforestation is a near-term
approach to sequestering additional atmospheric carbon: a
significant increase in “negative emissions” is urgently needed to
meet temperature limitation goals.
The carbon significance of proforestation is demonstrated in
multiple ways in larger trees and older forests. For example,
a study of 48 undisturbed primary or mature secondary forest
plots worldwide found, on average, that the largest 1% of trees
[considering all stems ≥1 cm in diameter at breast height (DBH)]
accounted for half of above ground living biomass (The largest
1% accounted for ∼30% of the biomass in U.S. forests due to
larger average size and fewer stems compared to the tropics) (Lutz
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Keeton, 2017)—even after the carbon stored in wood products
is included in the calculation—stands managed with reduced
harvest frequency and increased structural retention sequester
more carbon than more intensively managed stands (Nunery
and Keeton, 2010; Law et al., 2018). Such an approach for
production forests, or “working” forests—balancing resource
extraction with biological carbon sequestration—is often termed
“managing for net carbon” or “managing for climate change”
and an approach that should be promoted alongside dedicating
significant areas to intact ecosystems. Oliver et al. (2014)
acknowledge a balance between intact and managed forest and
suggest that long term storage in “efficient” wood products
like wood building materials (with the potential for less carbon
emissions compared to steel or concrete, termed the “avoidance
pathway”) can offer a significant carbon benefit. To achieve this,
some questionable assumptions are that 70% of the harvested
wood is merchantable and stored in a lasting product, all
unmerchantable wood is removed and used, harvesting occurs at
optimum intervals (100 years) and carbon sequestration tapers
off significantly after 100 years. Forestry models underestimate
the carbon content of older, larger trees, and it is increasingly
clear that trees can continue to remove atmospheric carbon at
increasing rates for many decades beyond 100 years (Robert
T. Leverett, pers. comm. Stephenson et al., 2014; Lutz et al.,
2018; Leverett et al., under review). Because inefficient logging
practices result in substantial instant carbon release to the
atmosphere, and only a small fraction of wood becomes a
lasting product, increasing market forces and investments toward
wood buildings that have relatively short lifetimes could increase
forest extraction rates significantly and become unsustainable
(Oliver et al., 2014).

forests (Thompson et al., 2011). Much of Maine’s forests have
been harvested continuously for 200 years and have a carbon
density less than one-third of the forests of Southern Vermont
and New Hampshire, Northwestern Connecticut and Western
Massachusetts—a region that has not been significantly harvested
over the past 75–150 years (National Council for Air Stream
Improvement, 2019). Western Massachusetts in particular has a
significant portion classifed as Tier 1 matrix forest, defined as
“large contiguous areas whose size and natural condition allow
for the maintenance of ecological processes” (Databasin, 2019).
However, forests managed as intact do not need to be large
or old in absolute terms to have ecological value: disturbances
create gaps and young habitats, and the official policy of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Management (now Department of Conservation and Recreation)
considers an old-growth forest of at least 2 hectares ecologically
significant (Department of Environmntal Management, 1999).
As shown in Table 1, ecosystem services accrue as forests
age for centuries. Far from plateauing in terms of carbon
sequestration (or added wood) at a relatively young age as was
long believed, older forests (e.g., >200 years of age without
intervention) contain a variety of habitats, typically continue to
sequester additional carbon for many decades or even centuries,
and sequester significantly more carbon than younger and
managed stands (Luyssaert et al., 2008; Askins, 2014; McGarvey
et al., 2015; Keeton, 2018). A recent paper affirmed that
letting forests grow is an effective way to sequester carbon—
but unlike previous studies it suggested that sequestration is
highest in “young” forests (Pugh et al., 2019). This conclusion
is problematic for several reasons. One confounding factor is
that older forests in the tropics were compared to young forests
in temperate and boreal areas; temperate forests in particular
have the highest CO2 removal rates and overall biological carbon
sequestration (Keith et al., 2009) but this high rate is not
limited to young temperate and boreal forests. The age when
sequestration rates decrease is not known, and Pugh et al. defined
“young” as up to 140 years. As noted above, Keeton et al.
(2011) estimate that secondary forests in the Northeast have
the potential to increase their biological carbon sequestration
several-fold. More field work is needed across age ranges,
species and within biomes, but the inescapable conclusion is
that growing forests is beneficial to the climate and maintaining
intact forest has additional benefits (Table 1). We conclude that
proforestation has the potential to provide rapid, additional
carbon sequestration to reduce net emissions in the U.S. by much
more than the 11% that forests provide currently (United States
Environmental Protection Agency, 2019). A recent report on
natural climate solutions determined that negative emissions
could be increased from 11 to 21% even without including
proforestation (Fargione et al., 2018). Quantified estimates of
increased forest sequestration and ecosystem services were
based on re-establishing forests where possible and lengthening
rotation times on private land; they explicitly did not account for
proforestation potential on public land.
Although biological carbon storage in managed stands,
regardless of the silvicultural prescription, is generally lower than
in unmanaged intact forests (Harmon et al., 1990; Ford and
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HABITAT PROTECTION, BIODIVERSITY
AND SCIENTIFIC VALUE OF
PROFORESTATION
Large trees and intact, older forests are not only effective and
cost-effective natural reservoirs of carbon storage, they also
provide essential habitat that is often missing from younger,
managed forests (Askins, 2014). For example, intact forests in
Eastern U.S. national parks have greater tree diversity, live and
dead standing basal area, and coarse woody debris, than forests
that are managed for timber (Miller et al., 2016, 2018; Table 1).
The density of cavities in older trees and the spatial and structural
heterogeneity of the forest increases with stand age (Ranius
et al., 2009; Larson et al., 2014), and large canopy gaps develop
as a result of mortality of large trees, which result in dense
patches of regeneration (Askins, 2014). These complex structures
and habitat features support a greater diversity of lichens and
bryophytes (Lesica et al., 1991), a greater density and diversity of
salamanders (Petranka et al., 1993; Herbeck and Larsen, 1999),
and a greater diversity and abundance of birds in old, intact
forests than in nearby managed forests (Askins, 2014; Zlonis
and Niemi, 2014; Table 1). Forest bird guilds also benefit from
small intact forests in urban landscapes relative to unprotected
matrix forests (Goodwin and Shriver, 2014). Several bird species
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that the severity and size of recent fires are directly related
to the fuels that have accumulated in the understory due to a
lack of forest management to reduce these fuels (i.e., pulping,
masticating, thinning, raking, and prescribed burning; Reinhardt
et al., 2008; Bradley et al., 2016). However, some evidence
suggests that proforestation should actually reduce fire risk and
there are at least three important factors to consider: first, fire
is an integral part of forest dynamics in the Western U.S.;
second, wildfire occurrence, size, and area burned are generally
not preventable even with fuel removal treatments (Reinhardt
et al., 2008); and third, the area burned is actually far less
today than in the first half of the twentieth century when
timber harvesting was more intensive and fires were not actively
suppressed (Williams, 1989; National Interagency Fire Center,
2019). Interestingly, in the past 30 years, intact forests in the
Western U.S. burned at significantly lower intensities than did
managed forests (Thompson et al., 2007; Bradley et al., 2016;
Table 1). Increased potential fuel in intact forests appear to
be offset by drier conditions, increased windspeeds, smaller
trees, and residual and more combustible fuels inherent in
managed areas (Reinhardt et al., 2008; Bradley et al., 2016).
Rather than fighting wildfires wherever they occur, the most
effective strategy is limiting development in fire-prone areas,
creating and defending zones around existing development
(the wildland-urban interface), and establishing codes for fireresistant construction (Cohen, 1999; Reinhardt et al., 2008).

in the U.S. that are globally threatened—including the wood
thrush, cerulean warbler, marbled murrelet, and spotted owl
are, in part, dependent on intact, older forests with large trees
(International Union for Conservation of Nature, 2019). Two
species that are extinct today—Bachman’s warbler and Ivorybilled woodpecker—likely suffered from a loss of habitat features
associated with old forests (Askins, 2014).
Today, forest managers often justify management to maintain
heterogeneity of age structures to enhance wildlife habitat and
maintain “forest health” (Alverson et al., 1994). However, early
successional forest species (e.g., chestnut-sided warbler and
New England cottontail) that are common targets for forest
management may be less dependent on forest management than
is commonly believed (cf. Zlonis and Niemi, 2014; Buffum et al.,
2015). Management also results in undesirable consequences
such as soil erosion, introduction of invasive and non-native
species (McDonald et al., 2008; Riitters et al., 2018), loss of
carbon—including soil carbon (Lacroix et al., 2016), increased
densities of forest ungulates such as white-tailed deer (Whitney,
1990)—a species that can limit forest regeneration (Waller,
2014)—and a loss of a sense of wildness (e.g., Thoreau, 1862).
Forest health is a term often defined by a particular set
of forestry values (e.g., tree regeneration levels, stocking, tree
growth rates, commercial value of specific species) and a goal of
eliminating forest pests. Although appropriate in a commercial
forestry context, these values should not be conflated with the
ability of intact natural forests to continue to function and even
thrive indefinitely and provide a diversity of habitats on their own
(e.g., Zlonis and Niemi, 2014). Natural forests, regardless of their
initial state, naturally develop diverse structures as they age and
require from us only the time and space to self-organize (e.g.,
Larson et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2016).
Intact forests provide irreplaceable scientific value. In addition
to a biodiverse habitat an intact forest provides an area governed
by natural ecological processes that serve as important scientific
controls against which to compare the effects of human activities
and management practices (Boyce, 1998). Areas without resource
extraction (i.e., timber harvesting, hunting), pest removal, or
fire suppression allow for a full range of natural ecological
processes (fire, herbivory, natural forest development) to be
expressed (Boyce, 1998). Only if we have sufficient natural areas
can we hope to understand the effects of human activities on
the rest of our forests. Additional research and monitoring
projects that compare ecological attributes between intact and
managed forests at a range of spatial scales will also help
determine how effective protected intact forests can be at
conserving a range of biota, and where additional protected areas
may need to be established (e.g., Goodwin and Shriver, 2014;
Jenkins et al., 2015).

PROFORESTATION AND ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES: SERVING THE GREATEST
GOOD
In 1905 Gifford Pinchot, Chief of the U.S. Forest Service,
summarized his approach to the nation’s forests when he wrote
“. . . where conflicting interests must be reconciled, the question
will always be decided from the standpoint of the greatest good
of the greatest number in the long run.” This ethos continues to
define the management approach of the U.S. Forest Service from
its inception to the present day. Remarkably, however, even in
2018 the five major priorities of the Forest Service do not mention
biodiversity, carbon storage, or climate change as major aspects of
its work (United States Forest Service, 2018).
Today, the needs of the nation have changed: emerging forest
science and the carbon and biodiversity benefits of proforestation
demand a focus on growing intact natural public and private
forests, including local parks and forest reserves (Jenkins et al.,
2015). There is also a growing need across the country, and
particularly within reach of highly populated areas, for additional
local parks and protected forest reserves that serve and provide
the public with solitude, respite, and wild experiences (e.g.,
Thoreau, 1862). Detailed analysis of over one thousand public
comments regarding management of Hoosier National Forest, a
public forest near population centers in several states, revealed a
strong belief that wilderness contributes to a sense of well-being.
Responses with the highest frequency reflected an interest in
preservation and protection of forests and wildlife, a recognition
of the benefits to human physical and mental health, a sense

PROFORESTATION AND FOREST FIRES
Given the increase in forest area burned in the United States
over the past 30 years (National Interagency Fire Center,
2019), it is important to address the relationship between forest
management and forest fires. There is a widely held perception
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of ethical responsibility, opposition to damage and destruction,
monetary concerns, and a preponderance of sadness, fear and
distress over forest loss (Vining and Tyler, 1999).
Quantifiable public health benefits of forests and green spaces
continue to emerge, and benefits are highest in populations with
chronic and difficult-to-treat conditions like anxiety, depression,
pain and post-traumatic stress disorder (Karjalainen et al., 2010;
Frumkin et al., 2017; Hansen et al., 2017; Oh et al., 2017).
In the United Kingdom “growing forests for health” is the
motto of the National Health Service Forest (2019) and there
is a recognized need for evidence-based analysis of human
health co-benefits alongside nature-based ecosystem services
(Frumkin et al., 2017).

promote the multiple values and services associated with forest
reserves or wildlands (e.g., Foster et al., 2010) and climate offset
programs can be used explicitly to support proforestation. For
example, a recent project by the Nature Conservancy protected
2,185 hectares (5,400 acres) in Vermont as wildland and is
expected to yield ∼$2 M over 10 years for assuring long-term
biological carbon storage (Nature Conservancy, 2019). Burnt
Mountain is now protected by a “forever wild” easement and part
of a 4,452 hectare (11,000 acre) preserve. More public education
and similar incentives are needed.

CONCLUSIONS
To meet any proposed climate goals of the Paris Climate
Agreement (1.5, 2.0◦ C, targets for reduced emissions) it is
essential to simultaneously reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
all sources including fossil fuels, bioenergy, and land use change,
and increase CDR by forests, wetlands and soils. Concentrations
of these gases are now so high that reducing emissions alone
is insufficient to meet these goals. Speculation that untested
technologies such as BECCS can achieve the goal while allowing
us to continue to emit more carbon has been described as
a “moral hazard” (Anderson and Peters, 2016). Furthermore,
BECCS is not feasible within the needed timeframe and CDR
is urgent. Globally, existing forests only store approximately
half of their potential due to past and present management
(Erb et al., 2018), and many existing forests are capable of
immediate and even more extensive growth for many decades
(Lutz et al., 2018). During the timeframe while seedlings planted
for afforestation and reforestation are growing (yet will never
achieve the carbon density of an intact forest), proforestation
is a safe, highly effective, immediate natural solution that does
not rely on uncertain discounted future benefits inherent in
other options.
Taken together, proforestation is a rapid and essential strategy
for achieving climate and biodiversity goals and for serving the
greatest good. Stakeholders and policy makers need to recognize
that the way to maximize carbon storage and sequestration is
to grow intact forest ecosystems where possible. Certainly, all
forests have beneficial attributes, and the management focus of
some forests is providing wood products that we all use. But until
we acknowledge and quantify differences in forest status (Foster
et al., 2010), we will be unable to develop policies (and educate
landowners, donors, and the public) to support urgent forestbased benefits in the most effective, locally appropriate and costeffective manner. A differentiation between production forests
and natural forest ecosystems would garner public support for
a forest industry with higher value products and a renewed focus
on reducing natural resource use—and for recycling paper and
wood. It could also spur long-overdue local partnerships between
farms and forests—responsible regional composting keeps jobs
and resources within local communities while improving soil
health and increasing soil carbon (Brown and Cotton, 2011). The
forest industry as a whole can benefit from proforestation-based
jobs that focus on scientific data collection, public education,
public health and a full range of ecosystem services.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
To date, the simplicity of the idea of proforestation has perhaps
been stymied by inaccurate or non-existent terminology to
describe it. Despite a number of non-binding international
forest agreements (United Nations Conference on Environment
Development, 1992; United Nations Forum on Forests, 2008;
Forest Declaration, 2014) and responsibilities by a major
UN organization [Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)],
current climate policies lack science-based definitions that
distinguish forest condition—including the major differences
between young and old forests across a range of ecosystem
services. Lewis et al. (2019) further note that broad definitions
and confused terminology have an unfortunate result that
policymakers and their advisers mislead the public (Lewis
et al., 2019). Most discussions concerning forest loss and
forest protection are in terms of percentage of land area that
has tree canopy cover (Food and Agriculture Organization,
2019). This lack of specificity significantly hampers efforts to
evaluate and protect intact forests, to quantify their value, and
to dedicate existing forests as intact forests for the future.
For example, the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change and the FAO consider and group tree plantations,
production forests, and mature intact forests equally under
the general term “forest” (Mackey et al., 2015). In addition,
“forest conservation” simply means maintaining “forest cover”
and does not address age, species richness or distribution—or
the degree that a forest ecosystem is intact and functioning
(Mackey et al., 2015). The erroneous assumption is that all forests
are equivalently beneficial for a range of ecosystem services—a
conclusion that is quantitatively inaccurate in terms of biological
carbon sequestration and biodiversity as well as many other
ecosystem services.
Practicing proforestation should be emphasized on suitable
public lands as is now done in U.S. National Parks and
Monuments. Private forest land owners might be compensated
to practice proforestation, for sequestering carbon and providing
associated co-benefits by letting their forests continue to grow.
At this time, we lack national policies that quantify and truly
maximize benefits across the landscape. At a regional scale,
however, some conservation visions do explicitly recognize and
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Resources: Solar Siting in Forests from Environmental Organizations
Save the Pine Barrens Massachusetts Coalition protecting unique forested
ecosystems in Southeastern MA and beyond
https://savethepinebarrens.org/
Specific resources to read:
https://savethepinebarrens.org/environmental-impacts-of-ground-mountedsolar-development/
https://savethepinebarrens.org/resources-2/
https://savethepinebarrens.org/town-solar-by-laws/
Mass Audobon’s position: Careful site selection for renewable facilities of
all types is critical to minimizing the loss and fragmentation of wildlife
habitat and existing ecosystems that sequester carbon.
https://www.massaudubon.org/our-conservation-work/policyadvocacy/alternative-energy/solar
SmartSolar Western Mass website
https://sites.google.com/view/smartsolarwmass/home
Bill Stubblefield: Solar Energy? Yes! Deforestation? No!

https://sites.google.com/view/smartsolarwmass/videos
Emily’s Story; Solar development disaster, Williamsburg MA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DEvEU4BCKU
Regenerative Farming, Forests and Food Systems of Climate Action Now
http://climateactionnowma.org/forest-protection/
http://climateactionnowma.org/fff-about-farms-forests-food-group/

The Critical Role of Forests and Trees
in a Climate and Biodiversity Crisis
By Lynne Man
The Massachusetts Chapter of the Sierra Club (MASC)
Forest Protection Team’s mission is to protect, preserve
and expand forests throughout Massachusetts to maximize
carbon accumulation, promote biodiversity and optimize
human health. An essential part of this MASC working
group is to create a shared understanding of the critical role
that forests and trees play in mitigating climate change,
promoting biodiversity and addressing environmental
justice.
The Forest Protection Team interviewed Professor
William Moomaw, Professor Emeritus of International
Environmental Policy at The Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, Tufts University, in September 2021. Professor
Moomaw is an internationally recognized researcher and
expert on natural solutions to climate change. His focus
on increasing carbon dioxide removal and accumulation
by forests, wetlands and soils compliments emission
reductions from land use changes and forest harvesting, and
replacing fossil fuels with zero carbon renewable energy.
He has been a lead author of five Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) Reports and has authored dozens
of peer-reviewed scientific articles.
Below are excerpts of this interview, which have been
condensed and edited for clarity. We hope that by
highlighting the imperative with which forest protection
needs to be included as an integral part of climate change
mitigation, Professor Moomaw’s insights inspire readers
to action. Such ideas are woven throughout the interview,
including support for legislation (state and federal) on
various aspects of forest preservation and carbon capture
and storage. At the time of this publication, it is unclear
which bills will have been heard in committee and voted on
for the current legislative session. To see which bills MASC
supports, please visit MASC Legislative Priorities.

Lynne Man (LM), Moderator: We’ve moved beyond the
goal of limiting global temperature rise to 1.5’C. Zero net
carbon before 2050 is insufficient to turn us around. Can
you explain the importance of forests in carbon capture in
relation to fighting climate change?
William Moomaw (WM): Reducing emissions is
important as a means to an end, but the goal is to stabilize
the amount of CO2 that’s in the atmosphere at a level that
will avoid exceeding 1.5 - 2 degrees C above pre-industrial
global temperatures. The only way we can do that is to
transfer atmospheric CO2 to some place else like forests
and oceans. Leaving aside oceans for the moment, every
year there is 31% less carbon in the atmosphere than we
have emitted because of forests. Our forests are taking
carbon out of the atmosphere and storing it in wood and
in soil. So it is absolutely essential that we find ways of not
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being just net zero but being zero on emissions and then in
addition, having an increase in these removals.

LM: How does land use, including deforestation and
wetland and other land degradation contribute to heat
trapping gases above and beyond those of fossil fuels?

WM: Dr. Beverly Law, colleagues and I studied how much
carbon has been harvested from trees in the three western
states, Oregon, Washington and California, from 1900
through 2015. The question is after 115 years, where is
that carbon today? Indeed some of it is in long-lived wood
products, but that’s only 19% of the carbon. Sixteen percent
is in landfills and 65% is in the atmosphere as carbon
dioxide. Less than half of the wood in those trees would
go into boards. The roots wouldn’t go in, the branches
wouldn’t go in, the slab wood on the sides wouldn’t go in,
the sawdust that came from making it wouldn’t go in, and
that’s more than half the wood.
We need to accumulate more carbon in our natural systems,
and half the weight of dry wood is carbon.. It is found that
young trees of 50 years, absorb carbon rapidly. This percentage
growth slows down as trees age. But the carbon accumulation
continues. For example if I cut down a 50 year old tree and
replant it, in 50 years, if all goes well, I will have the same
amount of carbon in the forest that I had before. If the 50
year-old tree is allowed to keep growing for 50 more years, it
will have accumulated more than twice what it had at age 50.
Harvesting at age 50 and regrowing is not really progress.

LM: How should policy makers and the public be looking at
carbon accumulation by forest soils and other ecosystems?
And how does the use of carbon offsets for emissions divert
our attention from counting and increasing the impact of
natural systems on atmospheric CO2 and biodiversity?

WM: Sustainable forestry means you do not cut more
than what grows in a particular year. If the trees were
still removing as much as they harvest every year, the
carbon would be static. We can’t afford static. We have to
increase carbon removal rates over emissions rates so that
forests remove more than what humans release through
harvesting.
Forest carbon offsets were invented by the fossil fuel
industry so that they could keep burning fossil fuels.
Sure, it’s great to be planting trees and replanting after
harvesting. But it’s not going to remove additional carbon
from the atmosphere by 2050. The trees won’t become big
enough. They won’t have absorbed additional carbon. The
people in 2080 will love it that we planted trees today, if our
climate hasn’t changed so badly that they don’t grow.
Surveys show that more than half of private landowners
would prefer not to cut their forests. Suppose instead we
subsidize people to let their trees grow. No questions asked.
We’ll pay them. That has been tried in places in Brazil and
parts of the U.S. and it’s working.
So for those of us here in the Northeast, I would argue that’s
something we should urge our state legislators to enact.
It’s called “payment for ecosystem services.” It’s not only
to capture and remove carbon. It’s for biodiversity, it’s for
flood control, it’s for water quality, it’s for air quality. All
those are things that we all benefit from. So I think direct
payments for services are far better than carbon offsets. We
need to account: 1) emissions reductions and 2) removals
by nature as two separate actions. Each is necessary and
should be credited separately.

LM: Please explain the current system of fossil and forest
bioenergy subsidies. What types of policies should be
introduced and implemented to transition us to zero carbon
renewables?
WM: The goal is to get rid of putting carbon into the
atmosphere from any source whatsoever. So policymakers,
lobbied by industry, are replacing coal with wood and
they’re calling it carbon neutral because a tree will regrow.
You cut it down and a replacement regrows. If you cut
down a 25-year-old tree, it takes 25 years to regrow. A fifty
year-old tree takes 50 years. If you cut down a 100-yearold tree, it takes 100 years. Burning wood is subsidized to
make electricity because it is more expensive than anything
except nuclear power.
When wood is burned, the carbon dioxide goes into the
atmosphere instantly. And it takes decades to centuries
to replace it. And that doesn’t count the fact that in many
forests half the carbon per acre is in the soils from all the
decomposed leaf litter. Carbon is constantly being put into
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soils by a living forest. And bacteria in the soil are breaking
it down and making soil carbon, and other bacteria are
breaking it down and releasing carbon dioxide. As soon as
you stop dropping more carbon into soils by cutting down
the forests, the rate that carbon dioxide leaves that soil
exceeds the amount that is coming in. The soils give an
immediate release of carbon dioxide after a harvest. You
then lose two ways - from soil respiration and from the loss
of tree photosynthetic removal.

LM: Please describe proforestation, and how is this
different from afforestation or reforestation? What impact
does this have on biodiversity?
WM: Reforestation means to replant a forest that has been
previously cut. Afforestation means to plant a forest where
a forest is not now growing, and has not grown for a long
time or ever.
Currently, many secondary forests are at a prime age to
start adding massive amounts of carbon to the trees and
to the soils. But there was no term for letting trees grow.
So in 2019 some colleagues and I introduced the term
“proforestation,” to which we gave a precise definition:
Proforestation is growing a forest to meet its ecological
potential for carbon accumulation and biodiversity.
All those words are carefully chosen. For example,
ecological potential refers to the conditions under which
the forest grows: the soil, the precipitation, the climate, the
temperatures, the species mix, etc. Something like 70-80%
of all the biodiversity on land is in forests. We often say we
should have forests to protect biodiversity. But I’ve learned
that it’s the other way around.
A forest is only a forest if it is biodiverse. Otherwise it’s a tree
plantation. We may need tree plantations for harvestable
resources—houses, paper, furniture, etc.—but it’s not
really a forest and it doesn’t provide the same benefits. The
species of trees is part of biodiversity. Probably the most
important part of biodiversity in a forest is what is in the
soils. Bacteria, viruses and fungi are absolutely essential to
the functioning of a forest.

LM: What is meant by forest bio-energy and bio-energy
with carbon capture and storage?
WM: Forest bio-energy—This is the idea that we can burn
our way to a clean climate because wood burning can replace
fossil fuels. People have gotten hung up on the definition
of renewables. A forest is renewable, but only slowly over
long time periods, and it is not low carbon. Claims that
burning wood — forest bio-energy — is carbon neutral is
unfortunately entrenched in U.S. law: all federal agencies
must count forest bioenergy as carbon neutral if it comes
from a sustainably managed forest. We have erroneously
legislated science. False science, but nevertheless, it’s on
the books.
Makers of wood pellets are shipping them to Europe and
Great Britain. This is deforesting the southeast U.S.,
destroying one of the most biodiverse hotspots in North

America. This and other forest management practices have
contributed to the loss of one billion forest dependent birds
in North America.
Bioenergy with carbon capture and storage or BECCS requires
burning trees, capturing the carbon dioxide and storing it
underground in a geological formation. To remove sufficient
carbon dioxide this way to keep global temperatures from
rising by more than 2.7 degrees F (1.5 degrees C) requires
creating a tree plantation the size of India. Furthermore
the technology to do this at scale does not yet exist, and the
early indications are that it is very expensive. It takes an
enormous amount of energy to capture the carbon dioxide,
and the process is not very effective.

LM: Are these viable options for clean energy?
WM: I do not believe BECCS is economically viable or
technologically feasible at scale in the next 30 years. 3
billion dollars have been included in the infrastructure bill
for technological approaches to carbon capture and storage.
How much funding is there for protecting forests? Zero!.
This is a missed opportunity.
LM: How do carbon capture and storage technologies relate
to shrinking forests and other natural environments?
WM: I think these technologies are largely a distraction.
All of these technologies are hypothetical; they’ve never
been tried before. I’m a very early technology adopter, but
these are not technologies that I see as useful. Reducing
harvesting and the associated emissions and increasing
carbon dioxide removals by natural systems by letting more
forests continue to grow is the combination that is really
needed.
A study done of Pacific Northwest National Forests found
that if one were to reduce harvesting by half and allow the
remaining trees to continue growing, 10 times as much
carbon would be accumulated from the atmosphere by 2100
as would planting an equivalent number of trees.That is
the power of proforestation or letting trees grow while still
being able to harvest the other half. I am not saying don’t
ever cut a tree. But I am saying, if we did this in a smarter
way we would be more successful in reducing climate
change and producing forestry products. It is far easier
and cheaper to set some areas aside that can do the carbon
accumulation job that they’re doing right now. This has
been demonstrated: trees have been around for 300 million
years. They have a very good track record.

LM: Are there specific bills in the legislature that people
can support that will help protect Massachusetts forests?
Also is there federal legislation that we should be paying
attention to?
WM: Yes. In the state legislature, there are two bills. H.912
would remove commercial harvesting from state forest
lands, and H.1002 would set aside some lands in our state
wildlife areas. You’ve probably heard of “30 by 30” — set
aside 30% of the land and 30% of the oceans for protection
by 2030. Also, we need to get rid of all bioenergy subsidies
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in Massachusetts, as well as our subsidies to bioenergy
plants in Maine and New Hampshire. We’ve been paying
these subsidies to out-of-state bioenergy plants because
we don’t have many here. The bioenergy plant proposed
for Springfield has been put on indefinite hold for a
number of reasons, including environmental justice. These
facilities are most often located in environmental justice
communities — some combination of poor people and
people of color. Legislation at the federal level is not as far
advanced as I would like. It’s all focusing on technological
solutions instead of protecting the natural systems that are
already doing an effective job. I think that’s a problem.

LM: There is a growing conflict between expanding solar
energy generation and keeping forests intact throughout
Massachusetts. How do we advocate against this?
WM: It’s easy to argue against bioenergy. You get so little
energy from burning wood, that protecting trees is clearly a
better choice in carbon terms. Deforesting an area for solar
panels means an on-going loss of carbon accumulation by
the forest. There are plenty of other places for solar panels
that leave forests standing, so we can have zero carbon
electricity plus additional atmospheric carbon removal by
the undisturbed forest.
A Clark University study pointed out that half of land
conversions in Massachusetts have been for solar panels
-- not for urban development, not for agriculture, not
for highways. An informal study was done in Berkshire
County where 37 solar arrays were put in place and just
over half of those involved cutting forests. No one seems
to have looked at what this means for additional flooding
from intense precipitation. No one’s looked at what this
means for biodiversity. No one’s looked at connectivity
for wildlife and plant migration as the climate warms. We
have fabulous connectivity in corridors going from Western
Massachusetts and Western Connecticut going all the way
down into NY state, and all the way up into Canada. These
need to be maintained for adaptation to climate change.
The other thing that people don’t fully understand and
appreciate is that deforestation does not count emissions
that are coming from soils which is often equal to what
is lost in trees after a cutting. Developers don’t count the
actual area cut for solar panels, which is, on average, 3-4
times more than the area of the panels themselves to
ensure the panels are not shaded.. In addition, the roadway
that goes out with the transmission lines requires even
more cutting.
Also, when trees get to be really big, they store an enormous
amount of carbon. If we’re not going to let them get really
big because we cut them to install solar panels, they will
never achieve the long term accumulation of carbon that
would occur in a forests of big trees and lots of soil carbon if
left standing. So it’s a false trade-off in my view.

LM: This has been very informative! Thank you so very
much for sharing with us, Professor Moomaw!
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Standing forests are the only proven system that can remove and
store vast amounts of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere at the
scale necessary to keep global temperature rise below 1.5 degrees
Celsius this century. It is therefore essential to not only prevent
further emissions from fossil fuels, deforestation, forest degradation,
and bioenergy, but also to expand our forests’ capacity to remove
carbon from the atmosphere and store it long-term.
If we halted deforestation, protected existing forests, and
expanded and restored degraded forests, we could reduce
annual emissions by 75 percent in the next half a century.
If fossil fuels were rapidly phased out during this same
time period, we could reduce the amount of carbon in the
atmosphere, meet the goals of the Paris Agreement and
avoid catastrophic climate change. But, we cannot solve the
climate crisis without a major scale-up in forest protection
and restoration across the planet. We must not only protect
remnant primary, intact forests, but also conserve and restore less
pristine landscapes. Yet, to date, forest protection commitments and
funding are too narrowly focused on tropical forests.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The United States is home to some of
the world’s greatest forests. Spanning
from the temperate rainforests of
Alaska and the ancient redwoods of
California, to the mixed-mesophytic
forests of Appalachia and the cypress
tupelo forests of the coastal South,

Over the span of more than a century, an

American forests are among our nation’s

estimated 99 percent of the nation’s “frontier

most valuable natural assets. From

forests”—large, contiguous virgin forests with all

removing carbon from the atmosphere
and storing it to providing natural flood
control, stabilizing fresh water supplies,

species intact— have been lost across the lower
forty-eight states. During the same period, the
United States has emerged as the world leader
in commercial logging, currently producing and

and protecting the greatest diversity of

consuming more wood products than any other

wildlife and plants on the planet, our

country. Though trees can live to be hundreds,

health and well-being are integrally tied

even thousands, of years old, less than 15 percent

to the ecological health of our forests.

of U.S. forests are older than one hundred years.
Tens of millions of acres of natural forests have
been replaced with monoculture commercial tree
plantations. Meanwhile, as the threat of catastrophic
climate change grows, the value of old, intact,
standing natural forests and the climate-stabilizing
services they provide are more critical than ever.
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In spite of the growing need to accelerate

The rate and scale of commercial logging for wood,

protection and restoration of forests, government

pulp and paper, and fuel in the United States is

policies and forest markets are still largely stuck

preventing critical progress toward solving the

in the past, driving the replacement of diverse

climate crisis. Our current national greenhouse gas

natural forests with single-species tree plantations,

reporting system perpetuates the status quo by

characterizing non-merchantable trees as

failing to provide information necessary to assess

“low value” or “waste wood” and measuring

the impacts of forestry practices on the climate.

sustainability largely in terms of a continuous

As a result, forest protection and restoration in

supply of forest products to commercial markets.

the United States has been largely ignored as a

The United States has yet to acknowledge forest

climate imperative while accelerated logging is often

degradation from logging, nor has it stepped

proposed as a climate solution. For example, in just

up to protect and restore forests’ diminished

the past several years, the U.S. South has become

ecological functioning across large landscapes.

the world’s largest exporter of wood pellets
to Europe, where they are burned to generate

Since the Industrial Revolution, society’s energy

electricity in place of coal. This new market is

use has pumped increasing amounts of carbon

driving increased logging of ecologically important

dioxide into the atmosphere. At the same time,

forests. Meanwhile, burning wood for electricity

destroying forests for development and agriculture,

releases up to 50 percent more carbon dioxide

and consuming ever-increasing amounts of wood

than burning coal per unit of electricity generated.

products has contributed to the high concentrations
of carbon dioxide currently in the atmosphere.
Equally as important, but often overlooked, forest
loss and degradation continue to significantly
compromise the ability of our forests to help
stabilize the climate. Yet, climate strategies in the
United States ignore this important function of
forests, and policies are too narrowly focused
on only one important aspect of the climate
equation—reducing emissions from fossil fuels.

Forest protection in the
United States has been
largely ignored as a climate
imperative while acelerated
logging is often proposed
as a climate solution.
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The international framework
used by the United States for
reporting carbon emissions
from forests is masking
emissions from logging, overrepresenting the extent of
U.S. forest climate mitigation
benefits and enabling the
world’s largest forest industry
to avoid accountability
for climate impacts.

Failing to acknowledge the need to scale up forest
protection will thwart our ability to effectively
avoid catastrophic climate change. Simply put, we
cannot “log” our way out of the climate crisis,
and substituting wood in place of fossil fuels
for energy will move us away from a climate
solution. Key findings of this report include:
■■

The United States reports that our nation’s forests
are removing an estimated amount of carbon dioxide
out of the atmosphere equivalent to roughly 13% of
annual emissions, far less than global average of 25%.

■■

Though the EPA does not report emissions
from logging in its annual greenhouse gases
inventory, a study published in 2016 calculated
that carbon emissions from logging from

■■

accelerate, not reduce, carbon emissions while

(equal to 584 MMT of CO2), an amount

also degrading forests’ ability to provide critical

greater than fossil fuel emissions from

climate mitigation and other ecosystem services.

the residential and commercial sectors
combined as reported in the latest EPA

■■

inaccurate, but irrelevant. “Carbon neutrality”

Logging accounts for 85% of emissions

is not good enough because concentrations of

from U.S. forests, more than five times

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere must decrease

the emissions from conversion, fire, wind,

rather than remain constant over time.

insects and tree mortality combined.
■■
■■

Efforts to characterize bioenergy or other
wood products as “carbon neutral” are not only

Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report: 1990-2014.
■■

Burning trees in place of fossil fuels for energy will

2006 to 2010 averaged 162 +/- 10 Tg/year

More than half of the carbon lost through

Logging is diminishing the net U.S. forest carbon

deforestation and harvesting in the United States

sink by at least 35%. If soil emissions associated

from 1700 to 1935 has yet to be recovered from

with logging were counted, this number would be

the atmosphere. Reports that forests are “offsetting”

significantly higher as many forests would shift from

fossil fuel emissions are therefore misleading since

being characterized as net carbon sinks

forests are not, nor can they, offset emissions

to net emitters.

from fossil fuels when they have yet to offset past
emissions from forest loss and degradation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

■■

Carbon dioxide emissions from logging are not

renewable, extractable commodity that can support

measured or reported the same as other sources of

infinite growth in the forest products industry is an

emissions. Instead, all forest emissions are essentially

outdated business model that must yield to a new

reported as “offset” by annual forest growth, masking
critical information necessary to inform climate policy.
■■

necessary so our consumption of wood products

past several years rely in part on tree plantations

is brought into alignment with the ecological limits

and wood products, neither of which are capable

of forests, and the critical climate stabilization and

term and long-term carbon stores as if they were
comparable is misleading and overestimates the role
of forests in keeping carbon out of the atmosphere.
Ongoing degradation of forests from logging
compromises critical ecological functions, such
as water storage and natural flood control,
which buffer our most vulnerable communities
against the worst effects of natural disasters.
■■

Natural disasters, which threaten the well-being of
our communities, cost billions of dollars annually, with
the Unites States suffering two of the most costly
disasters in the world in 2016. These are threats that

■■

A major transformation in the forest economy is

Reports that U.S. carbon stocks have grown in the

of storing carbon long-term. Combining short-

■■

way of doing business that values standing forests.

other life-supporting functions they provide.
We can solve the climate crisis by scaling up
forest protection while we rapidly drive down
emissions from fossil fuels and transition toward
clean, renewable energy sources, such as solar and
wind. Achieving the scale of forest protection and
restoration needed over the coming decades may be
a challenging concept to embrace politically; however,
forests provide a proven means for atmospheric
carbon removal and sequestration that can operate
at the necessary scale and time frame to keep the

could be mitigated and costs that could be reduced

world from going over the climate precipice. Forest

by expanding protection for forests along rivers.

protection, restoration and expansion must therefore

Government incentives for bioenergy and other forest

become a top priority in America’s climate agenda.

products must be replaced with payment for the
ecosystem services provided by standing forests. This
will require new government and corporate policies that
incentivize and help to fund the protection of forests.

We need to invest in protecting and restoring
intact, old forests across large landscapes for
carbon storage, flood control, water purification,
and biodiversity. Treating forests as an unlimited,

Treating forests as an unlimited,
renewable, extractable
commodity that can support
infinite growth in the forest
products industry is an outdated
business model.
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
The primary driver of global climate change is

simultaneously increase Earth’s natural capacity

increasing levels of heat-trapping gases present

to remove and store carbon. In fact, meeting the

in our atmosphere.1 Human activities, including

goals of the Paris Agreement now requires the

combustion of fossil fuels and bioenergy, forest

implementation of strategies that result in negative

loss and degradation, other land use changes, and

emissions, i.e., extraction of carbon dioxide from the

industrial processes, have contributed to increasing

atmosphere.4 In other words, we need to annually

atmospheric carbon dioxide, the largest contributor

remove more carbon dioxide from the atmosphere

to global warming, which will cause temperatures to

than we are emitting and store it long-term.

rise and stay high into the next millennium or longer.
Forests and soils are the only proven techniques
The most recent measurements show the level of

that can pull vast amounts of carbon dioxide

atmospheric carbon dioxide has reached 400 parts

out of the atmosphere and store it at the scale

per million and will likely to remain at that level

necessary to meet the Paris goal. Failure to

for millennia to come.2 This makes meeting the

reduce biospheric emissions and to restore

temperature limiting goal of 1.5 degrees Celsius in

Earth’s natural climate stabilization systems will

the historic Paris Climate Agreement even more

doom any attempt to meet the Paris (COP21)

challenging. Even if all fossil fuel emissions were to

global temperature stabilization goals.

cease and all other heat-trapping gases were no
longer emitted to the atmosphere, temperatures

This means we must go well beyond protecting

close to those achieved at the emissions peak

what is left of the world’s remaining intact forests.

would persist for the next millennium or longer.3

Solving the climate crisis will require a major forest
protection and restoration effort focused on leaving

It is therefore essential to prevent greenhouse

significantly more forests across the planet standing.

gas emissions from deforestation, forest and

This includes forests in the United States, which

soil degradation, as well as from warming soils

are the largest producers of industrial timber and

and thawing permafrost. In addition, we must

some of Earth’s most carbon-dense forests.5,6
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Although, understandably, much of the focus

industry continue to argue that we need to increase

around climate change in the United States has

markets for wood, paper, and biofuel as climate

been placed on reducing fossil fuel emissions,

solutions, as this report lays out in more detail, the

anthropogenic forest destruction and degradation

rate, scale, and methods of logging in the United

here at home continue to disrupt forests’ ability

States are having significant, negative climate impacts,

to pull significantly greater amounts of carbon

which are largely being ignored in climate policies

out of the atmosphere and store it long-term.

at the international, national, state, and local levels.

Conserving and restoring forests, an essential
piece of the climate solution puzzle, is often

The United States has yet to acknowledge the

misconstrued or ignored in the United States.

extent of forest loss and degradation here at
home or to fully integrate an aggressive forest

The most recent U.S. report of greenhouse gas

protection, restoration, and sustainable management

emissions states that our forests currently “offset”

agenda into its climate strategy. We must come

11 to 13 percent of total U.S. annual emissions. That

to terms with the fact that continued loss and

figure is half that of the global average of 25% and

degradation of U.S. forests will make it impossible

only a fraction of what is needed to avoid climate

to meet internationally agreed upon temperature

catastrophe. And while the U.S. government and

and climate goals. We must change course.

Conserving and
restoring forests,
an essential
piece of the
climate solution
puzzle, is often
misconstrued or
ignored in the
United States.
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FORESTS AS A CLIMATE SOLUTION
In 2011, the amount of carbon in the atmosphere

could reduce this number to just 1 BMtC/yr over

totaled 828 BMtC (billion metric tons of carbon), or

the next half a century.8 Depending on how

390 ppm. Today concentrations exceed 850 BMtC

aggressively fossil fuel emissions are also phased

and 400 ppm. Concentrations of carbon dioxide

out, it could be possible to decrease this number

have increased 45 percent since preindustrial

to zero or actually reduce the concentrations

times. It is estimated two-thirds of the emissions

of carbon in the atmosphere over the next half

since 1750 came from fossil fuel combustion,

century.8 Were we to do so, concentrations

while one-third came from land and forests.

of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere would
decrease significantly, and we might have a chance

An estimated 7.8 BMtC (billion tons of carbon

of meeting the Paris temperature goals.

per year) come from fossil fuels and cement
manufacturing, and 1.1 BMtC come from land

Forest protection and restoration emerged as a

use changes, mostly deforestation for agriculture.7

key strategy in the Paris Agreement for addressing

Forests and other ecosystems have been

climate change. Article 5 in the Paris Agreement

removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere

identifies the importance of forests.9 However,

for over 300 million years. Forests and other

to date, global efforts are too narrowly focused

plant communities currently remove an estimated

on targeting tropical forests for protection and

2.6 BMtC and store it in plants and soils. Oceans

restoration. Moreover, the models developed

remove another 2.3 BMtC. These natural

pursuant to the Paris Agreement for achieving

systems are tried and true. Since human society

negative emissions do not emphasize protecting

emits approximately 8.9 BMtC, this means that

existing forests and restoring lost and damaged

net additions are roughly 4.0 BMtC.7 Globally, if

ones. Instead the models used to forecast

we halted deforestation and land degradation,

future emissions assume the replacement of

this figure would drop to just 2.9 BMtC.7

coal with bioenergy from forests to fuel electric

Protecting and expanding forests and restoring

power stations and to capture and store the

degraded forests and soils could pull an additional

carbon dioxide underground (aka Bioenergy

amount of carbon out of the atmosphere that

Carbon Capture and Storage, or BECCS).
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Multiple scientific reports have thus
concluded that a scale up in the removal
and storage of carbon by forests around
the world, including in temperate and
boreal forests, is critical to achieving the
goals as set forth in the Paris Agreement.

First of all, this technology does not exist today, and
even if it did, the large amount of energy needed to
remove, capture, and store carbon dioxide from the
power station would require building an additional
power plant for every two or three existing ones.
This would require the cutting and burning of 33
to 50 percent more trees, further diminishing
our forests. As recent research demonstrates,
this technology is highly unlikely to be economical
and at scale by the time it is needed in 2030.10, 11
Standing forests, on the other hand, have proven
potential to remove and store vast amounts
of carbon. Multiple scientific reports have thus
concluded that a scale up in the removal and storage
of carbon by forests around the world, including in
temperate and boreal forests, is critical to achieving
the goals as set forth in the Paris Agreement.12
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In addition to removing carbon from the

degradation (e.g., “REDD+,” New York Declaration

atmosphere, increasing forest protection has

on Forests) in the tropics. And while vast amounts

also been widely acknowledged as critical to

of carbon are stored in tropical rainforests annually

ensuring climate resiliency for forests and people.

and they are under tremendous threat, it is critical

In fact, Earth’s climate, flood control, and water

that we broaden our efforts by accelerating forest

supplies are all regulated to a large extent by the

protection across the world, including here in

planet’s vast forests. At a time when droughts and

the United States. Second, while we must stop

floods are becoming more frequent and intense,

deforestation, we must also significantly reduce the

protecting our forests is one of the smartest

degradation of forests from industrial-scale logging

investments we can make to become more resilient

for paper, lumber, and fuel. In fact, a recent report

to the irreversible effects associated with current

found that in tropical forests, degradation could

levels of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere.

be as severe a problem as deforestation when it
comes to carbon emissions.13 No similar analysis

Yet, to date, the forest protection commitments,

has been conducted relative to the degradation of

funding, and policies developed in response to

forests in the United States, though logging rates

climate change have been largely focused on

in the United States are the highest in the world.

reducing emissions from deforestation and forest
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FOREST LOSS AND DEGRADATION IN THE UNITED STATES
For eons, natural forests have played a significant

In the continental United States, estimates of the

role in regulating our atmosphere and stabilizing

loss of primary, original forests range from 85 to

Earth’s climate by removing massive amounts of

90 percent with as little as 1 percent remaining in

carbon dioxide from the air. Exploding human

the southeastern region.16 - 18 Only about 5 percent

populations combined with new technologies that

of California’s original coastal redwood forests

have enabled the industrial-scale production and

remain.19 According to the World Resources

consumption of forest resources have destroyed

Institute, less than 1 percent of “Frontier Forests”—

and degraded vast amounts of Earth’s forests,

large, contiguous virgin forests with all the species

releasing billions of tons of carbon dioxide into

intact—still exist in the lower forty-eight states.20

the air while simultaneously reducing forests’
climate stabilization capacity. Around the world,

Though many acres of forests in the United States

only about 32 percent of Earth’s original, primary

have regenerated and for the last one hundred years

forests remain undisturbed by humans.14, 15

forest acres have been relatively stable, the extent
of forests is only 70 percent of what it once was,

Since the Neolithic revolution reached forested

(62% if tree plantations are not counted21) and our

Europe, humans have been cutting forests for

remaining forests do not possess the same degree

agriculture and other needs. When Europeans

of ecological integrity they once had.22 As a result,

reached North America, forests stretched unbroken

U.S. forests are no longer the vast, complex, highly-

from the East Coast to Kansas. It is claimed that a

functioning climate-regulating systems they once

squirrel could travel through the trees from Boston

were, having lost significant climate stabilization

to the Mississippi River without once touching the

capacity. In fact, in the United States, 60 percent of

ground. Between 1607 and 1910, virtually the entire

the carbon lost through deforestation and harvesting

eastern United States was converted from forest to

from 1700 to 1935 has not yet been recovered.23 - 26

farmland, denuded for timber and forest products,
and cleared for new homes and forts. Human
expansion out West had similar impacts on forests.
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Threats to U.S. forests have not yet ceased. Forests
are threatened by the changing climate, which in
some regions is producing drought and increasing
tree mortality. Industrial-scale utilization and land
use change continue to destroy and degrade forests
and their multiple ecosystem services. U.S. forests
produce about 28 percent of the world’s wood
pulp and 17 percent of roundwood, more than any
other country in the world.28 The United States
Recent reports state that U.S. forests remove an
amount of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
equivalent to about 13 percent of the nation’s
human-made carbon dioxide each year. Often
this figure is used to underscore the positive
role the nation’s forests play in addressing
climate change. However, globally, it is estimated
that forests pull an amount of carbon from
the atmosphere equivalent to 25 percent of

is also now the world’s largest manufacturer and
exporter of wood pellets as an alternative to coal
for generating electricity in Europe, placing added
demands on a resource already under stress. Yet,
ironically, government and industry in the United
States often promote the logging of forests on
both public and private land as a climate solution,
ignoring the imperative to accelerate forest
protection and restore degraded ecosystems.

anthropogenic emissions, almost double that of
U.S. forests. It is also frequently reported that
U.S. forests are “offsetting” roughly 13% of fossil
fuel emissions.14. 27 However, the reality is that
forests in the United States are still operating at a
carbon deficit, as forest growth has yet to absorb
emissions from past forest loss and degradation.

Though many point to recent gains in forest acreage as
promising, the truth is that plantations make up much of
those gains in the Southern US (pink represents plantations/
green natural forests)
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FOREST EMISSIONS ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
According to the latest IPCC Assessment Report,

The first issue lies in the lack of consistent definitions

humans currently emit about 9.9 BMtC of

and approaches that can be applied by policy

carbon as carbon dioxide each year. This includes

makers. According to an IPCC guidance document

an estimated 1.1 BtC/y from land degradation

for governments, flexibility related to choosing an

including deforestation. However, as set forth in

approach, the baseline year against which to report

more detail below, current accounting for forest

and how a country decides to define “deforestation”

carbon is masking emissions from the forestry

and “regeneration” are variables that can yield very

sector and perpetuating the idea that markets

different results.29 This flexibility has operated to

for wood are helping to solve the climate crisis.

the benefit of countries (such as the United States)
that have already destroyed and degraded much of

There are several significant issues with the current

their primary and intact forests and replaced them

global forest carbon calculation protocols associated

with large areas of fast growing plantations and even

with Land Use and Land Use Change (LULUC)

natural forests dedicated to supplying commercial

as defined by the U.N. Framework Convention

forest markets. For example, the net-net approach

on Climate Change (UNFCC) and used by the

used by the United States to calculate and report

U.S. government in reporting national greenhouse

emissions from the land sector under UNFCC

gas emissions from forestry. This report is not

framework and IPCC guidance has been criticized as:

intended to be a thorough critique of the details
of IPCC LULUC standards as implemented by

“…favoring a country whose forests are young

the United States in its annual greenhouse gas

and growing, due to for example, intense

inventory. However, issues with the overarching

harvesting prior to the commitment period, net-

framework raise some important questions about

net accounting will deliver a better outcome.

whether current reports on emissions from

These countries can increase their number of

land use are missing important climate impacts

accounted credits during the commitment period

from logging and in doing so are presenting

from removals by their young growing forests. A

an inflated view of the positive role that U.S.

country that has large areas of primary or mature

forests are playing in mitigating climate change.

forest would suffer under net-net method, as any
harvesting will produce debits with few credits
generated until subsequent commitment periods.”30
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For example, the United States is currently reporting

which is undergoing the conversion of tropical

land use emissions based on annual change in

forests to fast-growing palm oil plantations, is held

carbon stocks against a 1990 and 2005 baseline.

accountable. The United States counts the conversion

The effect is to completely ignore over a century

of natural forests to plantations as “reforestation”

of deforestation and degradation in the United

and “forests remaining in forests.” Meanwhile, in

States that resulted in massive quantities of carbon

Indonesia, the replacement of rainforests with palm

dioxide emissions while taking credit for any gains

oil plantations is often referred to as “deforestation.”31

in forest growth as well as for the rapid annual rate
of uptake from fast growing younger stands that

The United States reports a net growth in carbon

have replaced large stores of carbon in old forests.

stocks for the past several years. Many erroneously
point to this as evidence that U.S. forests are

This results in a double standard where the United

increasing their capacity to remove carbon dioxide

States is not accountable for significant, past emissions

from the atmosphere and store it long-term.

from forest loss and degradation, which contributed

However, long-term and short-term carbon storage is

to the high concentrations of carbon currently in

not adequately delineated in the accounting process.

the atmosphere. Meanwhile, Indonesia, for example,

THE GLOBAL DOUBLE STANDARD

Indonesia

➔

When farmers burn
forests for palm
plantations in Indonesia,
it is deforestation -- but
when landowners clearcut
forests in the US for pine
plantations, it is sustainable?
Somehow, crossing country
lines changes the meaning of
landscape-wide degradation.

U. S.

➔
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For example, no distinction is made between fast-

One study found that in the United States, on

growing plantations even though these forests

average, 40 percent of the carbon stored in trees is

are not actually going to store carbon long-

lost as residuals left behind after harvest. Of the 60

term, and the total stored per acre is, in many

percent of the trees that end up in wood products,

cases, less than in the native forests that were

only a portion of that ends up in a product, with

displaced. This is important because measuring

the remainder lost as mill waste. Of the remaining

Earth’s natural capacity to not only absorb carbon

portion of the trees ending up in wood products,

dioxide from the atmosphere, but also to store

only 1 percent of carbon remains in forest products

it long-term, is as critical as measuring annual

in use, and only 13 percent of the carbon is

emissions or annual changes in carbon stocks.

contained in landfills 100 years after harvest.34

Yet, the current accounting system fails to account

Thus, the actual carbon stored long-term in

adequately for differences in the longevity and

harvested wood products represents less than

resilience of carbon stocks, focusing instead on

10 percent of that originally stored in the standing

estimating carbon stored on an annual basis and the

trees and other forest biomass. If the trees had

annual rate of atmospheric carbon dioxide removal.

been left to grow, the amount of carbon stored

This approach fails to adequately reflect the climate

would have been even greater than it was 100

impacts associated with the conversion of natural

years prior. Therefore, from a climate perspective,

forest to highly managed plantations.32, 33 Though

the atmosphere would be better off if the forest

the rate of carbon accumulation is high with fast-

had not been harvested at all. In addition, when

growing, young plantation trees, the total stock of

wood losses and fossil fuels for processing and

stored carbon is significantly lower than in an older

transportation are accounted for, carbon emissions

natural forest. 32 In addition, plantations and even

can actually exceed carbon stored in wood

fast-growing trees in natural forests for commercial

products.34 While there is nothing inherently

production do not store carbon long-term since

wrong with counting the carbon stored in wood

the majority of the carbon in a forest managed for

products on an annual basis, it is important

commercial production will be re-released into the

to recognize that wood products represent a

atmosphere if a substantial amount of the forest

depreciating climate asset versus a standing tree

biomass is removed during harvest (i.e.,clear-cut).

that appreciates in climate value over time.
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Failure to recognize the difference between long-

“The [carbon neutrality] bills’ assumption

term carbon stocks that will continue to increase

that emissions do not increase atmospheric

the amount of carbon absorbed and stored and

concentrations when forest carbon stocks are

those that are short-lived is analogous to a company

stable or increasing is clearly not true scientifically.

presenting short-term, expendable and depreciating

It ignores the cause and effect basis of modern

assets as evidence of its long-term financial health.

science. Even if forest carbon stocks are increasing,

Presenting accounting in this way makes it impossible

the use of forest biomass energy can reduce

to ascertain the actual growth in long-term wealth

the rate at which forest carbon is increasing.

versus growth in income that will be offset by

Conservation of mass, a law of physics, means that

future expenses or assets that will depreciate

atmospheric carbon would have to become higher

over time. This is critical as we need to focus on

as a result of this action than would have occurred

both increasing carbon uptake through forests

otherwise. One cannot legislate that the laws of

and keeping it out of the atmosphere long-term.

physics cease to exist, as this legislation suggests.”35

It is also frequently asserted that as long as carbon
stocks are expanding, there is no cause for concern.
Earlier this year, Professors Mark Harmon and
Bev Law of Oregon State University wrote the
following in a letter to members of the U.S. Senate
in response to a bill introduced that would essentially
designate the burning of trees as carbon neutral:

Across all forest products,
from 2006 to 2010 the
production of pulpwood
resulted in the highest forest
carbon losses12. In addition,
the processing of wood into
paper is energy-intensive,
resulting in significant,
additional carbon and other
greenhouse gas emissions.

A recent study, published in 2016, underscored this
point, finding that carbon emissions from logging
from 2006 to 2010 averaged 162 +/- 10 Tg/year
(equal to 584 MMT of CO2), an amount greater
than fossil fuel emissions from the residential and
commercial sectors combined as reported in the
latest EPA Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report:
1990-2014. This same study found that carbon
loss from forests reduced the potential forest
carbon sink in U.S. forests by 42 percent. Logging
accounted for 85 percent of carbon lost from
forests, more than five times conversion, natural
disturbances and tree mortality combined. Logging
forests therefore actually reduced the potential
of the U.S. forest carbon sink by over one-third
or approximately 35 percent.12 Though already
significant, this number as well as the numbers above
related to emissions, would be substantially higher
if soil emissions from harvests were counted.
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Forest-based “offsets” of carbon emissions in
current accounting protocols focused on regulating
land-based offsets are active processes requiring
independent verification and documentation that
forest growth is “additional,” meaning that it would
not have occurred otherwise, and “permanent,”
meaning measures are in place to ensure that the
carbon will remain in the forest and not be lost
through subsequent conversion to another use
Multiple studies warn that carbon emissions from

or through degradation. For example, carbon

soil due to logging are significant, yet under-reported.

offsets from forestry projects under REDD+

One study found that logging or clear-cutting a forest

(Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and

can cause carbon emissions from soil disturbance

Degradation) require action to protect forests

for up to fifty years.36, 37 Ongoing research by

above and beyond “business as usual.” The

an N.C. State University scientist studying soil

same is true for forest-based offsets under the

emissions from logging on Weyerhaeuser land in

California Global Warming Solutions Act.

North Carolina suggests that “logging, whether
for biofuels or lumber, is eating away at the

Reporting that forest emissions are de facto offset

carbon stored beneath the forest floor.”38 If soil

by forest growth without the kind of verification and

emissions were accounted for based on measuring

validation required for forest-based offset projects

carbon inputs and outputs versus change in

has the effect of giving the forest industry a free pass

stocks, it could significantly magnify the amount

on emissions. That there are emissions associated

emissions reported by the United States from

with logging is indisputable; yet, in the United States

logging and fundamentally shift the status of many

annual greenhouse gas inventory report of annual

acres of forests from a net sink to a net emitter.

emissions, these emissions are not transparent and
instead are masked by net reporting. Meanwhile,

The process of net accounting also assumes

a recent study of carbon emissions from logging

emissions from logging are “offset” by carbon being

in Oregon documented that the state’s faulty

absorbed by forest growth. Yet, forests would be

net carbon accounting resulted in millions of

absorbing carbon regardless of logging activity and

tons of carbon emissions left unaccounted

do not selectively remove carbon dioxide that

for, several times greater than the emissions

was released from forest harvesting and burning.

from the state’s coal burning power plant.39

They remove carbon dioxide from all sources in
proportion to their size. Forest growth in one place
does not therefore negate emissions in another.
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MASKING EMISSIONS FROM BIOENERGY
Currently, carbon emissions from burning wood

1. A tree will burn in a matter of minutes to produce

pellets to produce electricity in are counted

electricity. But it takes up to a century for a new

as zero under E.U. climate policy, even though

tree to absorb a comparable amount of carbon.

burning wood releases more carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere per kilowatt hour than burning
coal.40 - 43 This policy flaw, which relies on emissions
to be calculated as a land-use change (as per the

During this regrowth period, there is more
carbon in the atmosphere, which contributes to
increased warming, melting of glaciers, release of
greenhouse gases from thawing permafrost, and
increased ocean acidification. The added warming

section above), has resulted in the accelerated

from burning trees occurs instantly, but the effects

destruction and degradation of forests in the U.S.

do not reverse themselves for centuries, if ever.

South as large power plants in Europe transition
away from coal to wood. Forests, including mature,
coastal wetland forests in the U.S. South, are being

2. All plant material releases slightly more
carbon per unit of heat produced than coal.
Because plants produce heat at a lower

cleared to produce wood pellets for European

temperature than coal, wood used to produce

power plants. The International Energy Agency

electricity produces up to 50 percent more

predicts that there will be a threefold increase

carbon than coal per unit of electricity.40

in global forest-based bioenergy by 2050.44

3. Some argue that the absorption of emitted
carbon dioxide upon burning wood as a fuel is

There are many preferable energy alternatives to

instantaneous when measured over a “landscape.”

fossil fuels that can reduce carbon emissions and

In other words, if one draws a sufficiently large

other pollutants and that are much more energy

boundary around a forested area, other growing

efficient, including solar and wind. There are several

trees absorb an equal amount of carbon. But, these

scientific reasons why bioenergy is neither carbon
neutral nor climate friendly:

trees do not selectively recognize the molecules
released from burning wood, which would be a
remarkable achievement!
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4. This argument is extended to state that as

7. Once living trees are removed, new saplings do

long as trees absorb more carbon somewhere

not absorb as much carbon as the older trees until

on the landscape than is being emitted from

many decades pass.46 Since there is no requirement

forest losses, the emission from burning

that trees be replanted and allowed to mature,

wood are carbon negative. In fact, a major

there is no guarantee that the carbon released

power station in the U.K. makes the claim that

will ever actually be reabsorbed and stored.

as it burns wood releasing vast amounts of
carbon dioxide, it is somehow simultaneously
removing this gas from the atmosphere.45

5. Carbon is either in trees and soils, or in the ocean
or the atmosphere. It does not magically vanish
because a tree somewhere else is growing. Other
trees are already absorbing carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere. Whenever more carbon dioxide
enters the atmosphere, it immediately begins

8. An additional amount of carbon dioxide is
released from soils when trees are harvested, and
more soil carbon may be lost from erosion.36

9. Trees are harvested, dried, and transported
using fossil fuels. These emissions add about
20 percent or more to the carbon dioxide
emissions associated with combustion.47, 48

10. The IPCC recommends that emissions from

absorbing heat. This leads to real consequences

bioenergy (life-cycle analysis accounting for

including melting glaciers and ice caps, sea level

“upstream” and “downstream” emissions) be

rise, and feedback emissions of carbon dioxide

listed as land use changes rather than from

and methane from permafrost thawing. Glaciers

the energy sector. This limitation results in

do not reform, and gases released from thawed

emissions disappearing from the ledgers,

permafrost are not immediately reabsorbed

especially when the fuel is from forests in

by soils just because a tree has regrown after

one country, but it is burned in another.

many decades. It takes a long time for the
consequences of warming to be reversed.

6. Forests do not absorb carbon from “new”

11. It takes a forest to fuel a power plant. An analysis
done for the U.S. Forest Service on the amount of
wood required to replace coal for a 500 MW coal

emissions. They absorb carbon from the large

plant in the Pacific Northwest would require clear-

reservoir of past emissions both natural and

cutting 100,000 acres of poplar each year.

manmade, including past forest loss, and soil

Even these fast-growing trees would be unable to

degradation from land use change for agriculture,

keep up a replacement rotation on 1 million acres

logging, wildfires, etc. This is just like a bank

that would need to be cut to fuel the plant

account where the money you withdraw is from

for ten years.37, 49

the balance on hand, not from the most recent
deposit or just from the deposit from accumulated
interest or a paycheck or birthday gift.
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12. The COP21 agreement in Paris identified

Each of the reasons listed above refute the notion

Bioenergy Carbon Capture and Storage (BECCS)

that burning wood to generate electricity is a

as a potential pathway for emissions reductions

sound strategy for solving the climate crisis. Yet,

from bioenergy. Hypothetically, BECCS captures
some fraction of the emitted carbon dioxide from
wood combustion, creating a net decrease in
atmospheric emissions. This technology only exists

this has not stopped policymakers from continuing
to count emissions from burning wood as zero
as in the E.U., nor has it prevented attempts to

in pilot stages and is so inefficient that it requires

do the same in many U.S. states and by the U.S.

an additional power plant for every two or three

Congress. The E.U. Commission’s proposed new

producing electricity. On the other hand, standing

biomass policy, while limiting some subsidies,

forests are a proven, efficient, and cost-effective

extends the policy of counting biomass carbon

technology for capturing and storing carbon.

emissions as zero to 2030, despite a commissioned

10

report that documents the negative forest and
climate impacts resulting from current policies.
Many scientists are concerned that lawmakers
are trying to repeal the laws of physics and
chemistry by attempting to legislate forest biomass
as essentially a carbon neutral energy source.

THE DOUBLE
STANDARD:
When someone burns
wood to cook in a
developing country it
is considered a climate
problem but when a
developed country
burns trees to generate
electricity it is deemed
a climate solution.
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OTHER WOOD PRODUCTS
As the controversy around claims of carbon

Not all forest products create the same amount

neutrality and landscape-level net-carbon accounting

of carbon emissions. Burning a tree to generate

for the bioenergy industry grows, we must begin

electricity has the highest carbon footprint as stored

to ask ourselves: Do some of the same concerns

carbon in trees is immediately transferred to the

apply when it comes to emissions from traditional

atmosphere. By contrast, solid wood products store

forest products? The simple answer is yes. Carbon

carbon for varying lengths of time, with long-lasting

emissions from logging forests for paper, pulp,

wood products, such as high-quality flooring and

and timber are not “offset” by natural (passive)

some building materials, having a lower carbon

carbon sequestration. Simply put, the forestry

footprint than less durable products. Short-lived

sector as a whole is not de facto carbon neutral.

paper products have a higher carbon footprint than
solid wood products. Across all forest products,
from 2006 to 2010 the production of pulpwood
resulted in the highest forest carbon losses12. In
addition, the processing of wood into paper is
energy-intensive, resulting in significant, additional
carbon and other greenhouse gas emissions.

Attribution of Forest carbon
loss fron 2006-2010 shows
harvests accounted for 85
percent of forest emissions.
Spatial figure and data for
pie chart reproduced from
Harris et al. (2016).
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Though most forest products of today are not

Perhaps we have ignored carbon emissions from

capable of storing significant amounts of carbon

logging to supply wood to the forest products

for long periods of time that hasn’t prevented

sector because of industry maturity. Paper, pulp,

the promotion of wood products expansion as

and timber industries were working in U.S. forests

a strategy for increasing carbon stocks in the

well before greenhouse gases were a concern.

United States. For example, former president

In contrast, the wood pellet industry is growing

Obama proclaimed October 16–22, 2016, as

at a time when we are very concerned about

National Wood Products Week in announcing $7

additional emissions prompting many scientists to

million in federal grants to “promote the use of

come out against the flawed landscape-scale, net-

wood energy and wood products” as one of the

carbon accounting arguments frequently used to

ten “building blocks” in USDA’s Building Blocks

justify the expansion in wood-based bioenergy as

for Climate Smart Agriculture and Forestry.50

an alternative to fossil fuels.52 - 54 At the end of the
day, the faulty accounting may be zeroing out these

Recently, some in government and the wood

emissions in our reporting, but it is not fooling the

products industry have started advocating for a

atmosphere or helping us solve the climate crisis.

wholesale shift in the use of steel in skyscrapers
and other commercial structures to wood as a
climate solution. Recent studies suggest that the
benefits of replacing steel with wood to make ever
taller buildings are overstated.51 Whether wood
has a lower carbon footprint than steel when
the entire life cycle of the product is considered
is debatable, especially when steel is recycled.
Moreover, the impact such a substitution would
have on the ability to accelerate forest protection
at a scale needed to meet the goals of the Paris
Agreement must be considered. Shifting from
steel to wood for construction could take 40
percent of global annual forest growth and result
in a tripling of current global timber harvest.38

Shifting from
steel to wood for
construction could
take 40 percent
of global annual
forest growth and
result in a tripling
of current global
timber harvest.
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RETHINKING FORESTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
Protecting mature, high-biomass forests and

In Alaska, the U.S. Forest Service is currently

remaining old forests, allowing young forests to

embroiled in litigation with several environmental

mature, and halting the conversion of natural

groups over the decision to log old growth in the

forests to plantations may solve many of our

Tongass National Forest, one of the most carbon-

current forest carbon problems. First, we need to

dense forests in the world.55 - 56 Similar fights have

protect mature, high-biomass forests that already

occurred across the United States as the Forest

store large amounts of carbon. Many old-growth

Service attempts to log rare ecosystems critical

forests in the United States, which hold the highest

to the survival of endemic flora and fauna. In the

densities of carbon, are vulnerable to logging.

Rockies, organizations fight off regular attempts
to log old growth and habitats critical to large
carnivores.57 Older forests on private lands also lack
protection. The clear-cutting of mature wetland
forests in the Southeast for wood pellets to fuel
power stations in the E.U. has recently been the
subject of national and international headlines.
Second, allowing young trees across the globe to
grow and mature could remove up to 2 BMtC
from the atmosphere each year.8 Anytime a forest
is cleared, it is converted to a younger stand, taking
many decades to mature. Large-scale, clear-cut
logging across a landscape results in a corresponding
increase in acres of younger stands. When forests
are converted from older to younger stands,
a carbon debt is accumulated for decades to a
century, depending on the age at harvest.46

The Tongass National Forest is a national treasure,
currently vulnerable to logging.
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Forests in the United States are currently very

In fact, the U.S. government promotes logging

young and very fragmented.58 The potential lifespan

on public lands under the auspices of forest

of a tree is several hundred to thousands of years

“restoration” as a climate solution. In 2014 the

old. Yet, only 15 percent of the nation’s forests

United States signed onto the Bonn Challenge,

average more than one hundred years (figure 1).

a nonbinding global agreement to “restore” 500

One study found that ending commercial logging

million hectares of forests by 2030. Pursuant

on U.S. national forests and allowing forests to

to its restoration agenda, the Forest Service has

mature instead would remove an additional

increased timber production on national forests

amount of carbon from the atmosphere equivalent

from 2.5 billion board feet (bbf) in 2011 to 2.8

to 6 percent of the U.S. 2025 climate target of

bbf in 2014 and has plans to increase this number

28 percent emission reductions.59 Yet, the U.S.

further in 2015 and 2016 with targets of 2.9 and

Forest Service is proposing to increase logging

3.2 bbf respectively, based on funding levels in

on national forests to 1980 levels, which by some

the president’s budget request.60 Fire hazard is

accounts would increase emissions by 6 percent.

often used as justification for “restoration” logging
of national forests in the West; yet, countless

Figure 1. Ages of Tree Stands by Region, USA
Percent of forest stands in an age class
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scientific studies reiterate the importance of fire
for ecosystem health and expose the numerous

West

negative impacts that U.S. Forest Service
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post-fire and fire prevention logging projects
actually have on fire-dependent ecosystems
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and species as well as on carbon emissions.61
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In the U.S. South—the world’s largest wood
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Age of forest stands, in years

producing region—half of the forests are less than
forty years old (figure 1). The intensity of logging

Satellite images of global forest
cover loss documented that
from 2000 to 2012, the rate
of disturbance of southern
U.S. forests from logging
was four times the rate of
South American rainforests.

in the U.S. South is visible from space. Satellite
images of global forest cover loss documented
that from 2000 to 2012, the rate of disturbance
of southern U.S. forests from logging was four
times the rate of South American rainforests.62
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Converting older stands to younger stands releases

rate that exceeds regrowth, there is a “sustained

carbon because young forests do not store as much

yield.” On private lands, where the lion’s share

carbon.46 In contrast, allowing forests to grow old

of industrial logging occurs in the United States,

increases the amount of carbon removed and stored “sustainable management” has largely been
long-term. Countless studies have shown that old-

reduced to measuring acres and growth-to-

growth forests are more valuable than young-growth

harvest ratios. Many point to a relatively stable

forests for long-term carbon sequestration.32,46,63

acreage of forests in the United States over the
past one hundred years and a positive growth-to-

Since the establishment of the U.S. Forest

harvest ratio as evidence of “sustainable” forestry.

Service, logging and subsequent loss of forests

This measure of “sustainability” fails to consider

to other uses have been replaced with utilitarian

many other important factors such as age-class

harvesting practices, known as the principle of

distribution, fragmentation, long-term carbon

“sustainable forest management.” This principle

storage and biodiversity that affect the ecological

asserts that as long as trees are not harvested at a

functioning of forests across large landscapes.

Pine plantations have replaced tens of millions of acres of
natural forests across the Southeastern US.

Natural forests are more biodiverse and provide more
ecosystem services than pine plantations.
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One consequence of this narrow “sustainability”

In the United States, favorable tax policies,

focus is that only trees with commercial value are

government subsidies, and cost-share programs

desirable in a forest. In many cases, this has led

have made planting tree plantations economical

forest managers to focus on fast-growing, early

on private land.64 As a result, tens of millions of

successional species that regenerate well in large

acres of some of the nation’s most diverse natural

openings (i.e., clear-cuts). This can result in greatly

forests in the U.S. South have been converted

reduced tree, plant, and animal biodiversity. The

into highly managed monocultures. In the last sixty

ultimate direction of this market-driven mindset is to

years, pine plantations in the South have grown

establish monoculture tree plantations in the place of

from zero to over 40 million acres.65 In the same

natural forests, which retain few ecological functions.

time span, the South lost over 30 million acres

Simply put, plantations are not forests but are rather

of natural forests (figure 1). Though globally, tree

simply a monoculture crop, like corn. The species

plantations make up 7 percent of the world’s

themselves are selected or genetically engineered for

forests, in the coastal plain of the southeastern

rapid growth and uniformity. We can grow a crop of

United States, plantations make up 27 percent of

uniform trees much faster than a natural forest, but it

the “forest,” more than one in every four acres.66,67

requires many energy- and resource-intensive inputs
to maintain, including pesticides, fertilizers, and forest

Scientific studies show that when natural

thinnings that create carbon emissions. The emissions

forests are converted to plantations, a carbon

of nitrous oxide emissions from the fertilizer adds

debt is accumulated. One study showed that

significantly to the heat-trapping greenhouse gas

converting natural forests to pine plantations

intensity of this type of forest management.

emitted carbon and reduced the yearly carbon
storage for that area by up to 68 percent.68, 69
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the entire United States, a recent study found
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According to the U.S. Forest Service, the loss
of natural forests to plantations is projected to
continue even under a scenario of moderate
growth in wood products markets, with most
natural forest types declining while the area
of plantations continues to expand.71

Planted pine (blue dots) is forecasted to
increase in the future to the detriment
of natural forest (all other lines) in both
moderate (above) and high (below)
wood product market predictions.

RETHINKING FOREST PRODUCTS: USE AND WASTE
As we begin to recognize the tradeoffs between

Change is difficult, but we can shift the politics

our use of forests and our need to restore

and the policies. Unlike fossil fuels, we actually

ecological functions across large landscapes, we

do need some wood products for building and

must acknowledge the impacts of our current

sanitation. At the same time, many forest products

consumption of wood products. This is a challenging

on the market are wasteful and/or designed to be

concept within an economic system that depends

short-lived. In 2013, over one-third of municipal

on growth in markets to deliver increasing returns

waste was forest products, with 6.2 percent

to shareholders and investors. In fact, the idea of

being wood and 27 percent paper products.72

reducing consumption hits a sensitive nerve, given
that our current economic system is dependent

Reducing consumption and increasing recycling

on ever-increasing consumption of products.

could reduce the carbon footprint of the United
States’ wood products consumption while also
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creating opportunity for forest restoration.28

alongside food waste for decades and contribute

In fact the Multiple-Use Sustained Yield Act

to methane release.73 Short-rotation tree

of 1976 encourages the Forest Service to

plantations require nitrogen fertilizer that releases

promote recycling and reuse of wood and paper

nitrous oxide, which is the third most significant

products, but this has not been a high priority.

greenhouse gas and now the largest human
contribution to stratospheric ozone depletion.

Reducing consumption could also reduce the
release of other greenhouse gases. Methane

While we can easily turn to solar and wind power

emitted from decomposing organic material in

as sustainable, low-carbon alternatives to wood

landfills has long been identified as a significant

pellets to provide electricity, alternatives for other

contributor to greenhouse gas emissions.

wood products are more complicated. As a first

Products such as disposable cups, packaging,

step, we should prioritize the necessary wood

and business documents become mummified

products over the convenient wood products.

CARBON STORAGE, CLEAN WATER, FLOOD CONTROL
F O R E S T F O C U S O F T H E T W E N T Y- F I R S T C E N T U RY

Our natural forests are not just carbon sinks,

Many argue that we need to increase markets

although that has been our focus so far. A forest,

for wood products to prevent the loss of forest

when left standing, provides a whole host of

to another use. But, the logic that we must

“ecosystem services” beyond carbon storage,

degrade forests to protect them is not sound

including wildlife habitat, recreational value, water

given the impacts of forest degradation on our

and air purification, flood control, and pollination

economy, climate, water, biodiversity, and other

that support human resiliency in the wake of

ecological services. Forests don’t only have value

climate change. Some of these, especially flood

when logged for wood, pulp, mulch, or pellets.

control and water stabilization, will be increasingly

They also have tremendous economic value

important as climate change continues to exacerbate

when left standing; yet, these values are not fully

droughts and floods. Weather-related disasters are

recognized in current government policies or

also costly, with annual costs in the United States

by our economic system. Our economic system

rising into the billions over the past decade.

and associated government policies must begin
to recognize both the value of forest ecosystem
services as well as the costs of forest degradation.
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Permanently protecting forests with high

Much of the western and southeastern United

conservation values and restoring degraded forests

States are already experiencing more frequent

will not only help remove additional carbon from

droughts. Intact forests not only help to stabilize

the atmosphere, but will also lessen the harshest

water supplies, but also act as filters, ensuring clean,

effects of climate change, such as more frequent

fresh drinking water.55 Over half of the variation in

and severe flooding and droughts. Severe storms

water treatment costs can be attributed to the state

and associated flooding in the United States are

of surrounding watershed forests.77 Two-thirds

among the most costly impacts of climate change,

of America’s fresh water supply filters

resulting $115 billion in direct costs from 1960 to

through forests.5 Forests can store large amounts

2005. Flooding disproportionately impacts cities,

of water, preventing or lessening the harsh effects

towns, agriculture, and transportation networks

of drought.78 These water benefits, in addition to

located along rivers and in floodplains.74

carbon benefits, are more than enough reason
to protect and restore our natural landscape.

Standing natural forests mean less frequent and
less intense flooding for low-lying flood-prone

Yet, according to a recent analysis by the

areas, like the Mississippi valley and Southeastern

World Resources Institute, the degradation

Coastal Plain.75 Increased protection of forested

of forests across the United States has put

wetlands and forests along rivers needs to be a

many watersheds at high risk.79 (figure 3)

national priority. In coastal areas, planting mangroves
instead of using traditional erosion control saves up
to 28 times more money—a strategy that could
be used effectively throughout the nation.76
Deforestation and clearcut logging has also
caused massive landslides with heavy losses of
property and life. One of the most damaging
case occurred near Oso, Washington, in 2014
where a denuded hillside collapsed, and the
ensuing mudslide killed forty-three people and
destroyed over forty homes and buildings.

The World Resources Institute shows high
watershed risk in the southeastern United States,
primarily from recent forest loss and fire risk.
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CLIMATE JUSTICE

Two of five of the world’s most costly natural disasters of 2016 resulted
from flooding in the Southern United States, disproportionately impacting
coastal rural communities located along rivers.

Climate change is already happening,
disproportionately affecting our most vulnerable
populations including people of color. The year
2016 was documented to be the hottest globally on
record, the third record-breaking year in a row to
achieve that distinction. Even unnamed storms have
had catastrophic effects in the United States.80, 81
These extreme weather events affect all Americans,
but especially those who live along our coasts in

The Southeast has had more billion-dollar weather

economically depressed areas and where industrial

and climate disasters than other parts of the country,

logging is concentrated.

disproportionately impacting large populations of
African Americans and economically disadvantaged
communities.74 In fact, two of the five most expensive
natural disasters in the world in 2016 were due to

A community member
stands for forests, 2016,
Charlotte, NC.

storms that caused severe flooding along rivers in
the rural southeastern United States.82 Restoring
degraded forests in communities most vulnerable to
the effects of climate change will ensure equitable
access to clean water, flood control, and the myriad
of other benefits that forests provide. As it currently
stands, rural communities in the coastal plain of
the U.S. South bear the brunt of the impacts of
industrial logging, yet protected areas are few,
regulation is lacking, and economic opportunities
are restricted. Other economically disadvantaged
communities in other heavily logged regions of the
United States are also impacted. For these reasons,
forest management in the United States is not only
an issue of climate science but also climate justice.
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The critically endangered red
wolf relies on healthy southern
forests to survive.

IMPORTANCE OF BIODIVERSITY

Biodiversity supports ecosystem functioning and

The U.N. Convention on Biological Diversity

reduces the risk of natural disasters.83 Yet, the

issued a press release on October 21, 2015,

world is undergoing the sixth mass extinction event,

preceding the Paris negotiations, underscoring

on par with dinosaur extinctions, and globally,

the need for governments to consider the

biodiversity has fallen below a “safe” level—

protection of biodiversity as a climate disaster

indicating that many species are endangered or

reduction strategy because functional ecosystems

extinct.81 The great biologist E. O. Wilson argues

provide “safety nets to communities in times

that half the land area of the planet needs to be

of climate shocks and natural disasters.”

set aside to maintain global ecosystem function.85
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“Biodiversity is a critical
resource, not only for
climate change adaptation
and mitigation, but as a
tool to make countries
more resilient and help
reduce the risk and
damages associated with
natural disasters.”86
In the United States, we are failing to protect
the nation’s most biologically diverse forests. A
recent study by the National Academy of Sciences
documents that most of the protected lands are in
the West, but most of the biodiversity is found in
the Southeast.87 Though the forests of the Southeast
are among the most biologically diverse on the
continent, they are experiencing the highest rates
of logging anywhere on Earth and regulations are

virtually nonexistent.62, 88 The number of extinct
or extirpated species in just this one region of
the United States doubled from thirty-two in
2002 to sixty-five in 2011.5, 71 Over the next ten
years, the southeast region of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service is implementing a conservation
strategy to prevent the extinction of more than
four hundred fish, wildlife, and plant species. 89
Measuring success in valuing our forests is not
as easy as counting acres. Rather, this is an active
process that emphasizes quality, not just quantity.
It is common sense that large, protected forests
like the Great Smoky Mountains National Park
and Sequoia National Park are of higher quality
than small woodlots scattered throughout the
United States, broken by roads and houses,
large clear-cuts, and pine plantations. Across
the landscape, fragmentation is so pervasive
that “edge effects” characterize most forests in
the United States today.90 Restoring forests and
connectivity is key to not only reducing carbon
emissions but also protecting communities and
wildlife from the effects of climate change.
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THE PATH FORWARD
While in the last century the market and policy

It is time for the United States to embrace a

focus emphasized commercial forestry, the

forest economy that addresses the ecological

sustainability challenges of the twenty-first century

sustainability challenges of the twenty-first century.

require a greater emphasis on conservation and

There is nothing more important than ensuring a

protection. Standing forests play a critical role in

safe, habitable world for the children of today and

stabilizing Earth’s climate. When left undisturbed,

tomorrow. Yet, as of today, forest management

forests have the potential to pull vast and increasing

is largely influenced by the outdated policies and

amounts of carbon out of the air and store it.

market approaches of the early twentieth century.

When left alone, forests can do their best work,
protecting freshwater supplies and preventing

We must align government and corporate policies

floods during heavy storms. Large expanses of

behind a forest economy that is restoration-based

undisturbed forests are also critical to reversing

and one that promotes the highest and best use

the rapid rate of global species extinction and loss.

of limited forest resources. A recent study

In addition, well-managed forests where structural

published by the University of North

diversity is maintained through retention during

Carolina found that for every million dollars

harvest cycles can also play an important role in

spent on restoration, up to thirty-three

improving ecosystem function in working forests.

jobs were created, an amount comparable
to other industries.91 In addition to jobs, other

Because of losses that have already occurred, it

economic benefits associated with ecosystem

is essential that forests and soils be rehabilitated

protection include higher property values and

so forest ecosystems are expanded in scale and

tax revenues, increased revenue from tourism

enhanced in terms of quality. This work needs to

and recreation, and cost savings associated with

be done so human needs are satisfied through

improving ecosystem services.

the expansion of ecosystem services. We refer
to this process as “restorative development.”
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We must start measuring and quantifying forest

Aligning corporate and government policies behind

degradation and setting ambitious targets to

these five principles would go a long way toward

protect and restore forests. This will require a

ensuring the United States is doing its part to hit

transformation in the way we think about the forest-

the ambitious temperature-limiting goals of the

based economy, forest industry and government

Paris Agreement. It would also have the added

policies related to forests, climate change, and

benefits of reducing the costs and impacts of

land use. With a concerted effort, a willingness to

natural disasters for communities most vulnerable

change, and an innovative mind-set, we can restore

to the effects of climate change, while providing

ecological function across large landscapes in the

equitable access to life-supporting ecological

United States. Over the next two decades,

services and jobs. In addition, a transformation in

we must:

public and private sector policies will drive business
innovation and create new economic opportunities,

■■

■■

permanently protect carbon-rich, old-growth

as has been the case in the energy sector.

stands on both public and private lands;

There are many potential pathways for

set and achieve aggressive targets for restoring

achieving an aggressive scale-up in forest

degraded natural forests to older, more complex, and

protection in the United States. Over the next

connected ecosystems, especially biodiverse forests

decade it will be important to focus on global

and those that provide critical ecosystem services,

climate change policy, domestic energy policy,

such as wetland forests and forests along rivers;
■■

■■

halt the conversion of natural forests to

development, strategic land acquisition,

plantations and restore some of these

technical support and training, corporate action,

lands to a mix of native species;

and addressing consumption and waste.

prioritze forest restoration and protection
efforts in economically disadvantaged
communities most vulnerable to climate change
in ways that ensure livable-wage jobs for those
who need it most in the community;

■■

state and federal forest policies, economic

implement a transparent accounting system
that accurately measures the actual dynamics
of carbon flows and long-term carbon storage
that are taking place within the natural world.

There are many potential
pathways for achieving
an aggressive scale-up
in forest protection in
the United States.
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GLOBAL CLIMATE POLICY
The IPCC, the Paris Agreement, and other (future)

accounting of Land Use Change need to expanded

climate agreements and research need to include all

so relevant information necessary to make

forests, including boreal and temperate forests. The

sound climate policy is required including:

United States and other developed nations must be
held accountable for past and ongoing forest loss and

■■

logging attributed to specific forest products (i.e.,

degradation. As the world’s largest producer and

wood, paper, and fuel) as separate categories;

consumer of wood products, the United States must
not only acknowledge emissions from the forestry

■■

carbon input-output calculations that measure and
calculate soil emissions associated with logging;

sector but set aggressive targets for reducing
emissions from logging and associated forest

annual disclosure of gross carbon emissions from

■■

segregation of accounting and reporting of

degradation on the one hand, and for restoring U.S.

the carbon stock changes in plantations, in

forests climate stabilization capacity on the other.

intensively managed forests, and in unmanaged

The United States must go beyond merely

forests so progress toward improving long-

committing to continue to account for forest

term storage can be measured;

emissions using a net-net approach consistent

■■

carbon emissions from bioenergy emissions counted

with UNFCCC and IPCC protocols as outlined

as part of the energy sector when the fuel is burned

in its Nationally Determined Contributions

just as fossil fuel emissions, including emissions from

(NDC) submitted pursuant to COP21. The

harvest, transportation, and processing. No country

United States must commit to scale-up forest

should be able to count bioenergy emissions as zero.
The practice of counting emissions from bioenergy as

protection and restoration as a core strategy,

“net emissions” at the land use level, makes it difficult

setting ambitious targets aligned with the five

to compare bioenergy emissions with alternative

principles above. As a signatory to the New

fuels and technology to ensure the replacement of

York Declaration on Forests, which is aimed at

fossil fuels with low-carbon clean sources of fuel.

stopping deforestation, halting the loss of natural
forests, and increasing restoration, the United
States should not only maintain its commitments
to support tropical forest protection but also

■■

Growing forests do not absorb carbon dioxide
released only from bioenergy combustion, but
instead draw it from the reservoir of carbon dioxide
from all sources in the atmosphere. Removal rates

expand its commitment to include U.S. forests.

for the uptake of carbon dioxide by managed

In addition, the requirements for global carbon

forests and soils should be counted separately from
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■■

unmanaged forests and only be credited as they

practices. No person is allowed to “offset” his or her

occur over time. It is inappropriate to claim credit

income with expenses and only report the net as

for carbon dioxide removal that occurs in a forest

income. All income is accounted and totaled, and all

that is unrelated to the source of the biofuel.

expenses are treated the same way. Any income or

The practice of counting “net carbon emissions”
as zero should be abandoned. This would align
carbon accounting with standard financial accounting

expenditures that qualify for special treatment (i.e., as
a valid, verifiable, additional, permanent forest carbon
offset) are noted separately and treated accordingly.

The practice of counting “net
carbon emissions” as zero should
be abandoned. This would align
carbon accounting with standard
financial accounting practices.

DOMESTIC ENERGY POLICY
Federal, state, and local energy policies must focus

Reducing fossil fuel emissions is a must to reach our

on transitioning from fossil fuels to clean, low-carbon

climate goals as soon as possible. Therefore, the

technology, such as solar, wind, and geothermal,

United States should not adopt policies intended to

while simultaneously improving energy productivity,

use forests to offset emissions from the fossil fuel

i.e. using energy more efficiently. Logging forests

industry. Climate policy related to forests should

as a fuel replacement for fossil fuels is not a sound

be developed outside of energy policy and focus

climate strategy. Accounting for bioenergy should

instead on reducing emissions from deforestation

follow the recommendations as set forth above.

and degradation and restoring U.S. forests’
ability to remove and store carbon long-term.
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STATE AND FEDERAL FOREST POLICIES
Management of publicly owned forests should

results at the scale needed to ensure a stable climate.

immediately shift away from commercial logging

Such regulations (i.e., requiring industry to meet

and toward the restoration of ecosystem functions

carbon emission reduction requirements) could

including long-term carbon storage, biodiversity

spark new markets for private landowners such

protection, water stabilization and purification,

as markets for long-term carbon storage or other

and flood control. Immediate priority should be to

Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES), while also

prevent the logging of carbon-rich, mature forests.

creating new types of jobs in the forest industry.

Tax policies and cost-share programs should be

Allowing large consumers and producers of forest

revised to encourage private landowners in areas

products to use forest protection, improved forest

identified as conservation priorities to leave forests

management and restoration to offset emissions

standing. Currently federal and state cost-share

associated with logging may be an appropriate solution,

programs provide government assistance for planting

but only if such offsets meet rigorous standards that

trees after harvest but no similar cost-share programs

abide by internationally recognized land-based offset

exist to help landowners keep trees standing.

protocols. Such an approach would create new

Some tax policies also give lucrative tax credits and

markets for landowners consistent with climate goals.

breaks to landowners whose “primary objective is
commercial logging”; yet, landowners who wish to
leave their trees standing have to commit to legally
encumbering their property in order to receive tax
benefits. Through providing incentives and costshare payments for ecosystem services targeting high
priority conservation areas, governments can
provide the right mix of policy incentives
that can influence private landowners to
manage forests for their ecological values.
In the absence of strong voluntary leadership from
the forest sector, a resource-use or carbon tax and/
or regulation may be required to achieve conservation

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Federal, state, and local governments will need
to embrace forest protection as an economic
development strategy in rural forested
communities, prioritizing grants and tax incentives
for communities and businesses whose practices
align with forest stewardship over those focused
solely on forest extraction. Tax incentives should
also only be given to businesses that prioritize
training and hiring people from the community.
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STRATEGIC LAND ACQUISITION
To secure a new generation of forests managed

Georgia, are focused on protecting and restoring

for ecosystem function, significant government

forests around rivers to protect freshwater supplies.

investment will be required. Such an investment, if
strategically focused, can result in cost savings into
the billions of dollars. For example, the City of New
York’s public purchase of a forested watershed to
improve water supply and quality saved the city
billions of dollars that otherwise would have had to
be spent building and managing water treatment
plants. Multiple initiatives in the United States,
such as the Sustainable Rivers project in Savannah,

Given the “social cost” of inaction at up to $220
per ton of carbon released into our atmosphere, it
makes sense to focus on investing in forest carbon
sequestration and long-term storage as well. Just as
we dedicate funds to fix degrading infrastructure,
such as roads and highways, we must invest in
restoring our degraded natural infrastructure.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND TRAINING
The government infrastructure necessary to

State and federal forestry agencies must

achieve large-scale forest protection and the

broaden their services and expertise in the fields

restoration of ecosystem function already exists

of measuring ecosystem health across large

through numerous state and federal agencies

landscapes, restoration of ecosystem function,

including the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.

and managing for ecosystem services. Forestry

Forest Service, EPA, and state forest and wildlife

schools also have an important role to play, building

agencies. Yet managing for large-scale ecosystem

a pipeline of future foresters trained and skilled

function will require strong leadership, new policy

at managing carbon projects, supporting large-

directives, and new technical skills and knowledge.

scale, landscape conservation efforts, and helping
landowners derive value from standing forests.
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CORPORATE ACTION
Over the past decade, some leaders in the U.S. forest

priority for permanent protection, and working with

industry have embraced new supply chain management

landowners to manage other conservation targets
for large-scale ecosystem services through retaining

practices aimed at improving forest conservation. From

more forest cover and allowing forests to mature.

ramping up the use of recycled materials, to mapping
critical forests to target for protection, to scaling up

■■

FSC certification is the forest certification system

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification, to

most closely aligned with the types of improvements

discouraging the continued conversion of natural

needed in managed forests, providing some protection
for forests with high conservation values, requiring

forests to plantations, to providing funding for land

retention during harvests and discouraging the

conservation, and to pilot-testing forest carbon

conversion of natural forests to plantations. As a

projects, numerous corporate consumers and a

leading-edge forest certification system globally,

handful of large paper and forest products producers

FSC is already contemplating its role in certifying

have stepped up to lead and embraced change.

ecosystem services, such as carbon storage, but it

These efforts are encouraging. At the same time,

needs to move more quickly into this area. Other

continued transformation in the forest products sector

certification systems, such as SFI and PEFC, have yet

is critical. Not all companies that have committed to

to deliver standards with enough rigor to leverage

changes have embraced all aspects of improved supply

meaningful, positive conservation outcomes.

chain management, focusing on one or two elements

■■

Corporate investments in forest protection will be

but not others. Leadership in all areas is necessary.

critical. Government alone cannot afford to foot the

In addition, many companies have yet to step up.

entire bill for the level of conservation necessary to

Significant continued innovation, investments, and

solve the climate crisis. The mobilization of private

improvements in the following areas is imperative:
■■

capital is important as current global estimates show a
gap of $200 to $300 billion annually in the amount of

Large corporate consumers of forest products must

money needed to protect nature at a scale to ensure

consume less, while also taking responsibility for the

an inhabitable planet into the future. Forest products

impacts of their operations on forests. Corporate

companies have a responsibility to support a scale-

consumers need to continue to play a leading role

up in forest protection as a cost of doing business in

in eliminating wasteful use, recovering discarded

light of their reliance on forests as a raw material. In

products, and holding suppliers accountable to

addition, innovation in the finance sector is also critical

continued improvements on the ground, in forests.

to provide much-needed capital for projects that
protect and restore forests. Known as conservation

■■

Forest products companies must integrate conservation

financing, this new field of investing is beginning to

mapping into their supply chain management practices,

gain traction, with some promising results. However,

avoiding sourcing from areas identified as high

investments in the private sector must not result in
the privatization of public assets, such as water.
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ADDRESSING CONSUMPTION AND WASTE
Our current rate and scale of consumption of

the concepts of “Cascading Use,” “Zero Waste,”

wood products is not sustainable, given it is in direct

and the “Circular Economy.” These concepts,

competition for land needed for life-supporting

focused on using limited natural resources efficiently

services. In addition to promoting a restoration-

and on the highest and best uses, stand in stark

based forest economy, we need to also align

contrast to the “extract, make, use, and discard”

corporate and government policies with emerging

linear economy that exists in most places today.

CONCLUSION
With the serious adverse consequences of a

in long-lived trees and permanent soils. Forests

changing climate already occurring, it is important

that protect the climate also allow a multitude of

to broaden our view of sustainable forestry to

species to thrive, manage water quality and quantity

see forests not merely as a commodity to be

and protect our most vulnerable communities

extracted and sold, but as complex ecosystems

from the harshest effects of a changing climate.

that provide valuable, multiple life-supporting
services like clean water, air, flood control, and

Protecting and expanding forests is not an

carbon storage. We have ample policy mechanisms,

“offset” for fossil fuel emissions. To avoid

resources, and funding to support conservation

serious climate disruption, it is essential that

and protection if we prioritize correctly.

we simultaneously reduce emissions of carbon
dioxide from burning fossil fuels and bioenergy

U.S. forests will continue to provide wood and

along with other heat trapping gases and

paper products, but cannot become a fuel source

accelerate the removal of carbon dioxide from

for commercial scale electric power production.

the atmosphere by protecting and expanding

We must commit to a profound transformation,

forests. It is not one or the other. It is both!

rebuilding forested landscapes that sequester carbon
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Achieving the scale of forest protection and

It may be asking a lot to “rethink the forest

restoration needed over the coming decades may

economy” and to “invest in forest stewardship,”

be a challenging concept to embrace politically;

but tabulating the multiple benefits of doing so will

however, forests are the only option that can

demonstrate that often a forest is worth much

operate at the necessary scale and within the

more standing than logged. Instead of subsidizing the

necessary time frame to keep the world from

logging of forests for lumber, paper and fuel, society

going over the climate precipice. Unlike the fossil

should pay for the multiple benefits of standing

fuel companies, whose industry must be replaced,

forests. It is time to value U.S. forests differently

the wood products industry will still have an

in the twenty-first century. We have a long way

important role to play in providing the wood

to go, but there is not a lot of time to get there.

products that we need while working together
to keep more forests standing for their climate,
water, storm protection, and biodiversity benefits.
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